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T
wo years ago I moved from the
online world back to Computer
Gaming World. I loved what I saw.

The magazine's prestige combined with the

editors’ enthusiasm for gaming renewed my
passion and allowed me to completely

immerse myself in PC games again. In the

process, I feel like I've become much more
analytical, mature, and even philosophical

about our industry and hobby. Or maybe it was just turning 30.

Now, I’m returning to the online world to build a series of

next-generation sites for CGW and sister publications Eiectronfc

Gaming Monthly, Official PlayStation Magazine, and Expert

Gamer. I couldn't resist the challenge of building a world-class

site that really meant something to gamers, now that a large

number of gaming sites have flared and fizzled like so many
Roman candles.

It will be a fascinating journey: Can I bring my heightened

sense of gaming into the more immediate environment of the

Internet? I'll find out. Hopefully, you will too—send me your

email address and I’ll put you on the update list. In the mean-

time I’m leaving you in the very capable hands of someone
you’re probably quite familiar with. Want to know who? Just

turn to the last page of the magazine...and may God help you.

Reviews: Hercules 3D Prophet III, VisionTek GeForce3, Elsa

Gladiac 920, and the Wolop.com 1.33GHz Athlon
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I’ve learned a lot in the last two years about games and writ-

ing, Not surprisingly, similar principles apply to both. As I leave

the CGW fold, I thought I'd share some of what I've learned:

Lead with a bang If you don’t capture the reader—or the

gamer—right from the start, you're fighting an uphill battle the

rest of the way. In gaming, this means an interesting, provoca-

tive, highly engaging opening sequence.

Listen ...to yourself, to your thoughts and feelings as you play

through a game, and then translate that into your article. The

same goes for building a game. Real emotions make for great

experiences. And always listen to the public—they’re the ones

who count.

Looks count You can’t put out a magazine that looks like crap

and expect people to like it. Similarly, you can’t design a game
that features solid brown environments or uses the same tired

camera angles. This doesn't mean that a game’s graphics need

to be cutting edge. Look at DIABLO II or Eidos’ upcoming

ANACHRANOX—both compensate for outdated graphics with

garaeplay and presentation.

Resist the cliche Kick ass. Sucks. Not your daddy's . All

that and a bag of chips. Postapocalyptic world. Jumping puzzles.

Big-breasted, bimbo female characters. Hey, game journalists

and game designers alike are still working on this one. But in

any medium, great stories transcend the typical.

Keep writing to georgeJones@ziffdavis.com whenever the

urge strikes. And check out the very hegirmings of the new
CGW website at www.computergaming.com.
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LETTERS

Did the Ending nf HAlF-llFE

Sunk? [SPOILER ALERT!)

I have always noticed a tendency on the

part of CGWto overlook the glaring flaws at

the end of HALF-LIFE. Yes, a cool game in

design and execution, but 1 am wondering

how you can mark UNDYING down for its

"flagging conclusion," yet never once since

the release of HALF-LIFE have I seen appro-

priate criticism for its complete dropping

of the plot in the final scene, the failure to

deal with the moral problem of slaying

aliens who (as we discover at the end} were

Letter of the Month

I hope you accept Olaf Karis' advice

and begin to pick on individual states

once you are through with Canada. If so, I

would tike to suggest that you start with

my home state. New Mexico. We are an

ideal target for your ridicule for at least

seven reasons:

1. Nobody knows whether we are really

a state or not, including the people who
work for the U.S. Post Office. Conse-

quently, we only get our mail, including

CGW, occasionally, so there is less

chance you will anger anyone as you did

with the Canadians, who appear to have

a pretty good postal system.

2. The U.S. government hates us so

much that they tried to eliminate the

entire state last summer during a "con-

trolled burn." That only worked for the

northern portion of the state, so I think

they will next try a nuclear "accident."

3. Our governor, Gary Johnson, has

advocated legalizing drugs (in the pages

of magazines like Playboy). This is

because he realizes we are all stoners,

and without legalized drugs, they might

as well put a fence around the state and

call us the New Mexico Penal Colony.

4. We are next to Texas, which must

count for something.

5. Our major crop, after marijuana

of course, is the chili, a food (fruit or veg-

etable?) with

virtually no nutritional value.

6. We rank 50th out of all 50 states in

most categories like "Percentage of

people who are literate," "Per-family

income," and "Percentage of people with

an I.Q. score over 14."

7. Now that we lost our baseball team,

one of our biggest sporting events is the

Demming Duck Race held at Demming,

New Mexico. (Honest, I am not making

this uplll)

If you don't choose us, you might con-

sider Idaho. Any state that has "Famous

Potatoes" on its license plates is asking

for it.

Todd L. VanPooi

WAY TO CD SID...

Sid Meier: Sadist

1 was shocked and horrified when I saw
the May issue of Ct?Win my mailbox. The

cover screamed out at me—Civ III.

The original CIVILIZATION wreaked havoc

on my freshman year in college. CIV II made
a mockery of my second year in law school.

Now, five years later, I am finally holding

down a steady job and functioning as a rea-

sonably productive member of society, and

Sid Meier does THIS. Even with the release

more than six months away, I am absolutely

certain that CIVILIZATION III will ruin my life.

Sid, for the love of God, please stop!

Ryan Dennard

Friendswood, Texas

Penny Arcade by Mike Krahulik and Jerry Hoikins (www.penny-arcade.com)

had no trouble with them (surprising, given

his lack of coordination), and thus did not

downgrade the game for them. As far as the

"moral problem" goes—c'mon Eric, they

were aliens! Of course we had to kill 'em!

More Colossal Gaoies!

I have to say that your ”10 Colossal

Games We Want Made" (May 2001) was
one of the best articles you guys have ever

written, in my opinion. I hope you write more

articles like that. I always have ideas for

games myself. I'm sure almost all gamers

do. That article showed a spark, if not a

solar flare, of imagination on your part. My
favorites were MONSTER and WRATH OF

THE GODS. Those games make a lot of sense

and sound really fun. Maybe you could have

a section in your letters portion of the

magazine in which fellow gamers could

contribute ideas.

BenH.

Actually, not a bad idea. We'll get the ball

rolling with Mr. Lavaia's idea, below.

After reading your article "10 Colossal

Games We Want Made," I thought of a

merely defend-

ing their homes

from the

human
invaders, or

the senseless

and unforgivable SUPER

MARIO moving-platform

jumpathon in the last levels.

Talk about a flagging conclu-

sion! The coolness of the rest

of the game just made this

lame endgame all the more

painful by contrast.

Maybe CfjWliked the rest

of the game so much that you

are willing to overlook the

disappointing conclusion. I can accept that.

But will you at least admit once in print that

the ending did not live up to the rest of the

game? It would cause me to grind my teeth

less every time I read that HALF-LIFE is the

game to which all other first-person shoot-

ers should measure up. Thanks for listening,

Eric

Like everyone else, the CGW editors were

divided in their opinion of the infamous Xen

levels. The original reviewer, Jeff Green,

computergamlng.c
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LETTERS

game I would want made. I’m pretty sure

that it can't be made though, due to all the

copyright laws, but I'll tell you anyway,

because you guys are awesome, I want

there to be a first-person shooter with all

the people from the MARIO collection. You

know, starting off as Wario, picking up a

rocket launcher. Timing the explosion just

right so that it whizzes down the dark corri-

dor and blows that stupid plumber's head

off. Hahaha. Or finding a sniper rifle and

aiming it so that you can shoot the stupid

little mushroom man right between the eyes

to shut up his annoying voice. It could

always be a mod to QUAKE III or HALF-LIFE;

that would be cool too. Just as long as I get

to kill Mario for once. And yes, I know I'm a

sadistic freak, but I think that game would

go far.

Andrew Lavaia

You Call That Music?
Was your article about Jeremy Soule

(May 2001) really written by Alex Handy, or

did he just copy this nauseating bit of mar-

keting fluff verbatim from Soule's agent?

While Soule is certainly not without talent,

the comparison to John Williams was out-

rageous. And bringing up Vivaldi and

Rachmaninov!?! Have you no shame? Talk

about hyperbole's hyperbole.

Cal Ferrell

Los Angeles, CA

Actually. Alex meant Steve Vivaldi and

Joey “Spike" Rachmaninov, a little-known

klezmerduo from Pittsburgh. Hope that

clears things up.

Xbox vs. PC
The "Wil Power" article (Hardware, May

2001) is right about how the Xbox is no

threat to the PC. It never was, but he got the

reasons all wrong. He was trying to com-

pare apples and oranges—both are gaming

machines, butthey are quite different.

The reason people won't abandon their

PCsforXboxes is not that the PC will have

better hardware and the people who buy

the Box will curse their traitorous ways

months later, but simply that it's a console,

not a PC.

For example, when computer hardware

surpassed that of the PlayStation, people

didn't immediately sell their PlayStation and

buy a computer simply because the com-

puter hardware was better—they stayed

with the PlayStation because they liked its

type of games, ease of use, lower price, etc.

So the opposite works too: When the Xbox

comes out, PC gamers won't abandon their

computers, they will stay because of their

computers' upgradability, a broader range

of games, better Internet capabilities, and

so on.

RS. As a Canadian, I laugh my ass off at

your Canadian Corner, and I am sickened fay

how whiny my fellow countrymen are being

abootthe whole thing, eh.

MarkToye

CEW Unfair to Shadowknights!
I enjoyed reading your write-up of the

new EVERQUEST expansion (June 2001), as

it was chock-full of good infobits. However,

you made one glaring error. In the descrip-

tion of the new Beastlord class, you state

that it's "the first class that lets you be a

'tank'....while also being able to conjure a

pet," I personally think that a lot of existing

Shadowknights would be sorry to hear this.

They have been "tanking" and conjuring

pets for quite a while now.

Other than that, the article was great!

Keep up the good work.

Jay Henningsen
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CEW Unfair tn Drudge

Prnwiers!

Your article "Massively Macintosh??"

(Inside Gaming, May 2001) stated that CLAN

LORD was bucking the tradition by using

original creatures, not a single ore. You then

went on to say that EVERQUEST, ASHERON'S

CALL, and ULTIMA ONLINE could learn from

this game's originality.

I would like to point out that ASHERON'S

CALL is extremely original, as far as crea-

tures go. That is the greatest jewel of the

game: originality. There are no ores, goblins,

trolls, or anything like that! ASHERON'S CALL

has some of the neatest and most original

creatures out there: Lithos Lugians,

Banderling Captians, and Drudge Prowlers,

just to name a few. I think you should give

ASHERON'S CALL some credit for not putting

in the "traditional" creatures.

You guys do put out a great magazine.

Keep it up.

Channing Congdon

Hnw (Pnnrlvl We Rate

I can't believe that you had the nerve to

denounce Wayne's World as "weak"

(Reviews Opener, June 2001). How can you

denounce one of the landmark movies of

the-generation-that-came-a-few-years-

before-l-did? Wayne's World Is by far the

most excellent film in history. And to think

Dumb S Dumber cou\d beat it? That movie

is horrible! Okay, sure, Terrance and Philip

WERE funny, but South Park\s old. And I

don't know who the dude with a harmonica

is but Wayne's World still deserves at

LEAST a four-star rating. I feel insulted.

P.S. I just noticed you put Celine Dion

under "abysmal." Thanks, you are forgiven

now. :)

Blair Frandeen

Write to us at:

Cgwletters@ziSdavis.com

For help with subscriptions:

Cgw@neodata.com
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MIDWEST AND EAST COAST TERRITORY EMILY OLMAN

emily_olniangziffdavis.com *1415) 357-5226

REGIONAL SALES MANAGER/ PACIFIC NORTHWEST
AND BAY AREA PENINSULA IAN SINCLAIR

ian.sinclairSziffdaviSKOm * 14151 357-4925

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE/ PACIFIC NORTHWEST
AND BAY AREA PENINSULA MARY GRAY

marYjravSBffdavis-coiTi* (416) 547-3782

REGIONAL SALES MANAGER/
SOUTHWESTTERRnORY ......KAREN LANDON

karenJandonSzifldavis.com *17601 942-6277

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE/ SOUTHWEST TERRITORY UNDA PHILAPIL

lindaj)hil8pilgziffdavis.com* (415) 54737SI

REGIONAL SALES MANAGER/ TEXAS. WASHINGTON.
SAN FRANCISCO TERRITORY — MARCIYAMAGUCH

marcry gziffdavis.com * 1415) 357-4944

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE/ TEXAS. WASHINGTON,
SAN FRANCISCO TERRITORY — -MBOHAN O'ROURKE

meighan.orourkeSziffdavis.com • 1416) 3574920

SENIOR MARKETING MANAGER AND
CREATIVE DIRECTOR REY LEOOA

MARKETING COORDINATOR

ADVERTISING COORDINATOR

SALES ASSISTANT

SALES ASSISTANT

teyjeddafziffdavis.com* (416) 5473775

ANNIE UPSCOMB
annie.Bpscombfziffdavisiom • (415) 5473248

TlPlfa UBBELOHDE

tipier.ubbelohdelziffdavisconi* 14151 3574933

--..KRISTEEN LAUT

kristeen lautilzifidavis.com* (41515473778

CHERYL FARRELL

cJteryl_faiTellg2iffdavis.com (415) 5473783

HOW TO CONTACT ADVERTISING & SALES

ADDRESS INQURESTD: CGW ADVERTISING. SO BEALE ST. I2TH FLOOR. SAN FRANCISCO,

CA 94116; OR CAa (4151 3S7.S77S, FAX (415) E74999.
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Canadian Corner: Because We Just Can't Stoi

The World according to America

No clvillsalJon

People eat each other here

I have to chuckle a bit when our American friends choose to make jokes about

our advanced society. Actually, the UN has voted Canada the best country to live

in for I think, like, four years in a row! It's quite normal for Americans to hide fear

with humor (j/k). Anyway, I thought you guys might enjoy an email I received on

the same day I read "Canadian Corner" in Issue 202. Keep up the great reviews!

Never fall to the tyranny of console gaming! Ill

P.S. it's pronounced Jean Cret-yen.

Mark Fischer

I would like to apologize to Computer

Gaming World on behalf of the Dominion

of Canada for letters received in anger

at your policy of making fun of the

Canadian people. These letters do not

reflect the views of the Canadian gov-

ernment or the majority of the Canadian

people. We realize that Americans feel

the need to make fun of foreign coun-

tries. We realize that such Canadian

customs as free health care, gun con-

trol, respecting the environment, and

being nice to each other are ideas most

Americans hate and fear. This is similar

to the Canadian fear of Southern

Americans, American teenagers, and

the Republican party. We hope these

letters have not upset your publication

in any way, shape, or form. Thank you

and have a nice day.

Cameron, Canadian Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, Bureau of Apologies

Well, finally! It's about time someone

apologized!

Hello, eh. Tm a Canadian just like the

others who've mailed in to CGW. The

walls of my igloo are covered with your

articles. The bumper sticker on my bob-

sled reads "I read CGH/biquarterly!"

We up here, just over the Vermont/

Canada border, don't get mail too often.

In fact, I don't even know if this is get-

ting to you. I inscribed this on some

seal skin that 1 saved from a meal a few

months back. I walked through kilo-

meters of snow to get to the nearest

messenger penguin, who then, I hope,

waddled the letter to a sympathetic

American over the border. Anyhow, I

love the magazine, and I hope that when

computers are invented up here I'll get

to try these computer games.

Good bye, ehl

Warren Lisak

Somewhere in Canada

Just finished reading the Letters

section in the May issue and I have

only one thing to say. We are not all

Quebec-, Alaska-, and 0ttowa[sic3-born

people. You are forgetting all the people

who come from the OTHER places. What
about the Cheds and the Mennos

—

we're here too. We play games as well.

I think you should set up a Cheds corner

as well.

P.S. Your delivery to Ontario does suck.

daedalus_9

Cheds and Mennos? What are those?

Penguins?

In reference to another Canadian

writer: What do you mean we "ANGLO-

CANADIANS" don't have a sense of

humor? I find that comment an insult.

We're all Canadians (Anglo or

Francophone) and like the Americans,

we all have different views on what is

funny and what is not! Some like slap-

stick, some like insults, and some like

gossip humor (the list can go on!). I pur-

chase CGWevery month and although I

will admit that some of the staff remarks

are absolutely insulting, some of them

are great indicators of how much "cul-

tural exposure" we have yet to give to

the rest of North America.

Keep up the good work guysl

PS. Michel, the Leafs made the play-

offs.. .the Habs are golfing!

Wayne J. Tan

Toronto

Leafs and Habs? What are those?

Penguins?

I have one thing to say regarding the

monthly bashing of Canadians; All right,

so they have dogsleds and disfigured

bacon, but hasn't anybody there at

CGl/Vheard of Rush! You know, "Fly By

Night," "Tom Sawyer," "Working

Man"... those Canadians may be a

buncha fur-trappin’, maple-sappin'

drunkards, but at least they produce

good music, EH?I!!

PS. Except for Celine Dion (shudder).

Kevin Kane

Hey, guys. Just writing to point out the

fact that, despite all your recent Canada

bashing, all the ignorant comments, all

the stereotyped statements, all the idiot-

ic letters from ignorant readers, you've

forgotten somewhere along the way that

your "emperor-god of PC RPGs," the

almighty BALDUR'S GATE 2: SHADOWS OF

AMN, is as Canadian as I am. If you

don't stop with the comments, we might

just throw down a gaming embargo on

you all, and then where would you be?

Stuck playing department store rejects

and hunting sims, that's where. If you

want your fix of NEVERWINTER NIGHTS,

you'd better watch your mouths, eh?

Have a good day!

Eric Lord

Montreal, Canada

Finally, someone gives us a good

reason to stop!

computeraaming.cDin
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'ci^feaXHi^I.aneuv^r Sergeant “Tihy” McHale- and his elite

ofrtso|diei:s deep behind enemy lines utilizing their

clbrMjitedtexp^rtise to set up ambushes,^ control troops

Ki^t missions.
. y

'

«>

'

Reich^^eT^^d a Northern European submarine installation;

.

^ndnfS'jlfrjate the,Tieadquarters of the Japanese Army.

tjpSwiSDi engine, offers^ d 360"

•hdiStable environment and
^^hiless ‘movement in/out of

'buildingdy.submarines, pianes
andmnder water.

Complete simultaneous control

of multiple gaipppjay .windows
in. real time.

^

New commandos include' a , . ,

thief, a seductress, and atd^^
adding stealth, distractiog^

and distribution strategie’s;j^£

Go into battles with others in a
cooperative multiplayer mode.



. Sergeant “Tiny” Mc®te «
t Export in cloHQ.cointJnt ftplndoti we^

For more information visit:

eipos. www.commandosgame.com



What was

once lost

must now be

found

.
Deep beneath the surface lies the' secret to the' greatest
mystery known to mankind — the Lost Jlnpire of Atlantis.

^^fJliSribark on a dsingerous journey from the shores of Iceleuid

. to the center of the Sarth. In multiplayer njode,

..navigate through a series of challenges far beneath the
oces^n floor to find and save the ancient empire...
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THE TOST ElMEIRE

‘In a single day and night of misfortune,

the island of Mantis disappeared

into the depths of the sea.”

-Plato, 360 B.C.

Compelling story-dri'/eii, first person
action/adventure game full of unexpected

twists 'and game play variations

Battler-monsters and cljaiv^^cters developed
exclusively by Mike Migriola, lead concept

artist for the movie '

A Compete online with up to 12 people^ in 10 different Capture the S’lag
' and Tournament maps

V'A Incredib.Le real-time 3-1/ graphiqp^ rendered by ,Litb.T®o^“- game engine

A ‘Engage yoUr foes in- relentless

ityltiplaifer;..fehip-to-ship combat
combat racing, from the^- cockpit

!'s-i'^;df.:' exotic Atiantean vehicles

www^trialbyfiregame.com
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j_'. ..........
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In stores May 15th.
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THE MECHWARRIOR* GAME OF TACTICAL COMMAND

Commander, your mission is simple: di^tch a company

ol MecliWarriors Into battle (o destroy tbe enemy.

TIten salvaye the repairable 'Mechs nml use them tn

•i bolster your Mure attacks. Stay focused on your

strateyic knowledge and tactical skills that guaraniec a

H victorious campaign. And remember, it you can stiiitthe

& balance of power and change history, then you will truly

' be a great commander.

^ microsof t

.

coul/Ha ines/m echco 111 m a n (Ier 2

1
'
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Transportation Simulation Game
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O Inside
STAR WARS: GALACTIC BATTLEGROUND

Doggy-style, Sony-style

Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within

Lara s Last Leap?
hinge on movie's successCurvaceous character's future may

C
onsider for a moment how critical the month

of June is for Lara Croft. This month, the video-

game star makes her feature film debut in

Paramount Pictures' $84 million Tomb Raider production,

it's an all-or-nothing risk. If the movie, starring

Angelina Jolie, succeeds in capturing our

imagination, Lara Croft gets reborn and

reconnects with the gaming public. If

it tanks, that could spell the end for

Eidos'cute and curvy mascot.

Given that it's a major movie

release, Paramount has been

unusually tight-lipped about

Tomb Raider, so it's virtually

impossible to gauge which

scenario is likely to play out. The

studio did invite CCWto the set

in London last September, and

what we saw was nothing

short of spectacular.

Gigantic, elaborate sets

were everywhere, includ-

ing Croft Manor and a

life-size replication

of the Angkor Wat

temples in Cambodia

(part of the movie

was filmed on loca-

tion in Cambodia).

Still, you

shouldn't expect

a deeper story

than those in

the games.The plot serves merely as connective tissue

between big, impressive action sequences involving giant

robots, bungie-cord shootouts, and lots of special effects.

The big question remains: Can Angelina Jolie fit into

Lara Croft's shoes without distorting gamers' impressions

of the video-game star? Early indicators concerned us.

When she signed on to the movie, Jolie made it clear

that she wasn't wearing Lara's signature powder blue

top. The Girl, Interrupted star, it seems, wears only blacks

and grays.

But hey—that's how Hollywood adaptations work.

Compromises are made and endings are rewritten. At

least Lara Croft is still British. Besides, a change of

wardrobe isn't such a bad thing. After five games in five

years and a near fatal dose of overexposure, Lara Croft

could use a little updating. —George Jones



the sleeper hit of 2001 Exploring Anachronox

I

n at least one respect, ANACHRONOX
harks back to the golden era of gaming,

when visual quality had nothing to do

with gameplay, presentation values, or

fun. This innovative role-playing thriller

compensates for its old-school, QUAKE
ll-powered look so well that we're tempted

to think there may be an inverse relation-

ship between graphics and gameplay.

Three years in the making, ANACHRONOX
fuses science-fiction noir with fast-paced,

open-ended FINAL FANTASY-style play. Two
hours into the game, we were hooked by

the story and writing quality. But the

camera work adds so much to the

experience that you’ll wonder why such

cinematic techniques haven't been used

before. In one sequence, in which you’re

trying to break into an apartment, the

game’s camera angles create surprising

tension. A shaky, pseudohandheld "con-

frontation cam’’ engenders both anxiety

and hostility.

The gameplay incorporates the best

elements of the adventure and role-playing

genres. From the start, you have clear

objectives and quests that lie within your

grasp. You’ll face plenty of interesting

choices: Do you advise the bar patron

to keep or sell his chunk of a precious

mineral? Do you continue your quest or

stop for weapons training? What effect

will your statements and actions have on

the game farther down the road?

We can't answer that now, but we plan

on finding out.

—George Jones

ELITE
Dolls are for girls. Unless they carry realisti-

cally modeled weapons and look like your

favorite CT's from COUNTER-STRIKE.

These are the Elite Force dolls made by Blue

Box toys, and they've practically spawned

their own cottage industry of detailed, one-

sixth scale military clothing and accessories.

Each figure is modeled on members of real-

world counterterrorist organizations—like the

CSCg German Border Patrol and British SAS

guys pictured here—and should be very famil-

iar to any COUNTER-STRIKE fan. The amount of

detail and variety of materials used (metal

helmets, canvas ammo bags) j'ustify the $30

price tag.

You can find these guys storming a Malibu

Barbie beach house near you, or online at

www.blueboxtoys.com. —Tom Price

rcomputergamlng.cDm



StarCraft Cinematic DVD
Can't get enough of the epic

STARCRAFT saga? Now you can watch

all the cinematics from STARCRAFT and

the BROOD WARS expansion pack (or

you could just play the games, you

lazy bastard) by picking up Blizzard's

limited-edition STARCRAFT Widescreen

DVD Movie. Similar to the DVD that

came with the DIABLO II Limited

Edition, it lets you watch 36 minutes

of goose-pimply STARCRAFT CC joy, as

well as trailers for DIABLO II, the

DIABLO II expansion set, and WARCRAFT
III. Your life for Ayur? You betcha! ETA:

early July. $15from www.blizzard.com.

Arcanum Demo Fix
We apologize for a programming error that

rendered last month's demo of ARCANUM
unplayable. We've fixed the problem and

will bring you the demo again in August. In

the meantime, if you wish to play the demo
on last month's disc, the fix is fairly simple.

1: Uninstall any previous installations of

the Arcanum demo.

2: Insert the June disc, and right-click on

your CD drive. Select ''Explore..." from

the pop-up menu.

3: Copy the Arcanum folder from

I

the CD to your hard drive.
• '

' 4: Open the ARCANUM
folder. Now open the Sierra folder.

5; In /Arcanum/Sierra, find the

Arcanum_Preview folder. Rename this

folder Arcanum Preview.

Run Setup.exe from inside the

ARCANUM folder. Arcanum will now
install properly.

7: Once the demo has installed, you can

delete the ARCANUM folder.

Diablo II

Goes High-Res
Blizzard's upcoming DIABLO 11 expansion,

THE LORO OF DESTRUaiON, will finally

upgrade the game to 800x600. After

installing the expansion, users will be able

to replay the entire game In the higher

resolution, says Blizzard.

The expansion introduces a fifth act to the

saga, in which the heroes finally confront

Baal, the Lord of Destruction. It features two
new classes, the Assassin and Druid, which

can be used throughout the original game.

The add-on also Includes new items—such

as new categories of items for each class,

new monsters, and siege weapons. ETA:

scheduled to ship by the end ofJune.

On the Radar
Cate Archer Returns!
Fox Interactive has confirmed the sequel to last year's

best action game, NO ONE LIVES FOREVER, to be published

by Sierra Studios. Cate Archer will return to fight through

another 60 levels featuring the same 1960s spy-film style

as the first great game.

Microsoft Manhandles THE MATRIX...
Microsoft has iocked up a six-month exclusive during

which Shiny's THE MATRIX will be available only on Xbox.

Shiny’s publisher. Interplay, agreed to the terms in

exchange for a $5 million loan from Microsoft. The deal

stipulates that the game will feature online play only

through Xbox, choreography by martial arts specialist

Woo Ping, dialogue from the movie's actors, and special

content that will be available only in the Xbox version.

...and Engulfs Ensemble
Microsoft has acquired Dallas-based Ensemble Studios,

creator of the ACE OF EMPIRES games. The head of

Microsoft's PC games division, Stuart Moulder, said that

Ensemble will develop another AGE OF EMPIRES game. ACE

OF EMPIRES III will be historically based, as opposed to

Ensemble's AGE of Mythology (previewed last month),

which includes fantasy elements. The setting for AGE III

hasn't been decided, although Moulder said the age of

discovery—with its sailing ships, conquest of new worlds,

and plentiful men with rifles—is under consideration.

Free ICEWIND DALE Expansion
Black Isle Studios evidently felt like it gypped its

customers with the ICEWIND DALE: HEART OF WINTER

expansion. The developer is giving away a 75MB add-on

with a new dungeon, more magic items, and even more

monsters. It was scheduled to be out by the end of May.

Sid Meier's Master Stroke
Maxis and Firaxis have teamed up to bring us a joint

design from gaming legends Will Wright and Sid Meier.

The fruit of their collaboration? SiD MEIER'S SIMGOLF.

We've never gone from elation to deflation so quickly.

No details have been released, other than that the

game will let you design, manage, and play your own golf

resort. We're just dying to get a swing at this game.



Special effects dazzle in AA/Onfl
Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within Wl a|JI IIW WW lUd
With the premiere of Final Fantasy:

The Spirits Within coming up July

13, Columbia Pictures recently

treated lucky fans and media members to a

preview of scenes from the animated

movie. The producers amazed the audience

with the four-years-in-the-making, $137

million technologicai marvel, whose visual

fidelity easily exceeded the best computer

graphics (CG) animation we’d ever seen.

The story bears some similarities to

Aliens, with futuristic soldiers locked in a

vicious struggle with a horde of alien

invaders. The movie's heroine, Aki, leads the

fight while trying to discover the secrets of

an alien within her. The film features an

impressive roster of voice talent, including

Alec Baldwin, Donald Sutherland, Ving

Square Pictures' 1,160-CPU

rendering farm was custom built

for the movie. It includes 960

933MHz Pentium III systems with

768MB of RAM each, plus 150

Silicon Graphics Origin 200

systems with 4GB of RAM each.

Rhames, Peri Gilpin, Ming-Na, Steve

Buscemi, and others.

Prior to the screening, I was fortunate to

visit the Square Pictures studio in Honolulu,

where the majority of the film is being

made. Specially built for the movie, the

studio houses hundreds of talented CG

artists recruited from around the world. The

technology inside the studio is as impres-

sive as the talent—the studio is filled with

the latest Silicon Graphics computers and

top-secret proprietary software.

Square Pictures used an enormous

motion-capture studio to create lifelike

movements for the characters. Props

such as firearms and armor were included

to make sure the characters moved realisti-

cally with objects.

Then the studio artists meticulously over-

laid facial gestures, finger movements,

background, lighting, and other nitpicky

details onto the motion-captured data.

Much of the process is automated, but

animators must still put in a tremendous

amount of work to make the characters

look realistic. Every pore and freckle is

hand drawn—the main char-

acter's face took more

than two months

to complete.

Even the

hair

—

thought to

be one of the

most difficult

things to create in

CG—flows and

moves beautifully,

thanks to the

60.000 to

70.000 individu-

ally controlled

strands of hair

placed by the

artists.

Completed

scenes are fed

through a collec-

tion of 960
computers called

the rendering

farm—a number
crunching beast—that

puts together all the

information and creates

individual frames of the

movie. Each frame has twice the

resolution of HDTV, and contains a

whopping 10MB of data. At 24 frames

per second, the entire flick takes up

roughly 1,350 gigabytes of hard drive space.

For more information, see www.finalfanta-

sy.com. —Woo Higo

nicnmDuleraainlnii.cnin



Metallic ankle-snapper can't
match the charm of a real dog

I

had just laid out sixteen hundred bucks for one of Sony's

wonder whippets, the all-digital, fully robotic Aibo. Yes.

although I could have better spent the dough on other

modern luxuries (a new laptop, a stack o' DVDs, crack, or a

new suit), I decided to spend it on a faithful new companion
whose love would know no bounds. Well, at least as long as

his batteries lasted.

Hands-on experience, however, reveals that Aibo—or

Quimby, as I have renamed my dog—isn’t the most respon-

sive pet. If you’re looking for a quick response to an off-the-

cuff‘'whassup,dawg?”or expect this thing to catch a freakin’

Frisbee, you'll be sorely disappointed. Even after I Juiced

Quimby up with an SMB memory-stick, some swank new
Master Studio software, and a wireless LAN card for some

remote-control action, he still couldn’t hold a bone to a

real pooch. Sure, he's amiable enough, but when the

mailman shoved the new issue of Maxim through the

mail slot, Ouimbyjust sat there and looked in my gen-

era! direction. "Quimby!” I chirped, hoping his voice-

recognition software would kick in, "Fetch me my
Maxim, stout yeoman!” A soft blinking blue light on

Quimby's tail was my reward. "Quimby! Grabbeth

mine slippers and hasten them to me, oh stalwart

companion!" At this point, Quimby performed a

four-leg split and lay spread-eagled on the floor

before me, prostrate and subservient, yet wholly

indifferent to my needs.

The moral of this story is that a dog may
be man's best friend, but whoever said

"It's better to have loved and lost than

never to have loved at all” owes me six-

teen hundred bucks. I may be smiling

on the outside, but I'm crying on the

inside. —James Mielke

Aibo with Life software is $1,590

from Sony at www.aibo.com.

The moral of this story is

that a dog may be man’s

best friend, but whoever

said "It's better to have

loved and lost than never

to have loved at all" owes

me sixteen hundred bucks.

Life

With

A

Robot

Dog
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OUR FAVORITE DIVERSIONS

HALF-LIFE:
BLUE SHIFT
How can we say no to a game

so infused with the soul of the

original HALF-LIFE, even if it is

short? Plus, the graphics

enhancement makes the old

HALF-LIFE look pretty!

KOHAN: IMMORTAL
SOVEREIGNS
Even if it wins the Silliest

Game Name of the Month

award, KOHAN remains on

our play list for being an RTS

that plays more like a turn-

based strategy game. And it's damn fun to boot.

SPIDER-MAN
(DREAMCAST)
Is there anything in the world

cooler than Spider-Man?

Answer: No. That's why many

of us here are drooling all

over our DreamCast SPIOER-

MAN game—maybe the best superhero game

ever. And guess what? Now it's coming to the PC.

See our preview next month.

THE FIRST
QUARTER BY
STEVEN L. KENT
The First Quarter \s an

exhaustive history of con-

sole, arcade, and computer

games. Packed with interest-

ing stories and anecdotes from all the key players

on any game you could think of, it's a fascinating

book for the well-read gamer.

REALITY CHECK

Age of StarWars
Galactic armies collide in RTS using AGE OF
EMPIRES engine

an the designers at LucasArts

substitute Jedi Knights for Dark

Ages knights? Will an AT-AT walk-

er produce greater trample damage
than a war elephant? We’ll soon find

out, now that LucasArts has teamed up

with Ensemble Studios to create STAR

WARS; GALACTIC BAnLECROUND, a free-

wheeling real-time strategy game using

the ACE OF EMPIRES engine.

Instead of the random-map emphasis

of AOE games, GALACTIC BAmEGROUND
will focus on big campaigns to deter-

mine the outcome of the Galactic Civil

War. Players pick a campaign with one

of six key civilizations: Galactic Empire,

Rebel Alliance, Wookiees, Gungans,

Royal Naboo, or the Trade Federation.

There will also be a skirmish mode for

quick-fixjunkies.

The battles will take place over land,

sea, and air, with more than 200 types

of units, including bounty hunters, Jedi

Knights, storm troopers, X-wings, AT-

ATs, snow speeders, AT-STs, Wookiee Kas

tanks, and droids. Settings will vary,

with some of the aerial battles taking

place on asteroids while some ground

battles will happen in submerged cities.

As in AOE, there will be resources for

players to manage and upgradable

technologies like Wookiee ingenuity

and Jedi stamina. A scenario editor will

be included to create custom single- or

multiplayer battlegrounds with virtu-

ally any Star wars unit or setting.

We'll bring you a full preview when
we can sit down and see the game
running. It's currently scheduled for

release this winter. —Ken Brown

We've had a strong spring, game fans. The big standouts are BATTLE OF

BRITAIN (which hopefully is injecting life back into the flight sim genre),

CLIVE BARKER'S UNDYING, and NASCAR RACING 4 (the Papyrus legacy

lives on). The ratings for KINGDOM UNDER FIRE run the gamut, although

the consensus on GameRankings.com was slightly on the favorable side.

GameRankmgs.com, incidentally, averages the ratings from all the

online reviews. The site offers a convenient way to compare each publi-

cation's take.

mam CfiW PC Gamer CGM Adrenaline Vault 11
GameRankinas.com

Battle of Britain A B+ B A- B-i- A-

Blade of Darkness B B+ B- * B

Clive Barker's Undvinq B-f A- B+ A- ‘ A-

Icewind Dale: Heart of Winter B- B- B+ C B-t- B-

Janaed Alliance 2: Unfinished Business B- C B B- B B-

Kinadotn Under Fire F B C- C- D- C+

NASCAR Racing 4 A A+ B+ B+ B-f- A-

NBA Live 2001 B- B- B- B-t-
* B+

Oni C B B B- B+ B-i-

SimCoaster B+ B+ B B B B
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Establishing software release dates is like trying to predict the next dot-com to crash and burn. These dates represent the best available information we had at

press time, if you're a publisher, send your updates to: cgwlettef5@zilfdavis.canL

Updates
WARCRAFT III: By the time you read

this, the Humans and the Ores should

be finished. Next up: the Might Elves

and Undead, then play-balance all

the units in multiplayer, then focus

on single-player stuff. It's gonna be

a while.

RED FACTtON: The PS2 version is all

done, so what's happening with the PC

version? The team says it’s going all-

out with the graphics, and as a result

has pushed the game back to fall.

interfaces and spell effects. Designers

are creating items and are refining the

story line for the single-player games.

BioWare has a bunch of very busy

Canadians right now.

ARCANUM; The game is pretty much

done: the holdup is translating the

voluminous dialogue for all of the

international versions. Sierra wants a

simultaneous release, which means

we'il have to wait a while longer. In the

meantime, play the demo on this

month's CD.

NEVERWINTEH NIGHTS: Artists are busy

modeling, texturing, and animating the

game's 175 critters, in addition to

TOKV HAWK PRO SKATER 3: The sequel

to one of the best console games of all

time will come out on a staggering six

platforms: PS2, Xbox, PSI. Game Boy

Advance. Game Boy Color, and of

course, PC. Mew locations include

Middleton, Rhode Island; Rio de

Janeiro; Los Angeles: Canada; Tokyo;

and Paris. Jackass fans will note that

Bam Margera joins the cast of skaters.

COHUMO & CONQUER; YURTS

REYEIGE: Crazy Udo Kier is back in

this upcoming expansion. In trying to

hunt him down, gamers will play the

single-player campaign as either the

United States or Russia. In multiplayer,

Yuri’s own faction will be playable.

With the likes of Viruses, Slave Miners,

and Boomers on tap. YURI'S REVENGE

will have more of those over-the-top

units from RED ALERT 2 .

CHS Age of Mythology Ensemble Spring 2002 Nir-:-Tri'.| independence War 2 Infogrames Summer 2001

Age of Wonders II: The Wizard's Throne 6.0il. Spring 2002 Majestic QectronicArts Summer 2001

Aliens vs. Predator 2 MonoliUi Winter 2001 Max Payne G.O.Q. Winter 2001

Alone in the Dark: The New Nightmare Inlogrames Summer 2001 MechCemmander 2 Microsoft July 2001

Anachronox Eidos July 2001 Medal of Honor Allied Assault Eleclraoic Arts Fall 2001

Arcanum Sierra September 2001 Motor City Online Ef^tronic Arts Fall 2001

ersr* Aquanox Fishtank Interacthre Fall 2001 Neverwinler Nights Interplay Winter 2001

Asheron's Call 2 Microsoft Winter 2001 O.R.B. Strategy Fust July 2001

Baldur's Gate II; Throne of Bhaal Interplay Fall 2001 Operation Flashpoint Codemasters Summer 2001

Battle Isle; Darkspace Blue Byte Summer 2001 PlanetSide Verant Fall 2001

Battle Realms Crave Biieriainment Summer 2001 Pool of Radiance II GAME Studios June 2001

Black Isle Studios' TORN Interplay Winter 2001 cm Project Eden Eidos Interacthre Summer 2001

Command & Conquer: Renegade Westwood Summer 2001 Red Faction THQ Fall 2001

CIZS) Commandos 2 Eidos August 2001 Return to Wolfenstein Activision Fall 2001

Dark Sector Digital Extremes Winter 2001 Sid Meier’s Civilization III Hasbro August 2001

Deus Ex 2 Eidos Summer 2002 Sigma: The Adventures of Rex Chance Microsoft Fall 2001

Diablo II: Lord of Destruction Blizzard Summer 2001 SImsville Eiectronic Arts Summer 2001

Dragon's Lair 3D Blue Byte Summer 2001 Sovereign Sony Online Entertainment Summer 2002

Duke Nukem Forever 3D Realms Fall 2001 Star Trek: Borg Assimilator Activision Winter 2001

Dungeon Siege Mterosoff September 2001 Star Trek: Bridge Commander Activision Summer 2001

Earth & Beyond Westwttod Winter 2001 Star Wars: Galactic Battleground LucasArts Fall 2001

Elder Scrolls: Morrowind Bethesda Summer 2002 Star Wars: Galaxies feranULucasArts Spring 2002

Empire Earth Sierra Fall 2001 Stronghold 6.0i). October 2001

Emperor: Battle for Dune Westwood Summer 2001 Team Fortress 2 Sierra Fall 2002

iTTaVi EverQuest: Shadows of Luclln Verant Fall 2001 Thief ill Edos Summer 2002

Flight Simulator 2002 Microsoft Fall 2001 Throne ol Darkness Sierra Summer 2001

Freedom Force Crave Winter 2001 Train Simulator Microsott Summer 2001

Galactic Commander Online 3000AD he. Summer 2001 Unreal II htogrames Spnng 2002

Global Operations Crave Fall 2001 GZIB WarCraft III Blizzard Spring 2002

Halo Bungle Spring 2002 Warlords IV GAME Studios Summer 2001

CIT71 Heroes of Might & Magic IV 30D Fall 2001 Zoo Tycoon Microsott Fall 2001

CDmputergamIng.i
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All avaiiabte now at the
store at

amazon com
Get thousands of game titles at amazon.com/videogames

Diabfo U Expansion: lard of

Qestnidjon (buzzard) You will

face a new series of quests

and challenges to prevent

Baal, the last of the Prime

Evils, and his vile minions

from destroying the world of

Sanctuary by corrupting the

Worldslone, which protects

the whole mortal plane from

the forces of Hell.

Goninandie 2 (eioos)

A tactical action-strategy

game set against a World

War II backdrop. Take

control of an elite group of

gritty soldiers who must

venture deep into enemy
territory and utilize their

combined expertise to

complete a series of

mission-based objectives.

Baidur's Sate II Expansteo

Pack: Tfarwe of Bliaal

(INTERPLAY) Continue the epic

saga of Baldur's Gate'" II

to its ultimate conclusion as

you fulfill your destiny as the

child of Bhaal. Unravel the

mysteries of Watcher’s

Keep, cast new high level

spells and gain powerful

new abilities.

Ti»i) SiBBlalor (Microsoft)

Play as engineer or passen-

ger. This game delivers one

of the most realistic experi-

ences to date. Contains six

routes and over 600 miles

of rail that was recreated

using extensive data on ter-

rain and elevation. Trackside

details ore nearly identical to

their real-life counterpart.

Haif-Ufe: Blue Shift (sierra)

In Take on the role of the

Black Mesa security guard

and explore restricted areas

of the mysterious government

facility. As security in this

top-secret facility, you must

scramble to keep the scien-

tists and yourself alive, as you

extinguish the many hostiles

attempting to take you out.

THIS MONTH'S TOP 5

PREORDERS
YUJgliV I Ofii irs ii)P .1

I: A 8 :i
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Myst III: Exile fGXME STUDIOS)

Building on the surreal style

of Myst and Riven, Myst III:

Exile features new fantastic

environments that made its'

predecessors immersive,

mysterious and beautiful.

Exile features five entirely

new ages for players to

explore and hours of new
mysteries to uncover.

Black 5 White (electronic

ARTS) A role-playing game
unlike any other you've

played before. You play tho

role of a deity in a land

where the surroundings are

yours to shape and its peo-

ple are yours to lord over.

Your actions decide whether

you create a heaven or hell

for your worshippers.

Cossacks (strategy FIRST)

A historical real-time strategy

based on events of the 1 6th

through the 1 8th centuries in

Europe. You get to carry out

lingering city sieges, wage
guerrilla wars, capture com-
manding heights and arrange

ambushes, deploy landing

forces on enemy shores, and

conduct sea battles.

Worms Worftf Party (nrvs)

Get another fix of what is

perhaps one of the most

creative puzzle/strategy

games ever created. Anyone
that likes to think more than

they twitch when playing will

appreciate this latest entry

into the series which is the

most approachable version

of the game to date.

Sims House Party (maxis) Toga

party, anyone? This Expansion

Pack makes it easier than

ever for The Sims to make
friends and quickly rise to the

top. Party themes range from

Wild West campfire cook-

outs to Hawaiian luaus and

room-shaking raves, with

plenty of objects provided to

keep guests entertained.



The best in

gaming,

as voted by
gamers

An innovative game that people actually like? Leave it to

Peter Molyneux to create something different that also sells.

However, the tedium of the gameplay will most likely get to

people in the long haul, making this game eventually slide in

the charts.

Diablo II (Blizzard)

Don’t expect this game to drop off the Top 20 until we boot it

off at the ripe old age of two. See our DIABLO II expansion

information on page 29.

Unreal Tournamant (Infogrames)

It’s a testament to UT that after 1 8 months, it still ranks higher

than Counter-Strike, it’s spawned a host of great mods-see
a few of them on page 74.

O Deus Ex (Eidas)

O Baldur's Gate II (Interplay)

O Hall-Llte: Counter-Strike (Sierra) nfa

O Age of Empires II: Age of Kings (Microsoft) <K«cie<ei4

O The Sims (EA)

O Age of Empires II: The Conguerors (Microsoft) i:tf.viKSk

Quake III Arena (Activision)

0 Command & Conquer: Red Alert 2 (EA)

® Homeworld (Sierra)

0 Final Fantasy VII (Eldos)

0 No One Lives Forever (Fox)

0 Tribes 2 (Sierra)

0 Sid Meier's Alpha Centaur! (Infogrames)

0 MechWarrior 4 (Microsoft)

0 Rainbow Six: Rogue Spear (tlblSoft)

0 System Shock 2 (EA)

0 Metal Gear Solid (Microsoft)

The CGI^Top 20 is an online poll conducted in partnership with Gamespot. Anyone can

vote, even Canadians: Point your browser to www.computergaming.com and pick 10 favorites.

We print the 20 highest-scoring games.

The Top 20 is limited to games less than two years old. After two years, games become
eligible for the CGW Hall of Fame.

STATS
By Alex "Clown Suit” Handy

j
Number of last month’s

Handy Stats that were
blatantly incorrect.

3
Number of years Daikatana
was actually in development.

J
Number of irate emails Handy
received from John Romero
for saying that DAIKATANA
took 4.3 years to develop.

1 .400 .000.000
Earnings, in dollars, from

Electronic Arts' worldwide

sales in 2000.

40
Percentage of computer
gamers who are women.
(Source: IDSA)

21
Percentage of console

gamers who are women.
(Source: IDSA)

15
Percentage chance that IDSA
makes this stuff up.

40
Percentage of MYST players

who are women. (Source:

Linn PR)

10
Percentage of CGW editors

who are women. (Source:

Holly Fleming)

50
Percentage of CGW editors

who scream like girls.

10
Percentage of CGW editors

who throw like girls. (Source:

Anyone who saw Jeff Green

play softball)

1.387
Weight in pounds of Jon

Brower Minnoch, world's

heaviest man, in 1977. (He's

dead now.)

BDmputeroamino.cam
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The godfather of gangster sims

is back. In the tradition of

prohibition-era mobsters, it*s

your job to keep your hit men,

kidnappers and hoods in line so

you can make a killing, so to speak.

Day and night are equally strategic so

you can appear legit all day and 8a7e

your dirty work for the wee hours.

1

g

Command a host of new specialist
characters to build your team's
criminal power and family connections.



PREVIEW

PlanetSide
Is this the future uf nnline shunters?

by Robert Coffey

I
s the world ready for a more real

QUAKE? For a multiplayer shooter

without players bouncing around
like hopped-up jackalopes? For a game
in which victory takes teamwork, suc-

cess is measured in ways other than

the total number of kills, and the scale

of conflict isn't you versus a handful of

other guys but you and a few thousand
versus another few thousand? This is

War! What Is It Gaod Far?

Mission-based gameplay between the

warring factions of PLANETSIDE forms the

game's foundation, but one design decision

led to a spirited debate during our visit to

Sony Online: If the war never ends, what's

the point? The PLANETSIDE team feels that

the satisfaction will come from completing

increasingly difficult mission goals. That's

great, but if the war will be manipulated

so that no faction ever w/ns the overall

the challenge facing Sony Online {aim

Verant Interactive, purveyor of the dig-

ital methadone known as EVERQUEST)
and its massively multiplayer shooter,

PLANETSIDE.

Virtual life and Death

From now until well into 2002, the

online world is going to be a war zone.

With dozens of massively multiplayer

conflict, isn't it all moot?

To be fair, CGWwas evenly split regard-

ing this philosophical question. Does a

game like WORLD WAR II ONLINE have an

edge because one side can prevail, or is it

flawed because the conflict is reset when
one side wins? In a team game like base-

ball, would players be satisfied to never

have a final score?

We can't wait for the PLANETSIDE beta to

see if we're absorbed, or if we feel like

we're just spinning our wheels.

TOWER OF POWER Taking over and holding

enemy facilities will advance the front lines as

well as give players convenient respawning

points closer to the action.

GENRE: Massively Multiplayer Shooter

RELEASE DATE: Summer 2flD2

FLlBLlSU£RxSanv..Online.£nlertainment.

DEVELO£ER:Sony.Qnline.EntertainmBnt

CQNTACI-W3fltw.station.sonv.c0tn

persistent-world games aiming to con-

sume your bandwidth, logic dictates

that only a handful will succeed, given

the huge time investment these games
demand—not to mention the monthly

subscription fees. The inevitable com-
petition should be as much cold war as

dogfight, with companies simply try-

ing to outlast competitors and when
the losers close up shop, grab their fan

base. For want of a compelling hook,

many games will fall by the wayside
(see "So Who's Going to Win Online?”

on page 39).

Tliis is why PLANETSIDE seems to

have so much going for it. It breaks

the mold yet stays within it, delivering

pulse-pounding FPS action while

retaining the RPG-centric reward sys-

tem that persistent game universes

thrive on. It is a gamble—Sony is

basically building a game that gamers
don’t know they want yet.

The easy parts of the equation are

obvious, and they are already in place.

Even with release a year off,

PLANETSIDE is right on the leading

edge graphically, with incredibly

detailed worlds, landscapes, and
objects. The muscle-bound game
engine is remarkable, rendering

sprawling continents loaded with land-

scape features and providing load-free

transitions to the intricate interiors of

the buildings, which will be a crucial

part of the objective-based gameplay.

While the demo we looked at didn't

have all the weapons implemented,

those we saw were impressive, pack-

ing a satisfying punch and punching a

powerful hole. The ballistic- and
rocket-based arsenal eschews more
fantastic weapons like lasers and
death beams—and this sense of

realism informs gameplay as a whole,

despite PLANETSiDE's futuristic trap-

pings. Real people can't leap the way
they do in QUAKE and UNREAL
TOURNAMENT, SO you can't either in

PLANETSIDE, and the harsh reality of

recoil means your aiming reticule is

3B BDinpuliirBaniinB.caiii



DRIVE BY Much like the late, lamented PC version of HALO, PLANETSlOE will let multiple team members (above) use

the same vehicle. While any player can run outside their home city limits to find a quick and easy deathmatch,

PLANETSIOE's biggest rewards will be reserved for outfits like this that work together toward common goals.

appropriately jarred when you fire your

weapon. While gamers weaned on

QUAKE-style deathmatches will have some
adjusting to do, the end result is a style of

combat that is grittier and tenser than what
you'll find in an online arena packed with
rocket-jumping rail-gunners.

But that’s not what makes PLANETSIDE
more than a TRIBES 2 mod. That’s not why
people will feel compelled to play.

T!iat Which Does Not Kill You Makes You Stronger

What will hook players, what's going to

make or break PLA.NETSIDE, will be the

rewards and the big-picture style of play. In

order to rise above the blood-soaked online

arenas of every other shooter, PLANETSIDE
pays its players to participate.

Experience gained tlorough play will

result not only in money that can be used to

purchase new weapons and armor (items

that enterprising players will also be able to

scavenge from the dead) but also in

implants that upgrade your avatar's abili-

ties. Interestingly, none of these implants

will augment your combat abilities—the

designers want to keep the game balanced

by letting reflexes and true skill determine

your combat effectiveness. Rather, implants

will upgrade other vital skills, such as your

ability to heal others, repair weaponry,

operate various vehicles, hack enemy
faculty systems, and more.

Sony will allow players only one character

per server, in hopes of increasing the emo-

tional investment in your avatar (as well as

to prevent gamers from creating shadow
characters to act as spies). The designers

also plan to let players purchase and
develop property, but we're not totally

sold on this as a Great Design Idea since it

doesn't seem to affect actual gameplay.

And how will you acquire the experience

to gain these boons? Not by simply racking

up the largest body count (though kills

will garner some experience). Instead,

PLANETSIDE wUl give the biggest rewards

to players who accomplish specific mission

goals. Successfully protect a convoy, and
you get experience. Manage to seize

control of an enemy structure, thus

advancing the front line of the conflict,

and you get experience.

Tying the big experience payoffs to these

larger goals works for the game in a couple

of ways. First, it encourages players to

band together as registered, organized

Outfits (read: clans) or loose groups of

players temporarily collaborating

to complete a job. Second, it

breathes life into the game fiction

of three warring factions by con-

stantly pitting the factions

against one another, routinely

assigning rival outfits to oppos-

ing sides of the same mission.

But the conflict does come with
one very interesting design

conundrum (see "War! What Is It

Good For?" on page 38).

There's no questioning Sony's

ability to deliver a compelling

online game—the company has

proved itself a hundred times

over with EVERQUEST. And with
a year left to perfect PLANETSIDE,
odds are that Sony is hard at

work at another winner. MVJ
GUN CLUB Note the ballistic nature of this player’s weapon.
PLANETSIDE's arsenal will forgo energy in favor of more realistic guns.

A scarcity of proximity weapons will require players to be precise

and earn their kills.

So Who’S Goiog to

Wifl Onlioe?
We know there's no such

thing as a sure tiling, but we're

betting the following games

will be the ones left standing

after the coming persistent-

world online war.

EVERQUEST2—There's been

no official announcement of

this game, but if ever a sequel

were a given, this is the case.

With an already rabid fan base,

we don't see how this one

can miss.

ANARCHY ONUNE—This very

cool sci-fi RPG has learned a

few ease-of-use lessons from

EVERQUEST and seems a likely

candidate to appeal to gamers

looking for an alternative or

complement to EQ's classic

fantasy trappings.

SIMS ONUNE—Why a bar-

tender in Topeka would want

to play an online version of

himself and deal with all the

daily minutiae he's supposedly

escaping from escapes us. But

we've learned not to argue

with the whole SIMS phenome-

non and just accept the fact

that it's unstoppable.

EARTH & BEYOND—With the

future of DIGITAL ANVIL and

FREELANCER looking increas-

ingly unsteady, Westwood's

deep-space RPG is looking

more and more like a winner.

The spaceship combat focus of

this game should give it

tremendous appeal—unless

STAR WARS GALAXIES trumps it

by letting gamers pilot their

own Millennium Falcons.

SHADOWBANE—If any game

has a chance at beating EVER-

QUEST in the classic fantasy

realm online, it's this one.

Expect SHADOWBANE to make

its move sometime between

the latest EQ expansion and the

inevitable EVERQUEST 2.

STAR WARS GALAXIES—

Recent Star Wars-related

games haven't exactly set the

world on fire, but giving

gamers the opportunity to

become Darth Steve from

Poughkeepsie is basically a

license to print money. That's

good because rumor has it that

George Lucas has been spotted

eating out of dumpsters.

CDnpoteraaiBinD.c
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£UBLISiJ£(LSierra Online.

DEVELflPER- SfainlBss Stael Studios

CONTACT: www.siBrra.Rnm

LAND, SEA, AND AIR In multiplayer games, teammates can divide responsibilities so that each controls a different attack force.

Empire Earth
From caveman to spaceman in a real-time civ game by Ken Brnwn and Jeff Green

E
mpire earth is nothing
if not ambitious. Imagine

playing a game of AGE OF
EMPIRES that didn't stop in the

Iron Age, but kept on going

through the Renaissance,

Industrial Age, Modern Age, and
into the future, with mechanized
warfare, ICBMs, satellite

weapons, and advanced fighters

operating from aircraft carriers.

How tough would your siege

weapons and war elephants

be then?

Of course, it's one thing to

undertake the monumental task

of creating all those 3D units and
letting people play out their

fantasy battles. It's another thing

to see if the game can still be

playable when close-range

weaponry gives way to nuclear

missiles and plasma cannons.

AGE OF EMPIRES succeeded in

part because it focused on melee
combat; can a game that starts

out with brawling cavemen
remain cohesive when death

rains down from the other side of

the map? After taking a good
look at the game recently, we’re

starting to think that, yeah, it

just might.

Age or Civilizatian

The similarities between
EMPIRE EARTH and AGE OF
EMPIRES are no coincidence. The
lead designer of AGE OF
EMPIRES, Rick Goodman, left

Ensemble Studios in 1998 to

found Stainless Steel Studios and
begin developing EMPIRE EARTH.
He says he left Ensemble to work

on the game he'd always wanted
to play, a "kind of a real-time

CIVILIZATION. More than just

conquest, it’s a grand empire-

building game in realtime.

"

"Grand" is a good word for it.

EMPIRE EARTH spans 500,000

years, divided up into 12 epochs,

beginning with the Paleolithic

age and ending in the “Nano
Age," around 2,200 AD. The
single-player campaigns will take

you across these epochs, through

the entire breadth of human
history (and beyond), as experi-

enced from the vantage point of

specific civilizations.

For example, early on, you'll

play as the Greeks—and around
1200 BC you’ll find yourself in

the heart of the Trojan War,

mounting a full-scale siege on

SNIPER AHACK
You can use the

3D terrain to your

advantage by

picking off enemy
troops from

above.

At a Blanca i

AOEII EMPIRE EARTH

4Aqe5 12 Epochs

450-1.450 AD 500,000 BC to 2,200 AD
60 units 200 units

12 civs Customizabie civs

12 unique units 24+ heroes

2D 3D
Daytime bay/night cycles, seasons

camimtergainiDg.i



SIEGE ME EMPIRE EARTH is a fully 3D game, requir-

ing a 3D card, but the gameplay will be as easy to

manage as that of AOE or STARCRAFT.

FRENCH TOAST After the clubs and spears, and before the planes and Mechs, you'll find yourself

engaged In classic 18th-century warfare.

the city of Troy. Midgame, during the

peak of Western imperialism, you'll

play as the English. In one scenario

described to us, you’ll recreate the

Battle of Poitiers (in 1356) against the

French, in which Prince Edward (“The

Black Prince") sails to France with a

small force of troops and ultimately

captures France’s king. In the 20th

century, campaign scenarios will put

you in the role of the Germans during

WWI and WWII. The final, futuristic

epochs have you fighting from the

vantage point of the Russians.

Players can choose from 12 preset

civilizations, or craft their own from

100 different attributes. Researching

new technologies yields different

results depending on your civ. Says

Goodman, “It's as if you took all the

unit attributes from AGE n, and let

people pick the civ strengths they

want: military units, villagers, econom-

ics, etc." An adjustable point system

underlies the setup, which allows

player handicapping: You can take 100

points to make your civ, and give your

newbie opponent 500 points for theirs.

Conquest vs. Economics

One of Goodman’s biggest goals with

EMPIRE EARTH was to build a game
that would appeal to both battle-loving

conqueror-type players and more
peaceable empire-builders—while

giving both types ample, feasible

opportunities to win. As such, the

game offers numerous victory

conditions, such as converting units,

amassing wealth, committing acts of

espionage, and building wonders.

But if conquest is what you're

after, you'll still find plenty to sink

your onager (an ancient stone-pro-

pelling siege engine; who knew?) into.

You’ll find almost every major military

unit here, from spearmen to super-

fortresses and beyond. There are

dozens of units familiar to AGE fans,

as well as new units like siege towers

which let you scale enemy walls. Later

units include battleships, mortars,

fighters, bombers, flamethrowers, anti-

aircraft units, tanks, submarines, laser

weapons, and mechanized walkers.

All the units have upgradable

attributes (attack strength, hit points,

armor, etc.) and have various states

of aggression that can be changed
for each situation. To keep unit build-

ing manageable, you won’t be able

to build units that are more than

two epochs old. Older units will

stick around, though, until you

decommission them or use them for

cannon fodder.

Heroes will make an interesting

addition to the unit list. Goodman says

he received a lot of requests from AGE
players who wanted to play with his-

torical heroes from different ages.

Heroes won't come cheap, but they'll

confer special bonuses on their armies,

such as increased speed or accuracy.

Some heroes such as Queen Elizabeth

will only generate economic bonuses,

while others like Alexander the Great

will have extra armor and lead their

troops. Rommel will have a large area

affect on his army and less impact on

individual units. And don't be sur-

prised, later in the game, to see a hero

named Elvis with the hip-shaking

power to convert.

Take the High Ground

EMPIRE EARTH is a fuUy 3D game—
and while you won’t be able to rotate

the camera (an almost certainly wise

decision, to keep gameplay as accessi-

ble as AOE), the 3D will have other

functions. For example, units in higher

elevations of the 3D terrain do extra

damage to units below. If you're on a

hill overlooking a river, you’ll do double

damage to any units in range that

camputergaralng.com



MEET THE FLINTSTONES EMPIRE EARTH begins in the Paleolithic Era with grunting cavemen.
Stick around for, say. 500,000 years, and those cavemen will get replaced by Mechs.

TANKS AGAIN Welcome to World War II. All military units are upgradable, so you can
improve stats like weapon range, hit points, and armor.

NO THIS ISN'T MECHCOMMANDER By the end of the game, EMPIRE EARTH moves from

historical simulation to science-fiction.

attempt to cross.

If you’re on the receiving end of an
arse-whooping and running low on
resources, you won’t necessarily be
doomed. EMPIRE EARTH rips a page
from SIMClTY's playbook to give you
an alternative: calamities. Prophets

will have the ability to cast powerful

calamities on your enemies, such as

plagues, fires, floods, and earth-

quakes—all of which can kill enough
people to neutralize a civilization or

satisfy a victory condition. Calamities

may also be the means by which you
can threaten a civ that's got the bomb.
Fortunately, there are also counters

to calamities: special buildings in

close proximity to the people you want
to protect. Government centers protect

you from human-made calamities like

revolts; temples make you immune to

acts of God like floods and earth-

quakes; and hospitals make you
immune to disease. Without a hospital,

disease will spread from one unit to

another like crabs at Daytona Beach.

In addition to the single-player cam-
paigns and random maps, EMPIRE
EARTH will have several multiplayer

options, including deathmatch, cooper-

ative, and team play. Goodman wants
to provide a team-play option where,

for example, three people can control

different aspects of one civ, battling

against other teams. One person each
could control air, land, and sea to help

share responsibilities. Another player

could control the villagers, buUding,

and resources.

“I'm really hoping that co-op play

will replace team play, " says

Goodman. "In team play if a partner

gets killed, you don’t care. But in co-op

play, you want to make sure that your
partner isn't eliminated." You'll have
the option of starting and ending in

any epoch, so multiplayer games don’t

have to take half of your weekend.

Researching...

With such an incredibly ambitious

design, EMPIRE Earth’s biggest

challenge will be to keep the game
balanced and cohesive throughout.

These last few months of development
have involved huge rounds of play-

testing with some of the best AOE and
STARCRAFT players from around the

world, so hopefully by the time they’re

done banging on it, the kinks will be
out and the execution will match
Goodman’s ambition. If it does, look

for EMPIRE EARTH to be a world-class

empire-builder,
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Baldur’s Gate II: Throne of Bhaal
by Robert Coffey

Me to BioWare-ilrop dead

S
ometimes I wish a great big Monty
Python-style foot would come down from
heaven and just stomp BioWare flat. I mean,

really, what the hell is it with these guys? They
come to our office, they’re all nice and friendly, but

by the time they leave they’ve completely and
utterly ruined my life. It’s like they're putting a

bullet in my brain—only very, very slowly.

Look at what they’ve done this time. Just when I

finish burning up a couple of decades of my life com-
pulsively playing BALDUR’S GATE II: SHADOWS OF
AMN, these deceptively genial devils announce an
expansion, THRONE OF BHAAL. They say it’ll add

30 to 50 hours of

PUBLlSHERJiiteqilay_Entarl8inmflnt

DEVELQPgR- HinWara

CONTACT: www interplay Knm

gameplay, but I know
better, I know I will

be drawing Medicare
by the time I finish

this friggin’ game.
It’s not enough that the cluttering hellspawn

believe THRONE OF BHAAL contains their best dun-

geons ever (in itself enough to instantly hook any
D&D fan); they’ve also created a new player kit, the

Wild Mage. This Chaotic-aligned spell-slinger gets to

cast a slew of the incredibly powerful new spells

—

spells like Dragon’s Breath, which summons a giant

dragon’s head that deals out a measly 20 dlO points

worth of damage. The guy doesn't even have to

worry about memorizing spells—so now I have to

replay the whole damn game just so I can enjoy this

cool new class.

In fact, I'll have to pretty much replay the whole
damn game for every class, what with each of them
getting new skills, abilities, and spells. I hate play-

ing thieves, but what can I do? Now that thieves can
set time-delayed traps and have improved evasion

skills, along with some alchemical ability. I’ll have to

' ki i v

create a thief and play all over again. I'll have to do
the same with the straight mage, since mages have
a cool new randomized wish spell, and with clerics,

if only so I can enjoy the dazzling effects of a high-

level spell like the enemy-dicing glory that is Globe
of Blades. And then there’s the Whirlwind attack for

fighter types. This is more new stuff than any gamer
has a right to expect—can there be any doubt that

BioWare is in league with Satan?

Thank God that whatever character I choose I’ll be
able to summon a variety of dragons. And I'll be able

IT'S ALL GOOD With 70 new areas, including a new keep; more than 40 new spells and abilities; and
great spell animations like this, THRONE OF BHAAL just doesn't play fair.

SPELLBOUND Storm of Vengeance— it really hurts.

to enjoy a new mysterious stronghold and add that

no-good bastard Sarevok from BALDUR'S GATE I to

my party. And I’ll finally be able to get rid of that

half-assed Know Alignment spell and memorize
something useful {in fact. I’ll be able to erase any
spell to make some room in my spellbook). And I’ll

be able to ratchet any ofmy characters up to level 40
while making use of a bunch of new weapons, new
components for unique weapons like the Flail of

Ages. &nd new ammo for my ranged weapons. And
ru get'ico experiment with Lum the Mad’s machine
and see What horrors and miracles I can create. And

finally, after spending the

better part of, oh, about 57
years playing all these

BALDUR'S GATE games, the

epic Child of Bhaal story line

will be brought to a (hope-

fully) thunderous conclusion.

And I'll have to play

through this repeatedly in a

hurry—NEVERWINTER
NIGHTS ships at the end of

the year.

Damn you, BioWare. Damn
your cold black heart.

Icompulergamlng.i
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When the pedal hits the Metal!
From the creators of Dirt Track Racing"a Dirt Track Racing” Sprint Cars

IB Awesome tracks with cross overi double and triple jumps

Career flode-Race over liSD events to become World Champion

Hodify a upgrade your vehicle into the ultimate racing machine

Advanced-! adjustable difficulty settings with vehicle tuning options

Play with others over Internet or LAN

Developed by



"Go BUY this game.
That's all we really have

to say about Deus Ex"

-PC Gamer

GENBELSttaleaj-fJELEASEJlAMjJliOL

PtJBLISHfR: EA/Dreamtime Interactive

DEVELQPERr.The Creative Assembly

CONTACT;.vviflmLBagames.ea.com

Shogun: Warlord Edition

i ty Alan Oykes

New enhanced versinn lets ynu

I

invade Japan as Kuhlai Khan

An impressive new version of

SHOGUN: TOTAL WAR will let

would-be imperial warlords
exercise their territorial ambitions
in several new ways. The WARLORD
EDITION is a stand-alone game that

introduces new units, new cam-
paigns, improved graphics, and
significant changes to the game’s
campaign structure.

WE offers four new story-based

historical campaigns, three of which
follow the fates of Japanese warlords

who achieved temporary control of

the country in the 16th and 17th cen-

turies. The fourth campaign focuses

on Kublai Khan's attempted invasion

of Japan in the 13th century.

The Mongols were defeated when
they landed on Japanese soil, and
although they assembled a larger

invasion force to try again, it was
wiped out by a typhoon. (The gale

became known as the "kamikaze"

—

the divine wind that saved Japan
from invasion.) In this campaign, you
have the opportunity to succeed

where the Great Khan failed by
conquering all of Japan.

If you play the invasion campaign,

the strategic element of the game
changes considerably—there is very

little building work and no training of

troops. It is based on conquest alone:

The more territory you capture, the

greater your pillage—which is sent

back to the continent in return for

fresh recruits.

The Mongols introduce sev-

eral new troop types, including

heavy cavalry and mounted
archer units that are much
more powerful than their

Japanese counterparts. Several

Korean infantry units are also

introduced, including Thunder-

bombers, who carry porcelain

grenades packed with gun-

powder. New Japanese units

include crossbowmen, mounted

naginata practitioners, and
battlefield ninja.

WE also changes the origi-

nal campaign structure,

shortening the time it takes

to build dojos and changing
the value ratios for various

buildings and troops. By doing this

the developers hope to make the tech

tree more accessible. It also permits

SHARPER IMAGE SHOGUN'S tactical battle

scenes will look even better with the enhance-
ments in the WARLORD EDITION.

the campaigns to be started from a

selection of preset advance points,

allowing for shorter, more intense

games. Multiplayer map games are

also possible, using client-based

Internet servers or a LAN setup. A
very welcome change to the strategy

map is the ability to preroute units

through a number of territories,

simplifying movement.
Graphics enhancement should

result in better-looking units and
battlefield terrain. Unit pathing has
also been modified to make bridge

and castle battles run more smoothly.

With all these changes, WE should

add enough new wrinkles to drag
you back into the saddle.
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St’s what you fear

It's dark, It's dangerous, and your

worst nightmare has come to life.

Armed with only your wits, a

flashlight, and a revolver, can you

unravel a mysterious island's

untold secrets and survive one

night of true terror?

The originator of survival horror is back

and scarier than ever.

Join Edward Carnby and Aline Cedrac

as they confront an epic journey of terror.

Solving this mystery won’t be easy.

Deadly creatures lurk in the shadows.



VALVE'S
Counter-
Strike UPDATE

BRINGS SINCLE-

PLAYER ACTION

TO THE MOST

POPULAR SHOOTER

ONLINE





COUHTDI-miKL
ZERO

By Tom Price

You want to play COUNTER-STRIKE online. Check that—you’re dying to play COUNTER-
STRIKE online. And if it wasn't for the fact that you live in Outer Sticksville {where the

arrival of broadband connectivity any time soon is about as likely as an Ikea opening up

next to the Dairy Queen out on Route 5), you'd be playing COUNTER-STRIKE online. So

what’s a poor, broadbandless schlep to do? How about some single-player?

40,000
Current average

number of active CS

players online.

250,000^
Number of retail ver-

sions of Counter-

Strike sold since it

was released in

November 2000.

(Note: It has shipped

only in the United

States, Canada, and

Germany so far.)

2.5 million
Number of Half-

Life copies sold

worldwide.

That’s exactly what you’ll get with Counter-Strike:

Condition Zero, the new stand-alone expansion being

developed in-house by Valve Software. At its core, Condi-

tion Zero is a robust single-player campaign utilizing the

existing, modded Half-Lipe engine as well as Half-Life’s

superb Al programming, plus a slew of new weapons and

toys and a new Spetznaz counterterrorist model. I know

you’re quivering, but try not to drop the magazine.

Valve—with involvement from CS creator Minh Le— is

intent on creating "a single-player game that captures the

grit, realism, and cooperative play of the Counter-Strike

online experience," says Erik Johnson, project manager at

Valve. The overall objective is to let people who don’t have

an adequate Internet connection enjoy everything CS has to

offer, and more.

SO THIS IS CS 2.0, RIGHT?
Before 1 get into what Condition Zero is, let's be very

clear about what it is not. It’s not Counter-Strike 2.0 or a

full-fledged sequel or anything like that. Yet it’s more than

an expansion pack, A good analogy can be found in another

Sierra franchise; Condition Zero is to Counter-Strike

what Cataclysm was to Homeworld, The engine remains

basically unchanged, but gamers are getting something

worthwhile that they didn’t have before.

"We are not attempting to reinvent the wheel,” says

IN THE SIGHTS of a terrorist sniper rifle, three Navy SEALS

are about to get their spankin’-new desert camouflage uni's all

covered in blood. Their own.

^^9 camputergamfng.cnm

Johnson. "The key CS ingredients will be kept intact in

Condition Zero." So don’t worry about not being able to

play with your favorite skin or weapon. Whatever gun you

love to use—even if it's that hummingbird of death the

TMP—will still be available to you.

Over 50Vo
of people who pur-

chased Half-Life

have tried at least

one of its online

games.

MAN ON A MISSION
What Condition Zero adds is a

complete, mission-based,

single-player campaign

» continuoct on page 54



He Who Dies

With the Most
Toys Wasted
His Money
So what new toys of mass destruction will

you be able to play with in Condition

Zero? Here's a quick look at the weapons

and equipment that will be available to

you. (CT) means it’s a counterterrorist-

only item (although of course, anyone can

pick up any gun that’s been dropped on

the ground); (T) means it’s terrorist-only;

and (both) means it’s available to both

sides (duh).

RANCOR JACKHAMMER (bOTH): if you

think the Bernelli auto-shotgun currently

in CS is a devastator, wait until you get a

load of the Jackhammer: a 12-round-per-

second, bullpup-style automatic shotgun.

As Raphael Liberatore says, it's “Fun, fun,

fun, but a friggin' bitch to clean!”

“bouncing BETTY" LAND MINES (t):

The telltale click lets you know when

you’ve stepped on one of these. Take

another step and you’re red mist. Wait

until a buddy with a Universal Tool shows

up, and you’ll both go home safe,

•357 MAGNUM (both): Everyone's

favorite high-powered revolver from

Half-Life is making a comeback. Now
there's a cheaper hand cannon than the

Desert Eagle.

Suicide Belt (T)

M-79 Grenade Launcher (ct)

The appropriately monikered “Thumper” has

been around since the Vietnam War. It's perfe

for those hard-to-reach places that snipers iili

Good terrorists should be committed to their cause to the point of self-sacrifice.

That’s exactly what the wearer of this snappy little number will be doing when he

runs blindly into the middle of your team and pushes the button. Of course, you

could shoot him down before he gets too close, but if he arms the belt before he

dies, a countdown will begin and you’ll need to defuse the belt or take cover. You

won’t see this one in the Armani line for fall.

The M249 (also known as the SAW
or Para) was the only heavy machine gun in

the game, but not any more. Now there's also

Rambo’s favorite from-the-hipper, the M-60. It enjoys

power and ammo capacity similar to the Para, but with a faster

firing rate. CGW weapons specialist Raphael Liberatore calls it a

"reliable workhorse of a machine gun.”

AUTO-CROSSBOW (t): Just when you got

that maddening “thunk” sound from

multiplayer Half-Life out of your head,

it's back, but a bit different. This terrorist

weapon silently fires poison-tipped bolts

that will slowly drain the health of a target

as well as make him Jerk around randomly.

Try to snipe me now, punk.

FLARES (both): Every

dark corner with a camping newbie ready

to ruin your round. Now you can just pop

a flare and brighten up his (and your) day.

BINOCULARS (both): Sure, you could

use these for bird watching or spying on

the CT’s in the shower, but you'd just get

capped in the meantime—so scan wisely.

CONCUSSION GRENADES (bOTh): As

opposed to flashbangs that blind people,

concussion grenades give everyone nearby

a bad case of tinnitus. A well-placed con-

cussion round will drive someone back-

ward and make him drop his weapon.

Again, try to snipe me now, punk.

UNIVERSAL TOOL (ct): It defuses, it

unlocks, it disarms, it slices, it dices. But

you can't buy one of these atThe Sharper

Image (only at a spawn point near you).

coroputergamlni com



on the block

could be mis-

taken for the

bad gu^ If it

weren't for the

Spetznaz, short for Spetsialnoye

nazranle (translation: troops of spe-

cial purpose) are Russian special

forces known for their win-at-all-

costs attitude and less than kosher

methods. Spetznaz have been an

integral part ofthe Russian armed

forces since the Cold War, and con-

tinue to operate to this day.

Technically, they're the good guys,

but based on the way they conduct

themselves, that “good” label is a

little sketchy. The Spetznaz have

definitely gotten their hands dirty

before, as one anecdote (possibly

apocryphal) shows:

The Spetznaz were called Into a

hostage situation, created by a group

of politically motivated terrorists,

after negotiations had broken down.

Instead of infihrating the building

and stealthily rescuing the hostages,

the Spetznaz snuck in and captured a

couple of terrorists. Once they had

them outside they demanded that

the terrorists tell their comrades

inside to give up. When the captive

terrorists refused, the Spetznaz

beheaded one and threw his visage

back into the building with a note

that read: “Surrender, or we'il come
in and do this to the rest of you.”

Yeah, these are the guys you want on

your side.

Gamewise, an example of Spetznaz ^

in action would be a mission in

which the single objective is to

“kill everything that Isn't you with

extreme prejudice.”

» continued from page 52

that's built around the various Counter-Strike

gameplay modes (hostage rescue, bomb defusal,

VIP assassination, and so on) and presented as a

series of international incidents. Playing as

whichever counterterrorist organization—be it

the familiar Navy SEALS or British SAS, or the

new Russian Spetznaz— is assigned to the case,

you'll be charged with the same kinds of tasks

you've grown familiar with in multiplayer

Counter-Strike.

The i6 globe-hopping missions start out at the

Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, where the

terrorists are trying to steal some nasty viruses to

unleash on the unsuspecting public. Playing as a

counterterrorist, you're sent in to stop them. If

you succeed, you can move on to the next mis-

sion. Your other option is to play the level

through again, this time as the terrorist, whose

goal is to snatch the viruses and make a run for

it to the escape helicopter. Every level will let you

play both sides, which in effect gives you 32

unique missions.

As of this writing, the CDC level is nearing

completion, with its cool clean-room setting pro-

viding a deceptively placid prelude to the frantic,

dangerous escape route to the rooftop heli-

copter. Some of the other levels on the drawing

board include:

A World Cup game in Spain—Don’t let those

terrorists start a stampede!

The Louvre—Let’s see what an MP5 does to

the Mona Lisa.

The Chunnel—Someone's been watching

Mission Impossible.

A Russian Typhoon-class sub—Try not to shoot

the nuclear missile silos, mmkay?

Hong Kong’s Kowloon bay—^You gotta have a

Hong Kong mission.

Devil's Island—Who let the terrorists out?

Who? Who? Who?

NORAD— It’s probably a good idea to keep

the bad guys away from "the button."

Ail of these levels will be available as multi-

player maps as well, for people who buy

Condition Zero and for those who already

own CS and play it online.

WAR BUDDIES
Of course, you won't be completing these mis-

sions alone. Valve is designing "a single-player

game with a multiplayer feel,” as Johnson puts it.

Unless the company is able to include coopera-

tive play, which is at the top of its wish-list right

now, much of Condition Zero's success will be

riding on the bot Al of your teammates. When
you consider how good the grunts in Half-Lipe

were—the way they covered each other, used

grenades to clear rooms, and always used the

protective cover of objects in their environ-

ment—the Al prognosis is good.

But you won't have the same kind of control

over your squadmates that you have in Unreal

Tournament. The actions of the bots will be

largely scripted; in other words, they'll have

orders to follow, such as taking a certain point on

the map, laying down cover fire, or escorting the

VI P. You’ll have orders too, and the missions are

designed so that you'll need to effectively carry

out those specific orders to ‘'pass."The different

assignments you receive should run the gamut

of CS experiences; Defuse/plant the bomb,

escort/assassinate the VIP, snipe the other

team/take out the other team’s sniper, and so on.

By the time you've successfully finished

Condition Zero, you should have experienced

a wide range of combat-oriented tasks.

l¥e Like
to Watch
One of the big enhancements

that Valve is making to the Half-

Life engine should make its pop-

ular multiplayer mods-including

Counter-Strike, Team

Fortress Classic, and

others-even more enjoyable to

watch as well as play. It's a new

spectator mode designed to give

spectators, especially at tourna-

ments like the CPL, a whole new

way to watch a match in progress.

What this new multicast technology does is take a snapshot of the entire level’s layout from an

isometric viewpoint. Competitors are then represented not by their player model but by an icon that

signals what team they're on and what direction they are facing. So you can see well before it happens

when two players are about to turn a corner and surprise each other.

The big advantage is, an unlimited number of people can spectate from any computer anywhere.

This is obviously huge for tournament play, but the feature could also be used on a smaller scale if,

say. some well-known gamers (oh I don’t know, the editors of rival game magazines?) were online

playing, and people from al! over could tune in to see someone they know get used like a wet mop.

On second thought,..



RADIO SILENCE
Although the basic Counter-Strike engine will remain

unchanged, Valve is making a few tweaks and adjustments

that should be welcomed by experienced CS gamers as

well as newbies.

The biggest new feature actually isn’t Counter-

Strike specific. Condition Zero will be the first Half-

LiFE-related retail release to ship with voice over IP

technology, a feature that will eventually be included in

updates to all Half-Life mods and products.

You'll be able to communicate with your teammates

by actually speaking to them, rather than by using the

hot-keyed canned messages (although more of these

are planned). This could be a really amazing accent to

team-based gameplay, especially in CS, where team coor-

dination is always one of the keys to victory. I Just worry

about the chatter getting to be too much. Thankfully, the

server-side package will allow the admin to control who

can and cannot talk, and who can and cannot listen. Valve

is also toying with the idea of assigning one player on

each team to be squad leader; that person would be able

to talk and give orders at all times, as well as decide which

team members would have the same privileges. Expect to

see this technology in CS as well as in Team Fortress

Classic and other mods sometime this summer.

Another feature, currently used by CS players who are

savvy enough to create and use scripts, will be the ability

to create favorites lists for buying weapons, a la Tribes. So

instead of hitting the "B” key, clicking on SMGs, then

clicking on MP5, hitting "B" again, clicking on Equipment,

yada yada yada, you’ll hit one key and bada-bing, you get

your gun, armor, and ammo all at once. Ask anyone who’s

been killed while still shopping, and they’ll agree that this

should really level the playing field for the first few sec-

onds of any multiplayer game. Valve will put in some

default “buy" lists to suit everyone from the pistol packer

on a budget to the money-is-no-object full outfitter. Of

course, you'll be able to tailor these to your own needs.

A feature that should please the more boastful CS play-

ers will be the medal icons. On the leaderboard, each

team will have an icon next to the name of the person

with the most kills per round as wet! as the one who’s

made the most headshots. Each player name will also

have an icon for the weapon they’re using the most. This

info will be updated in real time and should provide for

some entertaining insights. Remember to look out for the

guy with the suicide belt next to his name.

POP QUIZ, hotshot: how’s it

GONNA BE?
Only time will tell how good Condition Zero will be.

It alt depends on the quality of the maps and missions

Valve creates, and on how well the Half-Life AI holds up.

But we trust the creators of the greatest action game of

all time to make Condition Zero a must-have for old-

school Counter-Strike fans as well as—and maybe

especially for—those gamers who haven't experienced it

online. Of course, cooperative play becoming a reality

would be a huge bonus. Good luck guys. I’ll be camping

—

er, waiting. LisLJ

NO EASY EXIT for the ter-

rorists who havcjust raided

the Centers for Disease

Control in Atlanta. Those

Navy SEALS aren’t about to

let them board a helicopter

with enough smallpox to

wipe out the U.S. Eastern

Seaboard. In this, the first

mission of Condition

Zero, this will be the

counterterrorists’ charge:

Stop the terrorists (and save

the world while you're at it).

COUNTER-STRIKE

HISTORY
FALL 1999

CS Beta 1 released as

a free mod (modifica-

tion) for HALF-LfFE.

WINTER

CS team partners

with Valve.

SPRING 2000

CS, now at Beta 7,

becomes the number-

one online action

game. Productivity in

offices with broad-

band connections

sinks to a new low.

FALL 2000

CS 1.0 is completed,

and released as a

stand-alone

commercial product

WINTER 2001

CS 1.1 patch is

released. It adds new

maps, enhances play-

er skins, and finally

tones down that

goddamn AWM
sniper rifle.

THE SECRETS OF LEVEL DESIGN

are no secret to the level gurus at

Valve. These are the people who

brought you Surface Tension, after

all. Here’s a look at the first level of

the game, the CDC in Atlanta, from

an early concept shot to an actual in-

editor screen. And yes, that disease

containment unit was inspired by the

poison-gas orb clusters in The Rock.

cDmputergamlng.com
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m
hy do we love combat so much? Since

we were kids, playing war with broom-

sticks and BB guns, blasting plastic

soldiers with firecrackers, it's been a life-long

obsession. War movies like The Big Red One,

Full Metal Jacket, and A Bridge Too Far were

the closest we could get to being there, but

watching epic battles and celluloid heroics

only goes so far. We want to experience

scenes like those for ourselves, actually being

tiiere when the bombs fall and the bullets fly.

These games do just that—put you in the

thick of it—where split-second decisions, luck,

and team-work are all you've got to keep you

alive. We’ve never had games that so authen-

intensity, and
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phe tid'd of a battle, of an entire war, can

shift upon the actions of a single man.

1 Uniquely possessed of clarity in the face

of chaos, singularly able toactwithout hes-

itation and give themselves utterly, selfless-

ly to the ^use at hand, these men can defy

.
seemingly insurmountable odds to seize

victory where only crushing defeat seemed

possible.^hese men are called heroes, and

• ElectronigArts wants you to become one. In

MEDAL OPHONOR: ALLIED ASSAULT you’ll get

the chan^^ to see if you've got the stuff to

’ join the ranks of the gallant few.

II;,
The Cost of freedom
ALLiEDj^SSAULT takes place during the

most storjed time of heroes in U.S. history;

If World War II. Playing as Lt. Mike Powell of

ll^the ist Ranger Battalion, you're recruited by

jl! the Office of Strategic Services to battle

through a series of objective-focused mis-

“ .sions based on actual battles. Much of the

' action in this first-person shooter will

undoubtedly call to mind classic war films

like The Guns of Navarone and A Bridge Too

for Your career will span the European the-

ater of operations: You'll assault gun
• emplacements in North Africa, try to survive

the deadly hedgerows of Normandy, dodge

snipers in the foggy rubble of a bombed-

out French village, battle to secure the

bridge at Remagen, and don a German uni-

form to go undercover behind enemy lines.

But the unquestioned showstopper of

MOH will be the D day invasion of Omaha
Beach, You'll start in a bobbing Higgins

boat, surrounded by other infantry. The

ramp will drop and you'll charge the beach

amid the whistling of shrapnel, the deafen-

ing explosions of mortar rounds,

and the chaotic

shouts and cries of

your fellow soldiers.

Despite the real-life

carnage of the subject

matter, MOH will be

an essentially blood-

less game. EA is

shooting for a Teen

rating from the ESRB.

It's a pretty tall order

considering that the

definitive depiction of D

day. Saving Private Ryan,

relied heavily on a

graphic representation

Yftiile you can't directly
control this squad, it vrill

follovT your lead and fight
VTith you to provide cover for
these Allied tanks.

of the true, bloody cost of war. Still, we’re

optimistic that it’ll work in MOH for a

couple of reasons; The MEDAL OF HONOR
franchise on the Playstation has a solid

history of grippingly moody gameplay cour-

tesy of its sound; and with the unbearably

spooky UNDYING, released earlier this year,

EA proved that it understood the impact

and execution of effective ambient sound.

Band of Brothers
No war is fought alone, and MOH recog-

nizes that. To that end, you’ll be able to

work with other Gl’s to fight the enemy.

Four different types of stationary weapons

will be usable by

lumputerganiing.cc
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players, including artillery and machine

guns mounted on tanks. You'll be able to

control heavy artillery and machine gun

nests only as part of a squad; As the mem-
bers of your team die off, you'll fire at a

slower and slower rate until you are finally

forced to stop and move on since no man
can operate a howitzer alone.

While you won't be able to give other sol-

diers explicit commands, you will come

across units that will follow you and fight

with you for a time. The designers are

working overtime on Al (a good thing

since MOH uses the gorgeous but not too

bright Quake mi engine) to craft squads

that will intelligently seek cover, follow

your lead, and work as a real unit.

Your enemies will possess the same
intelligenceiThey will seek cover, hunt

you down by following the sounds you

make, duck behind rubble, and kick

grenades back at you.

Specially scripted events will add

even more drama and tension, as

Stuka dive-bombers swoop in to

attack, and enemy tanks roll up

on your position.

To defeat such crafty adversaries you'll

rely upon a huge, realistic arsenal including

such real-life weaponry as Thompson sub-

machine guns, Springfield .03 Sniper rifles,

Mark II frag grenades. Mi Garand rifles, and,

the true star of Saving Private Ryan, sticky

bombs that you’ll have to run up and slap

onto enemy Panthers and Tiger tanks. As if

all that weren’t enough, the multiplayer

options will allow you to harness the dead-

liest weapon of all—other people—as you

fight through the game in co-op mode.

If Electronic Arts can even come close to

delivering what it's promising, ALLIED

ASSAULT could be a contender for Action

Game of the Year. The company's great

track record with the MEDAL OF HONOR
franchise may be the crucial factor in the

game’s execution. We'll letyou know if

they're still in the running after we see D

day at E3 .—Robert Coffey

Medal of Honor Winner, Audie Murphy]Audie Murphy was *
the most decorated

soldier in U.S. history.

He is credited with

having killed 240
enemy soldiers—

a

nearly impossible feat

for an Infantryman

—

and that doesn't

include the many he captured or wounded.
Murphy’s citation reads, "[On January 26,

1945, near Holtzwihr, France] six tanks and

waves of in^ntry attacked 2nd Lt. Murphy’s

unit. Murphy ordered his men to withdraw

while he remained forward to give fire

directions to the artillery by telephone.

With the enemy tanks abreast of his posi-

tion, Murphy climbed on a burning tank

destroyer (in danger of blowing up at any

moment) and used Its .50 caliber machine

gun against the enemy. Alone and exposed

to German fire from three sides, he coura-

geously fought on, slaying dozens of

Germans. The enemy tanks, losing infantry

support, began to fall back. For an hour the

Germans tried every available weapon to

eliminate Murphy, but he held his position

and wiped out a squad that was trying to>..' ^

creep up on his flank. Germans came as

close as 10 yards, only to be mowed down
by his fire. Murphy ignored a leg wound
and fought until his ammo ran out. He f ^

then made his way to his company, refused -I
-

medical attention, and organized a coun- *

terattack which forced the Germans to ^

withdraw. His directing of artillery fire
|

wiped out many of the enemy; he killed or

wounded about 50."

For more on America’s war heroes, see .

the MOH website at www.cmohs.org/.

J



Epic straggles and brutal realities on the virtual battlefield

E
t was the greatest conflict in the history

of the world, with hundreds ofth'ou-’

sands of combatants desperately trying

to annihilate each other, but we’ve never

been able to experience it for ourselves.

Until now.

World War ii online will be the first

persistent online simulation that lets you

experience the war in a variety of roles,

from either the Allied or the Axis side. You

can be a British, French, or German soldier,

tanker, or aviator. (Later on, you'll be able to

join the navy, too.) The scope of thegame is

enormous—it.modelsthe entire Earth at

one-half scale, the greatest amount of ter-

rain ever created for an online game. By

modeling the globe, the developers can

open up other theaters eventually. They

plan to re-create lo theaters in all, including

India-Burma-China. Africa, and Russia.

This marks the first real implementation

(for consumers) of the electronic battlefield,

where all aspects of a war are brought

together with equal attention. Combine

that with a first-person perspective and

overriding emphasis on realism, and you've

got a recipe for the ultimate re-enactment

oftheBigOne.

But there's a big catch. How will the

game's creators keep the experience "real"

when up to io,ooo combatants all log into

A Spitfire makes a strafing nm
on a panzer.

a theater at once? If you’ve ever seen a

COUNTER-STRIKE game descend into 20

guys all doing their own thing, you can

appreciate how tough it’s going to be to

encourage several hundred players to fight

together. In the spirit of good design.

Cornered Rat Software turned to history for

the answer: rank and promotions.

You start out as a low-ranking soldier.

You can participate in missions that have

been planned for days, or just pop in to the

closest battle to fight for a few minutes.

Once you’ve entered a theater, you'll see a

map showing the current front. By clicking

on a city that your side controls, you'll see

places to spawn from, such as Army

Bases. Air Bases, and Fire Bases. These bases

will in turn show a list of missions you can

participate in and receive points for, should

the mission prove a success.These missions

will be generated automatically in response

to the ebb and flow of battle, as well as by

fellow players whose rank is high enough to

create them.

Once you're in the game world, the first

thing you notice is how big it is. Even at half

•• ^ * V »v fV.

For the Fatherland

1

The run from Dinant to Spontin Fire

Base had been a long orte. No one was
around to give me a fift in a half-track or

truck, so I had to get there on foot. The

Allies had captured Spontin, effectively

cuttirig off Dinant’s last supply line. I was

hoping to sneak into Spontin unnoticed

and capture the garage spawn point and

stop the ffow of enemy vehicles. Earlier,

while Jogging near the road, I had heard

the sound of an oncoming tank, so I’d

gone prone. Thank God for the tall

grass—the passing French Char Bi Bis

never saw me.

Now I saw Spontin in the distance and

my heart sank: no cover. !’d have to go

across open ground. I was feeling scared

and vulnerable. I waited until I had full

energy, then sprinted until my soldier

started Jogging again, signaling that he

was too tired to continue at fud speed. I

went prone, hoping that no one had seen

me, and rested again until I could resume

a sprint. I repeated this until ! was close

enough to see the garage. As I stood up to

make that final run, I heard tank engines

starting in the garage and saw another

Char emerge. Exposed, I dashed to the

flag-bearing building. The Char’s machine

gun opened up, but it was too late. I was
inside and the French flag turned to Ger-

man. Spontin was now being "contested”
.

because I had captured a spawn point, an
|

action that also shut down the adjoining

airfield. My commandant was right: One
German soldier is worth io of the enemy.



Pie ces of equipment

t vrill be modeled in
T2KRIEG 19ii0 (includ-
handguns, grenades,

lies, machine gims,

i1 itank guns, trucks,

s, and planes).

the Earth's size, Europe comprises roughiy

390,000 square miles. Where you spawn

from determines what you can take into

battle, and ultimately, how quickly you can

start fighting. Spawning into a city that is

.under attack is obviously the fastest way to

get into the thick of things, but short of

that, it might takes few minutes to find

jany action. Vehicles will obviously get to the

fighting much quickerthan foot soldiers.

It's therefore tempt?ng to spawn only as a

tank or plane, but ifyou want to capture

choke points (towns;Cities, and so on),

^someone has to play the soldier because

you can’t spawn as a'driver and then get

out of your tank. This makes troop-carrying

half-tracks and trucks Very important.

The combat itself is hectic, even when
there aren’t a lot of players logged on. It’s

common to not see

Allied armor in a German anti-
tank gunner's crosshairs.

or what killed you, and you're sometimes

reluctant to shoot first for fear of giving

yourself away. Voice utilities like Roger Wilco

and Battlefield Communicator realty shine

here because coordinated attacks and effec-

tive communication help a great deal. The

. battles have a real rock-paper-scissors feel

to them: Soldiers are small and can ent^r

buildings; tanks can easily kill troops; anfc-

tank guns easily kill tanks; and aircraft can

easily strafe ground units. It will become
t

even more dangerous once troops can arm

themselves with bazookas and sniper rifles,

or even act as paratroopers. When the game
goes live,.however, the equipment list will.'

reflect what the majority of soldiers carried

in 1940: grenades, rifles, and machine guns.

Perhaps'^what impresses me most is that

gamers will finally get a chance to play a

WWII game in which strategy, not Just

combat, is key. Whether the combination of

first-person combat and strategy will be

compelling enough to draw a mainstream

crowd remains to be seen. Will the promise

of a higher rank be enough to keep players

engaged? If attaining a higher rank means

that the game becomes more interesting

—

say, you get better weapons—without

the thlckest^™'^*’
through

becoming unbalanced, then the'

carrot approach could work well.

The other factor is the game's unpre-

dictability. This isn't a historical re-enact-

ment, so events could play out in an entirely

different fashion. For example, the Germans

might never make it out of Belgium, forcing

the developers to start the "war" over again.

I

Players may begin to wonder, "Can Paris'. ^

fall?" or "Can England really be Invaded?'?r'^’

But this sort of unpredictability could
]

reinforce the realism of the experience

by echoing the thoughts and fears of

•'ll real soldiers in the early 1940s. We'll soon

’^^eeifthe prospect of changing the out- .

'.come of the war will lure the nf rM.r •

generation as it did those]

century ago.—Cordon Berg

_ .mum

pliyers per server



to get to real vrar

Squad-based tactical combat? Yup. Crappy

console controls? No way.Thislis a game
that could only exist on the PC, and we
couldn't be happier. i

I I I I

hen HALO was first shown to the

I I
gaming press two years ago, it creat-

L* ' led a fervor for one simple reason: It

offered a world in which realistic combat

could take place. Not only could players

pilot vehicles, but they could participate in a

war on a grand scale. Unfortunately, HALO

ha^ lost some luster since it became an

X^ox-first title. What's a PC gamerto do?

W+Ty, install the featured demo on this

ninth's CG-ROM, that's what! OPERATION

FD^HPpiNT offers most everything HALO

did, all of it in a real-world environment

pjcked witf^'mie best Cold War technology,

vehicles? Ye*.

Glasnost, Nyet
It's 1985, and Gorbachev has ascended to

power in the Soviet Union. Small pockets of

the country refuse to accept his rule, so the

Soviet military steps up to impose control

over the territories. One spot in particular is

causing the Soviets grief: the island of

Kolgujev. Here, General Ivan Cuba has a

well-equipped army and a fierce hatred of

the United States. He also has a few

nukes. As the situation becomes

more tense, Gorbachev and Reagan

team up to build a NATO force to

pH tearGuba from power. As a NATO
grunt, you find yourself thrown into

this explosive can of worms.

At the start of the game, you're a

1^^' frontline infantryman following

your squad leader around like a lost

puppy. You’ll tail him as he runs

from team to team, rallying the

troops, briefing squad leaders, and

even picking up reinforcements.!

How does he pick up reinforce- '

lments,you ask? Why, with a jeepJ
^

' But wait, isn't this a first-perso'n

Before each mission, yoi
detailed topographical r

area you'll be entering,

tactical shooter? Yes, but thefp's the addi-

tional dimension of vehiculahmanslaughter

for extra zest. Not only will you be hot-

wheeling it in jeeps, tanks, and whatever

trucks you can find, you’ll also^et the

chance to pilot a Cobra gunship. Yup, this is

the first FPS game in which yoii; II be able to

fly a helicopter—and wreak massive

amounts of damage with it, tod.;

You'll need to get good at flyirig, driving,

and gunning (not to mention grenade toss-

ing and all-around foot soldiering in order

to progress up the ranks. As the game

Mth vehiclee TOch ^ae trucks,
• 1 deeps,

.

tanks, ar^ eve'n-hali-*

copters, you'll have to get' ’

pretty good at flying, driving,
shooting in order to'^Succes

1 1 r 1 1 u 1

-H"

1 y.
1

J_ _
1 1



Rim A-wayl
The fint time my squad succeeded in our

objective—taking a small town guarded

by a light tank and a handful of Russian

troops—we soon found that our victory

was a tad hollow. As our squad leader

announced that our task had been com-

pleted, another squad member called out a

slightly more important bit of informa-

tion: "Russian T-72 tank...iz o’clock." What
to do but run? Everyone sprinted for our

rendezvous point, a chopper landing zone

where we could be extracted. Unfortu-

nately, that tank was faster than we were,

ip Halfway to the zone, three of my squad-
' mates were cut down by a blast from the

tank’s main gun. I dove for cover in some
reeds by the waterfront, hunkering down

7 to wait until the iron beast drove away. It

j finished off the rest of my squad before it

m finally wheeled off in another direction,
)

(
probably searching^une. 1,/ninaged to A
make It out alive, buTI'was thO'Onlwcfh^ i

moves through 50-odd single-player mis-

sions. players gain promotions and even

medals of honor.

Smart Soldiers
While its setting and scope are impres-

sive, the game's artificial intelligence is

even better. Nothing can yank you out of a

virtual world faster than seeing enemy sol-

diers not notice their brethren falling to

j

snipers. It’s something the FLASHPOINT

design team wanted to avoid. Unlike most

'games. Flashpoint models the actions of

each soldier separately. Its troops are head

^nd shoulders above the rest of the real-

war crowd when it comes tojudgment.

ISoldiers from both sides of the conflict

ca.n spot and target muzzle flashes, use

grenades properly, and even take over com-

mand if a leader is injured. They watch each

other’s backs: they also watch the area

around them. Most of Flashpoint's combat

takes place at great distances, due to the

extensive open maps and the high-pow-

ered riflesori each side. Inmost games,

great distance between yourself and an

enemy means that you can fire and miss,

and your enemy will be none the wiser. In

Flashpoint, the enemy knows when he’s

being fired upon. -

While flashpoint will offer multiplayer

capabilities, it should also give solo players

a healthy challenge. The Al players are

sometimes indistiriguishable from real

ones; I've seen thern break and run from

battle, run to the mfedicfor help, and empty

entire clips without landing a single shot.

Of course, other times I've seen them take

out armored vehicles, drop grenades into

the middle of enemyltroop formations, and

generally behave like'all-around badasses.

That’s the wonder of FLASHPOINT: Your com-

puter-controlled allies'behave like a cross

between.UNREAL TOURNAMENT bots and

ROClI’e Spear team members.

With such convincing realism elements,

FLASHPOINT has attracted a large following

even before its release. The demo is one of

the most popular downloads both in the

United States and Europe, and several fans

have created mods for it. While they're not

on the scale of HalF-Life mods, they are a

Sign of a growing user community.

There are a few sticky wickets, however.

The.iViain problem with FLASHPOINT is the

voice acting, VVhile it’s not a hindrance,

dier*s Story

. „ realistically
modeled

there is a

constant stream of squad chatter coming

overyour headphones during combat. It

helps sort out what's going on in the^hectic

battles, but it also gets.annoying after a

while. The voices dTyour squadmates are

fiat and use the syntax of a talking clock,

"Oh no„..5even,..is down," "5ix...attack,.,

missile-.soldier." it can be a drag to have to

listen to these voices again and again. Also,

the interface and controls are still a little

rough around the edges.

These are piddling complaints when you

consider that the game has already devel-

oped a better buzz than WORLD WAR II

Online, which is attempting to capture the

same feel,albeit in a different era,.

OPERATION FLASHVorkTls'pbtsea-tolj^
'

hot number. Look for the battle to begin in

September. —Alex Handy •

•

1111

Time and time again, you will experi-

ence things In FLASHPOINT that seem true

tcFiife.

One time, I circled the outskirts of a vil-

lage my squad was storming. None of the

enemy soldiers in the town had any idea

that i was behind them. I fired a few
rounds and dropped one of them. But as

soon as my bullets found their target, I

found myself awash in a hail of lead, i

crawled behind a.bush and looked back

to see that the soldiers I had ambushed
were still firing at my previous location.

Not only that, but while two of them
were firing at that location, two others

had swung around and begun to crawl

on their bellies toward my position. I was
in trouble.

Thankfully, I had a lot of cover in the

form of a dense thicket. I crawled along

the length of it and then rose to my feet

and sprinted for a nearby jeep.

I hopped in and floored it out of town

—

only to drive right into a column of more
Russian soldiers, i freaked, swerved into a

tree, and was blown to a bloody pulp by
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Experience Where Eagles Dare on your PC

tj^t's odd that with World War II com-

mando movies ranging from 7/re Ct/rjs

d-ho/Wovorone all the way to Saving Private

Ryan inspiring us with their heroes’ bravado,

drive, and aura of cool, not much has been

done with the premise, gamewise. Where

can gamers experience the thrill of break-

ing into Nazi fortresses, bombing the hell

out of Nazi gun emplacements, or running

around ruined cities—shooting and com-

mandoing hither and thither?

Well, there was COMMANDOS: BEHIND

ENEMY LINES, a game many people enjoyed.

Unfortunately, I wasn’t one of them. To me
it felt more like TETRIS with Green Berets

than like a Dirty Dozen homage. The tactical

decisions behind using commandos boiled

down to figuring out the one correct solu-

tion that the designers intended. It was a

Rat Patrol
Well-planned ambushes make fine tales,

but the best stories mix success with the

absurd—like using a pet rat to distract five

guards before subjecting them to a high-

powered explosive.

Here's how it happened: Five Nazis were

guarding an important bridge pass. Even if

I use a sniper, one of them is bound to

notice his buddies falling, which would

give away my presence. I couid have my
sapper lay down an explosive, but he’s

going to be seen.

So, it’s time to use the thief’s rat.

The rat darts in and does a tittle dance,

transfixing the guards. My sapper is able

to sneak by, lay down some explosives,

and dart away to a safe distance. The rat

then runs back to its owner, and the

sapper detonates.

Five fewer Nazis in the mission.

Tactical ambushes are fun and all, but

nothing beats a rat and a bomb.

puzzle game.

Not so with COMMANDOS 2.

The Dirtiest
Three-Quarter Dozen Around
A game based on stealth needs to give

you the ability to reconnoiteryourarea. In

COMMANDOS 2 you’re no longeftrapped In

a static screen, forced to plari your moves

from a restrictive anglej.Hit the Alt key,

swing your mouse around, and voila.you

get a whole new angle from which to

view the situatjoh. No more waltzing

around a building just to be tagged by an

unknown enemy; now you can spot him

around the corner by swinging the cam-

era .around. Can't quite make out what’s

moving nearthat building? Zoom right

’^on in. Before storming into a building,

peek into a window to get a picture-in-

picture view of what's inside.

skills become more

because the flexibility pf the mis-

design emphasizes bettqr 'use of thiem.

Haveyour thief run in, bop an enemy on the

head, and follow up with'the Green Beret

tying up the fool. Get your sapper to deto-

nate an explosive, and when those silly

Nazis come to investigate, your already

sniper can

You can check the line-of-sight

of one guy at a time (represented

by that green field) to help

you figure out the best 'rray to

sneak around.

111 time it took me,

fo:lo-.ing the -kali

thr ough exactly, o

f^sh a
.,,re

mowing the capture

ofja Qerman toim.

.Sr" look .aftSugrto'' c™e!°

_ Start picking them off from his cozy spot at

' the attic window. Use the aggressive guard

settings to set up elaborate ambushes.

The characters are so personalized that

SliEHE
Th< time it took
Daj toy's Hangers to
seise the Italian
outoost at Sened in
Fettruary 19U3 .
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even their movements are unique. The thief

will scamper around obstacles to get to his

destination, and can climb like a hyperac-

tive monkey. The Green Beret, on the other

hand, will simply charge through or jump

over most obstacles, and needs the help of

ladders to move at all in the vertical axis.

The squad's skills and abilities, fused

together, make for'a, crack team that would

do Richard Burton proud,

Yftiere Gamers Dare
COMMANDOS 2 is overall a more tactical

game. The new visuals result in better plan-

ning, and more focused commandos trans-

late to better execution. The open-ended

mission design allows for use of tactics

rather than rote memorization of enemy

paths and positions. After a walk-through,

helpful though it was, i was able to rescue

certain people in a completely different

order, and eliminate Nazis using different

resources. Given that I barely stomached

\the first mission of the original game, it’s

refreshing to see that I now have a choice

about howto proceed in a given mission,

and consequently, I actually want to play

more than one mission. This is as close to

of kills by
sh solciler Simo

j, the Host deco-
'd sniper of VrtVIihg the invasion ofand.

Where Eagles Dare as I can get, and I'll

happily be guiding "Tiny” around the map
'

when COMMANDOS 2 ships this summer.

—Thierry Nguyen X

RDCU

BilflBU TlUDRn

E
arly sightings of

this game suggest

that it is progress-

ing nicely at Illusion

Softworks in the

Czech Republic. The

original game was a

remarkably tense

and well-designed

(albeit buggy)

squad-based com-

bat simulation set

in World War II. The

sequel appears to be

even more meticulously crafted, with motion-capture

animation, more interesting settings, better control, and

vastly improved multiplayer options.

In the sequel, scheduled for release this fall, gamers will

again control an elite British squad during the second

World War. You’ll lead your team from either a first- or

third-person perspective on covert operations throughout

the world, from Burmese jungles to Northern Africa to

Europe. This time you'll have more vehicles to choose

from, including trucks, tanks, motorcycles, and planes.

Online combat in H&D2 will include deathmatches,

capture the flag, team games, and the option to play as

Axis forces. We’ll bring you more details as soon as we
get a closer look.

[^biSoft is developing a standalone add-on to the reiga

I ing king of single-player tactical sims, ROGUE SPEARj^QHlIj
vijFew details are available, other than the fact that the

game is being developed at UbISoft’s studio in Montreal,

and that it will feature 14 new missions and a host of new
multiplayer features. The game reportedly will have higher

production values than the previous ROGUE SPEAR add-on,

COVERT OPS, which was created by a different developer and

lacked the original game’s voice-acting and multimedia.

We do know some details about the story: John Clark and a
his crew will battle a group of nut jobs who are re-creating b|

notorious terrorist acts, it turns out that the group’s leader J
is a former member of Team Rainbowwho was thrown out .r

years before for torturing a captured terrorist. After his ^

psych test revealed that he had developed psychotic ten- <

dencies, Ciark tossed him out. Vengeful, he became a
‘

mercenary and has been stock-

piling weapons and recruiting

particularly merciless terrorists

to his organization, dubbed
;l<f’ Black Thorn. His goal: the

destruction of Team Rainbow,

i
and serious noogies for Clark.

Sounds like ROGUE SPEAR

'
' fsns wilt have their hands

full when the add-on ships
^ vSIS I this fall.

CBinpotorgainfnii.ciim Bl



Rainbow six creators set their sights on a military slm

ffl

AlNBOW SIX is about to be reborn

hard. Instead of dealing with terror-

ists, the next major release from

Red Storm Entertainment will focus on

covert strikes on military targets using

state-of'the-art "land warrior" weapon

systems. You'll commapd-a^uad of

well-trained, heavilyarmed stealth

soldiers sent into hostile territory to

neutralize military targets or support

allied forces. You're notafter tangos

anymore, you're aftertapks.

Other than the fact that it's a realistic

shooter, GHOST RECON will bear few similar-

ities to ROGUE SPEAR. "We have a new
engine, totally new characters, a new story

line, a new way of controllin^the team,"

says Red Storm's chief game designer Brian

Upton. "We think that even th&most battle-

hardened RAINBOW SIX veteran will be

excited by where GHOST

RECON is taking the'tactical

shooter genre," \

In the early demo vve saw,

players controlled a soldier

from either a first- or thl;d-person perspec-

tive. The detailed mission planning of the

earlier games was gone, wjth players issu-

ing commands on the fly. With the game’s

heavy reliance on stealth tactics. Red Storm

has created a new belly-crawl, position that

lets players worm their^ay toward enemy
positions. Some of the graphics‘were still

rough, but the terrain and vegetation

looked surprisingly lealistic. \

Missions vary from peacekeeping opera-

tions to military strikes. At some tirhes your

team will work independently; at others

you'll call in assistance from helicopters,

troops in tanks, and close air support. In

Soldiers In GHOST RECON can lie
prone and take out targets up 1
a half-mile a'tray.

with international military forces and NATO
to fight rising dictators and rebel groups.

Some of the missions require you to blow

up bridges to stop an advance, raid rebel

bases, and rescue an American pilot who
gets shot down in enemy territory.

Even more intriguing is Red Storm's plan

to implement the Army's newest "land

warrior" equipment. Each player will have

a small eyepiece that shows CPS positions

and the location of your troops. You’ll also

be packing some serious firepower, like the

military's new"smartgun"—a combination

rifle and grenade launcher that fires 20mm
explosive rounds—and the M-136 Anti-

Tank Rocket.

Ghost recon is scheduled to come
out on the Xbox and PC-sometime next

year, but we'll bring you rpore on it as

soon as we get a closer look .—JeffCreen

THe Army’s
Smart Gun”

GHOST RECON will feature a new high-

tech military weapon that looks like some-

thing out of a video game, the gun doesn't

shoot lasers or shrink-ra^, but it does have

a laser range finder to determine the exact

distance at which to detonate Its explosive

munitions. It can lay more firepower on

^rther targets with greater accuracy than

any tight infantry weapon in use today.

Dubbed the OICW, for "objective individ-

ual combat weapon," the Pentagon’s

“smart gun" can be a dual- or single-barrel

weapon. The removable top barrel hurls

zomm high-expiosive fragmentation

rounds up to 1,000 meters away. The lower

barrel shoots NATO-standard 5.56mm
ammo. The range finder pinpoints the dis-

tance at which the fragmenting round has

to detonate to kill the enemy even if he Is

hiding behind trees or walls or in trenches.

The zomm gun’s range is five times

greater than that of an M203 grenade

iauncher mounted on an M16.

The Pentagon plans to put 45,000

OlCWs into service by zoo6, at a jtost of

between ^ipj^ffo apd^iZjO^p^ch.

ID enBputBiiiainlDS.era - V'
'



The 2000 KJargame of the fear gets a graphics
upgrade, heads to the Russian Front

E
OMBAT Mission has taken wargaming by

storm. Its 3D graphics, hybrid turn-based

and real-time action, and attention to

historical detail combine to offer the best

depiction of squad-level action we've seen so

far on the PC. It was unquestionably the

Wargame of the Year for 20od..

Since its release last June, the online

community has embraced CM with-.hundreds

of user-created mods to improve the'^units,

terrain, casualty sounds, and special effects.

There are even mods to replace the soldiers’

faces with those of actors from famous movies

[The Big Red One, Rat Patrol, Kelly’s Heroes) or

even furry little hamsters.

I

One mod maker took a dare too

I

fcLT in creating furry faces for
j the soldiers.

But after eight months of supporting the

iiod community and gamers, Big Time

pftware is focusing on the next game in the

pries. Codesigner Steve Grammont says the

|an is to make a number of significant

improvements, but not "break the mold" the

way the original game did,

CM 2 moves to the Russian Front from the

opening guns of Operation Barbarossa in 1941

to the collapse of Berlin in 1945. There were a

lot of nationalities in that conflict, but Big

Time is^focusin'g p/rfnarily on the Germans,

Soviets, Finnish/Romanian, Hungarian, and

perhaps Italian forces,

The scale ofkthe actual battles boggles the

imagination, with hundreds of thousands of

soldiers and armorqd units churned into a

bloody stew in the open fields around Kursk

and Stalingrad. Gramrhont says Big Time plans

to break those battles into.smal[er scenarios to

make them manageable. The game will also

depict a number of urban battles, for which

BigTime is creating new building-.architecture.

The team is even reconstructing part of

Stalingrad's sewer system to depict the under-

ground fighting that took place there.

Command and control will be an issue, as

ifvyas historically. In 1941, most of the Russian

tanks didn't have radios; the tankers had to

use hahid signals to communicate. The

command.model is changing in CM 2 to

reflect such'-difficulties.This may force you to

"do the lemming thing," Grammont says. "Plot

a simple path, afid^ if things go wrong prepare

to ioseyourtanks.'"

Unit availability wiil-also change, with differ-

ent options that let you 'choose between

_ paying extra for rare units''ipr acquiring them

based on the historical likelihood-that they -

would have been available, S
But the most obvious change for CM2 will bej

a complete graphics overhaul. The game’s min -

5

imum resolution will be 800x600, and Big J
Time is dropping support for Voodoo 1 cards, J
whose drivers are "buggierthan an anthill," ^
says Grammont,

Save your sheckels, wargamers. You'll want
^

to be part of the first wave when CM 2 rolls k
this fall.—Ken Brown *



A Little
Hot Water
When some countries learned of

Barking Dog’s interest in using i6 reai-

world locates for Global Operations, they

weren’t too pleased about it. While con-

flicts in the game involving Russia and

Chechnya haven’t gained the attention of

our friends on the other side of the

Caucasus Mountains, let’s just say that a

certain "kingdom" in the North Atlantic

seriously objected to Barking Dog depict-

ing a conflict that It’s been involved in

since 1916.

When the game ships, players may
notice striking similarities to some
real-world confrontations with slightly

different names for Belfast and perhaps

one or two other locations. And the orga-

nizations won't be called the British Army
or the IRA, or the game wouldn’t make it

onto store shelves in the United Kingdom.

ght in the free-fire zones of 16 real-world flashpoints

verisimilitude to a tactical shooter, you need

look no further than the globe's political

hot spots. Because COUNTER-STRIKE is fic-

tion. but armed insurrection is real.

Such are the settings for Barking Dog
Studios’ GLOBALOPERATIONS, a multiplayer-

only first-person shooter coming this winter

from Crave Entertainment. But this won’t

be a simple street-fighting sim. Chris Mair,

the game’s designer, says the multiplayer

missions in Global'Ops will have extensive

story lines. The game is set about a year in

the future, but it’s based on real-world

situations taken from the last 25 years of

terrorism, "We tried to pick out individual

events that were really unique," Mair says.

Players will find themselves embroiled in

such localei as Sri Lanka, where the Tamil

Tigers are locked in a bitter struggle with

the Indian government; and Peru, where the

Peruvian Special Forces are

battling a group of "freedom

fighters" (or terrorists, depend-

ing on your point of view).

According tO'Mair, "There’s a gray

area surrounding who’s right

arid who's wrong in each location

in the game^"

'Barking Dog hopes that these

'real-world conflicts will help

gamers buy into the team play

concept that they believe is crucial

to multiplayer first-person action.

And they're adding rewards to fur-

ther promote team play. "We found

Uno ^ + 1

wti unt#

i
® Mderstandthe value of team-TOrJc.

that when we played COUNTER-STRIKE,

the sublime moments in the game came
when we actually played together, That’s

what inspired us to work on GLOBAL

OPERATIONS," Mair says.

Producer Dan McBride adds, "We can't

force people to play cooperatively. You can

still play team deathmatch ifyou want to.

But if you use the facilities that we put in

the game to reinforce team play, you’ll win

every time."

To deepen the experience, teams won't

just play as generic terrorists (bad guys)

and generic government forces (good guys).

GLOBAL OPS will boast seven unique special-

ty classes, all designed to work together. For

instance, the recon specialist is like a scout.

His radar can spot things that other classes

can’t see; if other players want to know
what’s ahead they can work with a recon.

The medic can heal other players and

hostages.The demolition expert can defuse

bombs faster than the others.

Other specialty classes include heavy-

gunners, snipers, and a commando. The

seventh specialist is the intelligence officer,

who’s not really

B
elfast. Chechnya. Sri Lanka, jsrael. Just

the thought of these locations res-

onates like machine-pun fire through

barricaded streets-Theseare the places

ripped from the headitnes of today's news,

where government forces and "freedom

fighters" see eye to eye only through the

sights of rifles. If you're looking to add

72 cDiii|tutBrgamlng.coiii



an active participant

in the level. "He's sort

of the guy in Aliens

who sits in the van

and watches the

action," says Mair. "He

brings the game's

voice communication

(voice over IP) to-

gether. He can

communicate to all

players, living or '-Teapons arsenal is
dead. He can talk to ^ig^tenlngly authentic,
everyone in the game. It’s sort

of cheating to talk directly to someone if you're dead, but

talking to your commander is a little bit different because he

saw where the last action was anyway. There's a camera on

every player so he can tell—visually—where everyone is. He

can talk to every player as well as monitor everyone's health

status. So he can tell a medic to go to a specific location. He

can even set waypoints,"

The designers are working on improving the scorecard

interface, so that you can easily tell who's on your team, what

specialties are missing, and what role players you need.

They're also handling players' deaths in an innovative way.

Players will be reinserted in the game as reinforcements.

According to Mair, "Reinforcements don’t just chat amongst

themselves while floating in space and flying around the

level. They come back in the game in one of the game's vehi-

cles and they can talk to each other in the vehicle and plan for

the mission. They can see what everyone's buying; they can

see what specialties are being filled. And they come back into

the game as a group." Barking Dog believes that when
players are inserted in the game in groups, it's easier to play

as a team.

While the game I

saw was only 6o

percent complete,

it was super fun to

play. Keep it in your

sights as it nears

its Christmas

release—so

far everything

Barking Dog is

doing seems right

on target.

urge outdoor environments are O'Neil

interesting and 'ireU designed.

B
O you're probably

wondering:Will

SOLDIER OF FOR-

TUNE a be anywhere

near as bloody as the ^ .

first game? Well, only

In the sense that It

wouldn’t be a complete

surprise if the game
boxes dripped blood ^^^^Al^***'*^*^^****^*
and used still-warm

human entrails as packing material when the title ships late

this year.

But that’s what fans of the series want, and that’s what

Raven is promising to deliver, thanks to an even more detailed

body location-specific damage model and an insanely ambi-

tious use of Raven’s proprietary "bolt-on" technology that will

let gamers blow off half of an enemy’s skull while leaving the

desocketed eyeball intact and flopping around on its distended

optic nerve. Now that's wholesome family entertainment.

But the best news about the game is that Raven seems to be

putting all its stunning technology to better use this time

around. Learning a little from games like RAtNBOW SIX, for SOF2

Raven is using the QUAKE Ill-powered fog, rain, and terrain

effect to create genuinely compelling environments and to

craft missions in which stealth should be as much a factor as

marksmanship. A new prone-crawling feature will let wannabe

mercenaries slither through tall Colombian grass to assault an

enemy camp. Gamers will have to make themselves temporari-

ly vulnerable as they take the time to pick locks on doors, and

they’ll be able to use the sparkling dynamic lighting effects to

their advantage by hunting down power boxes and dousing the

lights in enemy installations.

If Raven can deliver more of the tense, adrenaline-pumping

situational gameplay the first game produced only sporadically,

then SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 2 could be one of the standout shoot-

ers of 2001.—Robert Coffey



Top tactical sim mods for fragging terrorists online

i;
Ihen you’re ready to branct^but from''^

COUNTER-STRIKE, give these rnO^s a

Is hot. All share the common thre'S^ of

realism-in squad-based combat, with realis-

tic gam^play, characters, weapons, and/or \
real-^orld environments.

DAY OF DEFEAT is an outstanding

first attempt,

www.dayofdefeatmod.com

TAC

OPS

fire^R^s [Half-Life]
FiREARMSiis a squad-based combat mod,

utilizing an ^senal of more than 30 pistols,

rifles, suDtTiachine guns, and mortars.

infinite number

credit system in

used for buying

weapons, equipment, and skills such as

marksmanship or field medicine. Stamina,

bleeding wounds, mortar attacks, and air-

borne drops are implemented for a more

robust environment,

www.firearms.com

Day of Defeat [Half-Life]
Matt Boone's DAY of defeat is a realistic

portrayal of World War II squad-based

infantry battles. Players can choose Axis

(Germany, Italy, or Japan) or Allied (United

States, England, or France) forces,

Characters, weapons, and maps show an

incredible attention to detail, with environ-

ments displaying a

gothic European feel.

There are plenty of

weapons to choose

from, ranging from

Ml Garands to

MP40S, and several

well-balanced charac-

ter classes. Axis

characters even use

German dialect. Maps
have plenty of maneuvering space, so nei-

ther attackers nor defenders have the

advantage- Unlike most beta-release mods.

Frontline [Half-Life]
Sirriflar in style to Team FORTRESS Classic,

'iRONTLlNf divides players into two teams:

Attackers and Defenders. The Attackers' goal

is to'-^eize as'many Capture Points as possi-

ble; Defenders to protect them. Once

CPs are seized. Defenders cannot recapture

them. If all uPs are captured before time x’'

runs out, the /Attackers yvin. At the end oK”
the game, roles'svyitch, with Attackers'^

becoming Defenders. As in TFC, fragged

players re-

spawn after a

brief period,

xjhere’s also a

stqmina fea-

ture to ensure

that players

are not bunny

hopping all.

features bigger urban maps, a variety of

mission parameters, dynamic effects such

as weather, and a skeletal animation system

for player models. Part of TAC OPS' intrigue

is 'the addition of NPC characters. Hostages

may run away, or pick up weapons and

shoot Terrorists. In some cases. Terrorists get

more money by arresting hostages rather

•than killing them outright. There are also

bots, so players c-an practice on their own.

Beta 2 fixes bugs'and adds features, includ-

ing new skins, more maps and scenarios,

and more weapons. A mission editor will

also be included.

www.tactical-0p5.net

Infil'bra'tion \\
[Unreal Totirnament] \

If the name of the game is realisrrv>Wien

INFILTRATION does a decent job of mimicldng

real-world combat using a variety of tacti^l

mission plans, infiltration weapons follow^

realistic models and include a wide range ofap.

Characters \ ammo types and capacities. Rather than

are divided Njsing crosshairs. Infiltration forces players

into Recoji, Assault, and Support classes and to use the

\

can choose/rom 12 real-world pistols, shot-

guns, subma'chine guns, and rifles.

www.flfmod.com

Urban Terror' •

[Quake 3 Arena]
URBAN TERROR is a team-based military

Total Conversion using the'Quake 3 engine.

Urban terror sacrifices some realism for

gameplay, allowing players to grab ledges,

climb buildings, or bunny hop during com-

bat, But there is a catch; Characters con-

stantly running, hopping, and shooting',

experience decreased weapon accuracy.

Expect improved bullet impact effects,

including window cracks and ricochets, in

the URBAN TERROR Beta 2 release. Also

expect a few more real-

world weapons, like an M4
assault rifle with improved

weapons physics; more

game types and maps; and a

more sophisticated hit-

detection system,

www.urbanterror.net

weapons

fixed sights,

so aiming

becomes

more a

matter of

weapon
familiariza-

tion than

shooter skill.

Player loadouts are highly customizable.

Cash doesn't carry over from game to game,

S0:gameplay is more balanced—both sides

start out with the same amount of money.

www.planetunreal.com/infiltration

Tactical Ops
[Unreal
Tournament]

Similar to COUNTER-STRIKE, TAC OPS lets

players play as Special Forces or Terrorists in

two scenarios: Hostage Rescue and Escape,

Strike Force
[Unreal Tournament]
STRIKE FORCE lets you play as a member of

Strike Force or the Terrorists in a number of

game types, from traditional UT games, like

DM and Team DM, to realism mod favorites

like Jailbreak and Hostage Rescue. Strike

Force offers plenty of weapons, including a

wide assortment of explosives and muni-

tions. Roger Wiico voice software allows

chat between team members. There's also

an abundance of SF-specific maps with

good strategic outlay. The 1.6 patch fixes

several bugs, improves maps and textures,

and adds dynamic effects and weapons.

www.strikeforcecenter.com



' f^aptain Dale Dye is the entertainment

industry's pre-eminent military, adviser.

Lb He’s played a role in more than, 40 films,

most notably teaching Tom Hanks how to

h assault a pillbox in Saving Private Ryan and

helping Oliver Stone create the haunting

combat scenes in Platoon.

. Dye's expertise came the hard way; 21

' years in the Marine Corps, including three

y tours of duty in Vietnam, where he earned

three Purple Hearts and a Bronze Star. Jhe

. 56-year-old often puts actors throi^h "boot

camps" that can last two week^during

which they sleep in foxholes^t C rations,

and begin training before dawn.

One of Dye's latest prp^cts is to impart

military authenticity t<5*Electronic Arts'

MEDAL OF HONOI^mes {ALLIED ASSAULT for

the PC, FRONTLlN^for the PS2). He gave the

developers weapons training, taught them
• some assault tactics, and gave them an

' education in what it's like to be a soldier.

' We caught up with Dye by phone while

he was in England filming the HBO series

' Band of Brothers. We found him to be

j
remarkably affable and easygoing.

• What are your goals when you’re Work-
" ing on a war movie or video ga^e?

^
I have one major goal: I bejjeve in my

« heart as a professional military man that

I our American men an^.Women who serve

' in uniform are some mx^e greatest unsung

• heroes in the world, The^e been given a

bad rap. There are too many lies, and too

many stereotypesl'My overall agenda is to

do what I can to correct that.

My other goal, when 1 work on a game, is

to offer a little bit of education, to make a

game player realize that soldiering isn’t a

Joke. It takes thinking.

What's the hardest thing to do right in

depicting realistic combat in a PC game?

To inject fear. You never get in a garhe

that complete disconnect that ieyyou

unplug from reality and lose yourself

In some ways, I’m glad, becaOse it’s

frightening. We haveto jJbstitute

tension and uncertaipt^.jn a game with

various challenges,

What did you do for the MOH team?

I Just drJHed 'em into the deck. I told the

designers, "We’re going to take you obt and

fire peal weapons, run you tactically, teach

ypd what it's like to be a leader, to be a fol-'-

^.•^ower, and to experience the tension of

combat." And after doing so, I could tell it

changed their conception of how to handle

some things in the game.

What are the most interesting features to

you about MoH?
What’s slick about this game is t^at the

enemy does unexpected things./ou can

wound them and they’ll still siirvive and

still be dangerous. Terrairi^jhd weather and

daylight affect your capability Just like in

pOmbat, There’s a fatigue factor that plays

’
a role in movement. It's going to be a tough

deal on a player. But it’s fun! It's not so com-

plicated that you need a six-inch-thick

manual to play the game.

David Grossman, a former U.S. Army

Ranger, has called some video games "mur-

der simulators" with no redeeming value.

What’s your view?

I'd have to say he's painting with too

broad a brush. We have an opportunity in

gaming to do more than turn the alien’s

head into a'pink mist. PC games are vastly

beyond that now. They could be and in

some'cases are really interesting teaching

tools. If you teach a kid and entertain him

at the same time, he’ll really learn.

I’m not a person who believes playing

[shooters] inures a child to violence. I think

there’s so much more to it. If there were no

parenting, and computer games became

surrogate parents, then I think you’d have a

point. But I don’t believe most people let

that happen, I don’t with my kids. LK’iiJ

Bomputergaming.i
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JULY 2001

REVIEWS
It’s not the size of your

game; it’s the play io it.

An interesting quandatv came up during this month's

reviews meeting, where we hash out the final star

rating for each game we review. Strangely, it had nothing to

do with the wine selection in our gourmet-catered spread

that Jeff springs for each month (we went with a sassy little

Chardonnay). Love that new Editor-in-Chief! Hang on while I

wipe off my nose.

No, the debate this month centered around that age-old

question: What's more important quality or quantity? What

sparked it was our discussion of the new HALF-LIFE

“episode,” BLUE SHIFT (see review on pg. 84). The consen-

sus of those who had played it through (myself; Scooter,

who reviewed it Robert who had extra time on his hands

'cause he turns everything in on time like a big suck-up:

and Jason, who had extra time on his hands because he

was avoiding work) was that it was a great game and very

much in the spirit of the original HALF-UFE—but that it was

way too short The question came up, what do you do when

a game offers Editor's Choice-level gameplay, but in terms

of what you get for your money, is only a 4-star package?

Ultimately, we went with 4 stars (it was a close vote, 4-3)

in part because of the influence of another much anticipat-

ed game tills month, SERIOUS SAM.

SERIOUS SAM offers hours upon hours of more simplistic

(but very fun) gameplay, for under $20. As you'll see in Old

Man Green's review on page 87, SERIOUS SAM was serious

fun, but it could have been a tad shorter and it is a pretty

brainless shooter. Not that there's anything wrong with that

Tell us what you think. The question is not what's more

important quality or quantity; obviously quality is key, but

what's considered enough quantity? What's the appropriate

length of a game, considering how much you shelled out for

it? Do extras like graphics makeovers or co-op play make a

difference? Write me at . I'll be

here playing BLUE SHIFT for the third time in two days,

loving every second of it Unless I boot up SERIOUS SAM;

then I'll be up all night —Tom Price

JULY REVIEWS
GAME RATING

Tribes 2 -k 'k 'A

Tropico < k
Myst III: Exile k k k
Half-Life: Blue Shift k
Kohan: Immortal Sovereigns k
The Sims: House Party k

Serious Sam k

Fate of the Dragon k k k
Summoner k
Ultima Online: Third Dawn k k k k
Out Of The Park 3 k k

Traffic Giant k k k
Game Room k k k
Outlive k k
Waterloo k k k
Majesty: The Northern Expansion k

HOW DO WE RATE? We review only finished games— no betas, no patches.

must-play experience.

Worthy of

your time and money, but

there are drawbacks.

Either an ambi-

tious design with major

flaws, or just vanilla.

Seriously lacking

in play value, poorly

conceived, or just another

clone.

The rare game
that gets it all wrong.

Pathetic. Coaster material.



SPOTLIGHT REVIEW

If it's broke, fix it

I

Unfinished Bnsiness

To call TRIBES 2 anything less than a major
disappointment would he dishonest. Consider

the raucous prerelease buzz generated by every-

thing from the huge cult following its predecessor

enjoyed to the almost daily release of amazing screen-

shots in the months leading up to

the final gold burning. How could

we expect anything less than

perfection? Well, even slightly less

would have been okay.

But TRIBES 2 is far, far from

perfect. It shipped in a buggy,

unstable state and it remained in a buggy, unstable

state at the time of this writing, approximately one
month and five patches later. Like a public statue,

TRIBES 2’s massively multiplayer team-based gameplay
is built upon a solid foundation, but it’s too covered in

pigeon poop for anyone to recognize or enjoy it.

TRIBES 2
reviewed by Tom Price

Diamond Sword in the Rough
Since telling you what’s wrong with TRIBES 2 is

going to take a while (put your feet up, make yourself

a hot toddy), maybe I should tell you what’s right with

it first. The underlying gameplay of 1998's STARSlEGE:

TRIBES—which involved fast-paced, first-person-shoot-

er action supported by a strong strategic element

—

enriched the complexity of team-based scenarios

such as "capture the flag” or "capture and hold.”

Thankfully, said gameplay still resides at the core of

TRIBES 2, but with more capabilities and options for

the strategy aspect of the game.
What’s been added to the game is big physically, yet

in the larger picture, it's kind of small. In TRIBES, only

two flying vehicles were available: a one-man scout

and a larger transport ship. TRIBES 2 adds more
vehicles, including a two-man hovertank, a three-man

flying bomber, and a scout cycle. Sounds exciting,

right? But when you consider how hard all of these are

to pilot and how woeful their weapons are (one could

argue necessarily so, for proper

game balancing), they seem like

a waste from the strategy stand-

point—unless the people you're

playing with can coordinate

an attack.

Weapons remain relatively

unchanged: whether that’s for

better or worse depends on your

perspective. I would have liked

to have seen more guns and
guns of different types. Why
must there be only one machine

CGW RATED

PUSHING POLYGONS How could any game engine, running on

any current PC, be expected to render such huge, complex objects?

They look real nice, but someone's eyes were bigger

than their stomach.

gun, without multiple calibers or secondary fire? As
they are, the weapons are fairly boring, although their

effects (smoke trails, colored glows, and so on) do look

sort of cool. If you were happy with the weapons in

TRIBES, there’s really nothing to fault about their state

in TRIBES 2. Still, with two-plus years of development,

I'd expect a little more (a running theme in my head).

Inexperienced Internet Interfacing
Those years of development make themselves

apparent in the improved interface. Meant to help

foster the TRIBES community, email, chat, message
boards, and news have been added to the requisite

server browser. The intent behind these features is

doubtless a good one, but how well they’ll be executed

remains to be seen.

It wasn’t until very recently that anything other than
news or chat was even implemented, which is ridicu-

lous for a game being sold as "final.” And how will

Sierra and Dynamix handle people being critical of the

game in the forums? Again, only time will tell.

Bugs ’R’ Us
Now for the bad news. Every build I’ve seen of

TRIBES 2—from the early alphas of a year and a half

ago to the "final” gold build—has had more trouble

avoiding crashes than the Hindenberg. The code start-

ed out notoriously unstable, and what finally made it

DeqillremBills: Peiitium-ll 300, 64MB RAM, 531MB hard drive space. RBComiiiBnileil HBqulPBmenlS: Pentium-Ill 600, 128MB RAM.
3D Supporl; OpenGL, Direct3D. Mulliplsjer: LAN or Internet (2-64 players).

.sierrastudios.com/games/trib0s2 • ESRB Rating: Teen (13+); animated violence.
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extremely taxing on the engine but are

also too big for gameplay purposes. I don’t

like spending three minutes running

across a map just to get blown up and

respawned back at the beginning, over

and over again.

Then there’s the issue of '‘red-jacking."

Red-jacking is another word for temporari-

ly losing your connection to the game
server {a little phone-jack icon in your

display turns red—get it?), leaving you
frozen, stuck in an extended lag. You can

tell when other gamers are red-jacking,

because they just float there, imitating

Trinity's famous jump-kick from The

Matrix. Sure, you can adjust elements of

your network settings—packet rate and

size and whatnot—but this is very

advanced stuff, and the default settings for

56K and DSL/LAN are no guarantee of a

stable connection.

TEAM EFFORT If you're lucky, you'll get into

a match with people who really know how
to play and can utilize things like targeting

lasers and artillery.

TOE TO TOE It all

comes down to one-on-

one machine-gun bat-

tles, and usually he

with the most armor

wins.

into gamers’ hands has continued that tradition. The

patch that was downloaded the first time I connected

to the online servers didn't help much, and neither

have the subsequent—almost weekly—updates.

Admittedly, the automated patching process was fluid

and painless. Of course, that’s like saying my car has

special reinforced chassis points to make lifting it at

the mechanic’s shop that much easier. It’s a feature I

would rather not need.

I’ve been playing the game on a Pentium-Ill 933

with a GeForce2 card and the graphics performance

(even set moderately at 1074x768 and 16-bit color) is

extremely choppy. This is running in OpenGL, not the

native Direct3D of my nVidia-based chipset that it

would make sense to use. No, Direct3D is simply

unplayable, and what I can see when using it is full of

weird jaggies and disappearing polygons. I don't

think the bad performance is totally the fault of the

programmers. The level designers got a bit carried

away with ridiculously large expanses and huge

UNDER THE SEA One of the new features of

edifices that

TRIBES 2 is the ability to play underwater.
are not only

Artificial Imbecility
I feel a little weird calling out what

might be the lamest thing about TRIBES

2, because it's not central to the game
and most TRIBES fans don't need it to enjoy online

play. But here goes: It’s the separate Solo and LAN
play options that let you play a short single-player

"training" campaign, or play any of the gameplay

types with a group of computer-controlled bots.

Both smack of afterthoughts, and are so shoddy they

really don’t deserve consideration. I’ll be quick and
brutal: The training missions didn't train me to do

anything and the bots are just set up to run way-

points—and they’re not even on all the maps. Once

I realized that 1 couldn’t get the bots to do what 1

say or use vehicles with me, I stopped using them.

While these modes are unnecessary, done right they

would have created a whole new side to TRIBES

and provided easier entry to the game universe for

newbies, nstead, LAN and Solo play are completely

disposable.

You Gotta Believe
As you can tell, I really wanted TRIBES 2 to be

great, and I believe it still can be. Its fate is now
in the hands of its gaming community. Patches can

and will continue to flow, but what this game really

needs to survive is a healthy mod community, and

Sierra’s decision to make the engine available to

anyone for $100 (you just have to publish your mod
through Sierra) should encourage that. TRIBES 2 was
supposed to be the be-all, end-all of team-based

multiplayer action games.

Right now, my fingers are

crossed so hard for HALO that

my knuckles are bleeding.

TANKS FOR THE MEMORIES Being the

turret man in a hover-tank is fun. I just

wish the weapons were cooler than a

mounted mortar and machine gun—two

weapons I could carry around as a

heavily-armored foot soldier as well.

computeraatninD-CDni



REAl-TIMi STRATEGY

Poverty, comedy, and strategy meet in a fun city-builder by the sea

SimCiudad

TROPICO is a flavorful dish loaded with
ingredients, a Jamaican jambalaya of SIM-
CITY and SIMTHEME PARK simmered with

tropical fruit, rum, and the zest of two dozen
crackpot dictators. It’s a sumptuous feast for the

senses, with a soundtrack that deserves an award,

but it may not be to everyone’s taste. Even those

who really enjoy it will probably find themselves

hungering for more.

Top Banana
You play one of 25 historical dictators such as Fidel

Castro, Anastasio Somoza, Manuel Noriega, or Papa
Doc Duvalier. Or, you can create your own. Every
ruler has strengths and weaknesses, more prestige

with certain factions, and two ugly flaws. Your
leader's impressive route to power—say, he's a self-

made man—can be outweighed by him being a cow-
ardly moron. Diplomatic relations also are affected

by flaws such as alcoholism,

which the Soviets find

endearing but the Americans
disdain.

You set the victory condi-

tions, from open-ended to a

short reign for maximum
personal gain. There are no campaigns, so the hean
of the game is its Random Map play. You can toggle

an assortment of starting conditions, or play one of

eight different scenarios, but the majority of games
play out in a similar fashion. Unlike SIMCITY, from

which TROPICO heavily derives, there are few over-

all strategies with which to build the ultimate island.

There are also no scripted events or crucial game-
play points like SlMClTY’s natural disasters to create

a sense of urgency. This didn’t affect my enjoyment
of the game, but it may make the experience less

compelling for those who expect more.

Random Map games typically start in 1950, with 20

peasants scratching out a meager living on an unde-

veloped island. You’ve got a beautiful mansion and
$10,000 in the treasury. Your goal:

Provide food, housing, medical

care, education, jobs, and enter-

tainment to these peasants and
their progeny, while growing the

economy and skimming some prof-

its for numero uno. It's a juggling

act that starts out easy, but often

winds up in rebellion.

There are dozens of structures

you can build; all are beautifully

I

flfler that week, detailed. Some, like churches and

I

ifDii’H grow horBil
schools, will never make a dime.

with the Island life

I

and want to go

home.

CGW RATEO

BEACHED Tourists love beach houses, which is good, I

dictators love tourists.

but they meet important needs. Others, like hotels

and factories, can be a big source of profit. It’s easy

to tell if you have enough money to place a building;

it's another thing to tell how long it will take.

Construction workers must first level the ground,

and for a large structure like a stadium or cathedral,

that can take years. You can play a full game with-

out ever seeing progress on your airport. You can
hire more construction workers, but it would be nice

to have an idea of the human-hours involved before

undertaking construction.

The Little People
Buildings, by themselves, accomplish nothing. You

need workers to make rum and cigars, priests to

take confession, reporters to cover the news, and
generals to train your soldiers. Unfortunately, early

on almost none of these are available. You’ll often

resort to paying a big recruiting fee to attract them.
Once you've built a high school and university the

need begins to lessen.

Over time, as families beget new Tropicans and
freighters disgorge new immigrants, the population

will boom. These people help fill in the labor pool,

but they also put more pressure on the economy and
environment. Clicking on an individual reveals their

needs and level of satisfaction. If you want, you can
learn all about their family, occupation, income level,

and more. The individuality of each person and
the fascinating social web help give the game its

unique charm.

But you can’t click on 100 citizens every few min-

utes to see what they’re thinking. Several buttons on
the interface reveal the population’s satisfaction in

terms of housing, food, liberty, entertainment, and so

Requlreinenls; Pentium 233 MMX or faster, 32MB RAM, 820MB hard drive space. FlECODililBfilleil BsqilirBOieBlS: Pentium-ll 300, 64MB RAM.
3D Support; None Mulllpisyer: None

Publisher Gamering of Developers • Developer PopTop Software • $40 • www.poptop.com ESRB Rating: Teen; violence,

suggestive themes.

CDmputergaming.cDm



REM-TIME STRATEGY REVIEW

ISLAND TYCOON TROPICO mixes themes of wealth, poverty, agri-

culture, and growth in its sun-soaked, Carihbeaii-style graphics.

on. You’ll spend much of the game bouncing through

this menu to monitor your people's needs; unfortu-

nately, there are no hot-keys for this.

If you lag behind, you’ll get letters complaining

about a lack of infrastructure. Spoken comments
from your advisor are more interesting, such as: "El

presidente, your people starve. Grow more food!” or

"The people no longer seem satisfied staring at the

grass, They need entertainment." Other than that,

you’ll have no interaction with the citizenry, which

can result in a sense of detachment.

Each year a fat almanac lands on your desk to

snap you back to “reality.” This gives you a com-

plete summary of the population's happiness level

and the financial particulars of the island, and
breaks the information down as much as you want.

It's a wonderfully detailed resource that helps you to

track various trends.

Politics

Every eight years your people like to feel as if they

can make a change. Early on, when you're idealistic

and socially conscious, you’ll have no problem being

re-elected. Later, while you’re jailing malcontents

and stashing money in an offshore account, it gets

trickier. Unfortunately, the game doesn’t tell you

how you stand in the polls until you agree to the

AIRBORNE EXPRESS The airport takes forever to

build, but it opens new avenues for tourism and

diplomacy.

election. If you hold the election

against a popular candidate, you

can rig it with little consequence.

What's surprising is that if you
cancel the election, almost noth-

ing happens as a result. You’ll

get a letter saying the people are

shocked, and your democracy

rating will plummet, but I expected greater conse-

quences for alienating the electorate. If your popu-

larity drops too far, rebellions can result in you being

thrown out of office. But they don’t have the urgency

of, say, Godzilla rampaging through town or a

Hurricane blowing down half your village.

Insurrections are nevertheless fun to watch.

Agitated Tropicans run through the streets with

erupting volcano symbols over their heads. Even
if they’re not successful in ousting you, they’re very

effective in clearing out the hotels and beach

houses. Yanqui tourists tend to make themselves

scarce when shots are being fired.

Several other factors also play a role in the political

picture. You can issue edicts to offer amnesty to

rebels, improve literacy, double the food rations,

and clean up the environment. You can also use

diplomacy to curry favor with the United States or

Russia. Each of these actions has an effect, but it's

not as noticeable as you might expect.

If you play it right and survive for 50 years, you’ll

get a nice rally in front of the presidential palace. If

not, you'll be saying adios from the back of a dory

shoved out to sea.

Come Back Next Year
TROPICO is entertaining, with a clever sense of

humor and a ton of charm. It will appeal to anyone

who enjoys a light-hearted city builder with social

and political themes, but I wish it offered a greater

variety of challenges, and per-

haps some scripted events like

hurricanes or volcanoes to add
more surprises. But for the

time that you’re basking in its

radiant beauty, turning dirt

into dinero and grooving to its

Calypso beat, it's a great vaca-

tion from reality.

FRESH OFF THE BOAT Freighters and tour

boats frequently drop off fresh arrivals and

take away exports. Graphical touches like

these are abundant throughout the game.

cDmputBrgamlng.com



Old friends return in MYST III: EXILE, but the years haven't been kind

Publisher UbiSoft Entertainment Developer Presto Studios • $50 • wvvw.myst3.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone

Myst Me?

There is exactly one moment, in all the hours
it takes to complete MYST III, that will

make your heart race. You've just spent a

number of those hours wandering around the island

of Amateria, manipulating dials, levers, wheels,

gears, and springs to configure a sort of mammoth,
island-wide Rube Goldberg contraption so that giant

balls of ice launched at one end make it through to

the other without smashing to bits or rolling off into

the sea. You’ve gotten the fulcrums and counter-

weights set just so; you've put the pegs in the right

holes and tuned the "resonance rings" to the right

frequencies. You've made it to the last room of the

level, where a vinyl-upholstered chair tempts you to

rest for a moment. So you sit down and fiddle a bit

with the controls. Suddenly a

spherical crust of ice forms

around you and—whammo!—
you’re launched like a pinball

into the very contraption

you’ve just spent hours

setting up.

The extended animated sequence that follows fills

you with a sense of elation and accomplishment. All

that annoying, apparently arbitrary busywork the

game made you do wasn’t a complete waste of time

after all! And aside from that, who doesn't enjoy a

first-person ride on what is basically a really snazzy
roller coaster? It’s a genuine reward for your labors,

and almost makes the hours you spent earning the

reward worth it.

Almost—but not quite. Alas, a half-minute of

animation, however visually spiffy and conceptually

clever, is scant payback for hours of grueling,

mind-numbing labor. And while there are other

animations in the game, they’re only occasionally

this spiffy and nowhere near this clever. There also

aren’t enough of them: Playing MYST III is like eat-

ing a bowl of raisin bran with too few raisins and far

too much bran.

MYST III: EX LE

reviewed by Charles Ardai

TWIDDLE ME THIS Gears, levers, and wheels—some community
colleges are now granting Mechanical Engineering 101 credit for

anyone completing MYST III: EXILE.

most literal sense, a stunning disappointment. The
game is stunning, but in every other regard it is a

disappointment. I like pretty picture-postcard vistas

as much as anyone, and yes, my jaw dropped when I

saw some of the sweet images the folks at Presto

Studios have crammed into this game. Stunning sun-

sets, gorgeous clouds, rough-hewn stones covered
with eerie green moss, monumental buildings deco-

rated with all sorts of baroque designs—the visual

splendor is almost too rich, like a cake so intensely

delicious you can't stand to take a second bite.

MYST the Mark
There are, of course, a number of ways in which

an adventure game's gameplay can be weak. The
controls might be awkward and not much fun to

use; the puzzles might be unoriginal or repetitive;

a poorly laid-out environment may force you to back-

track repeatedly; the story might be arcane and

CGW RATED

Crisp, attractive

graptiics; one realln

nice animated

Tiresome gameplay;

endless meclianical

puzzles; an uninter-

esting story; bad

acting.

Sweet MYST III of Life

I realize, of course, any game
bearing the MYST name is basical-

ly critic-proof. Like Adam Sandler

movies or those awful romantic

suspense novels Mary Higgins

Clark keeps selling by the million,

MYST games have a built-in audi-

ence, and nothing a reviewer might

say will dissuade that audience

from buying the next one. But that

doesn't stop an honest reviewer

from trying.

The fact is that MYST III is, in the

READ ALL ABOUT IT Sure it's beautifully textured, but if you

really feel like reading a story, there's this crazy new invention

called A Book that is a much better medium for reading than a

computer game.

Requiremenls: Pentium-ll 233, 64MB RAM, 200MB hard drive space. RecDinniended HeqUremBnls: Pentium III. 128MB RAM, 2.2GB hard drive

space. 3D Suppiirt: Direct3D Multlplaysr: None

lamputergaming.i



THROW AWAY THE KEY Brad Dourif begs for release from Acting

Jail. His shrill, overly dramatic pleas fall upon deaf ears.

SCREEN SAVERS If MYST III has any saving grace, it is the brand's

continuing excellence in graphical splendor.

uninvolving: or the actors might be such embarrass-

ing scenery-chewers as to rob the player of any

desire to make it to the next cut-scene. I am sorry to

report that MYST III is bad in all of these ways.

The controls are one step up from those of the

original MYST, since instead of seeing the game as a

slideshow-like succession of still pictures you can

now pan freely left and right and up and down at

every location. Unfortunately, you still move from

location to location in discrete slideshow-like steps,

so the game is still a matter of lurching about, only

now you have some dizzying looking around to do

between lurches.

This is especially noticeable when you have to

make your way down a corridor or along a catwalk.

Instead of just holding down a forward-motion key

as you would in any normal, modern game, you have

to click your mouse button maybe 5 or 10 or 20 times

in order to inch along in dainty little steps separated

by annoying pauses during which you often have to

adjust your cursor before you can click again.

Making matters worse, the cursor doesn't change to

indicate when it is over a spot you can click on if you

want to move. And since the visuals don’t always

make it clear just when you can go in a given direc-

tion, playing the game involves a lot of hunting and
clicking and hunting some more until you find your

way, painstakingly.

So much for the controls. The puzzles are almost

all of the “set four dials" or "set tliree levers" or

"set two gears" variety. It’s bad enough that most
adventure games have some boring filler puzzles of

this pen-and-paper brainteaser variety: MYST III

WILD WILDLIFE You'll find lots of details to catch

your eye—like this bizarre fish—throughout the

worlds of MYST III.

basically has nothing else. In

the forest world of Edarma the

puzzles are a little more story-

driven and less mechanical, but only a little: What,

after all, is the difference between angling seven

reflectors mounted on poles to redirect a ray of

sunlight (as you do on the isle of J’nanin) and
angling four "reflective orchids" to achieve the same
result on Edanna? MYST III is all about making
tedious adjustments—lots of them—to one mechani-

cal system after another. This isn't a game, it’s an

exercise in mechanical engineering.

And what of the story and the acting? I was never

able to figure out the former. I'm afraid, though not

for lack of trying. The game swamps you in exposi-

tion-lots of names to remember, lots of arcane

MYST lore—often presented through pages of on-

screen text. The plot seems to revolve around an

attempt by a refugee from a destroyed world to

make the father of the boys who destroyed the

world suffer for his sons’ sins. The father is the ven-

erable Atrus, played like a nebbishy cross between
William H. Macy and Fred MacMurray by one of the

original creators of MYST, Rand Miller. But before

you jump to the conclusion that it is this ex-program-

mer's acting I found most objectionable, let me
reassure you that Mr. Miller is Lawrence Olivier and
Anthony Hopkins rolled up into one compared to the

villain of the piece, played with mortifying talent-

lessness by Academy Award nominee Brad Dourif.

Poor Brad Dourif! Once upon a time, he was in

pictures like One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nesf, more

recently, though, he’s been relegated to installments

of the Child’s Play and Critters franchises, and see-

ing him in MYST III tells you why. His Shatner-ian

declamations reach a climax at the finale when he

howls "No! No! No, no, no. no, no!" while wearing a

gold-fringed tablecloth and waving a Flintstones-

style rock hammer. There are. I’m afraid, sadder

stories in Hollywood than Robert Downey, Jr.'s.

MYST Opportunity
Similarly, there are sadder stories in the world of

computer games than that of MYST III. It’s not an

awful game, just a bad one that could and should

have been better.

All the talent that went into this game, all the time

and money, all the hopes and expectations of an

adoring fan base, and then what comes out is this

clumsy and tiresome bit of nothing with only some
pretty visuals and one inspired bit of animation to

recommend it?

What a waste.

camputergamlng.com



BLUE SHIFT is an exhilarating three minutes

Blue Shift Special

HALf-LlfE:

BLUE SHIFT

D reviewed by Thierry Nguyen

I
n a genre filled with design akin to nuclear

explosions, it’s nice to get a game designed
like a laser. Instead of a sprawling epic that

attempts to hit every nerve of your being with the

biggest blast possible, in BLUE SHIFT you get sharp,

pointed, focused gameplay. Mince no words: This is

the expansion that OPPOSING FORCE should have
been. It's a quick-fix, run-and-gun adventure with

fascinating levels, dashing visuals, and a lack of

inane and underwhelming bosses. It helps flesh out

the HALF-LIFE universe, and adds a new slant or

two to the entire Gordon Freeman story.

A Barney of One
BLUE SHIFT is a single-player adventure in which

the events of the original HALF-LIFE unfold before

you, but this time you’re Calhoun, just another secu-

rity guard (or Barney) who works in another section

of the Black Mesa facility. One
of the problems with

OPPOSING FORCE (OP FOR)
was that you didn’t feel like

you were in Freeman's world;

you saw Freeman once, and
that was it. The game felt

more like a disconnected

anecdote than a differing perspective. Conversely,

BLUE SHIFT'S plot and dialogue make it more of a

J?ashomon-style reinterpretation of the central event.

Chronologically, BLUE SHIFT starts where HALF-
LIFE starts, at the beginning of a long day at Black

Mesa. It’s divided into six "episodes," which amount
to around six hours of gameplay. During these hours,

you’ll be rescuing scientists, making stopovers in

Xen, and beating the military at its own game. Your

objective is similar to Freeman’s: Get out of Black

Mesa and save your own butt.

Besides the new storyline, BLUE SHIFT brings

new hi-res graphics that improve the looks of every-

thing from the character models to the toxic-waste-

splattered walls. Now the game looks more like a

2001 title and less like something

from 1998. The new detail on the

weapons and characters is such a

shocking change that I started

replaying the original HALF-LIFE

just to see it in modern graphical

splendor. That’s it for the new stuff

though—there aren’t any new toys

or baddies you haven’t seen before.

What's an expansion pack with-

out new weapons or enemies? One
that focuses on gameplay. Lacking

useless and gimmicky new items,

CGW RATED

DR. ZAIUS, DR. ZAIUS The new textures on the people really add to

the game. This important scientist NPC looks leagues better than

his original colleagues.

BLUE SHIFT instead delivers better levels and more
interesting puzzles. The scripted events, ranging

from a tram crash to watching scientists get cut

down by aliens, are up to the level of such events in

the original HALF-LIFE. There’s genuine tension

here, whether you’re surviving a plunge in a falling

elevator or hearing marines trying to break into the

same room you’re trying to escape from. Even the

scripted dialogue manages to be interesting this

time. There’s a great scene involving a scientist

working on a massive machine: He’s explaining

everything he’s doing, and somehow, I was honest-

to-god interested in what he had to say. Finally, near

the end, there’s a great Freeman sighting that's

leagues better than OP FOR’s "watch Gordon jump
into the portal." Like HALF-LIFE, BLUE SHIFT has

moments more reminiscent of action movies than of

computer games.

Best Three Minutes Ever
If HALF-LIFE was the amazing debut album, then

BLUE SHIFT is the follow-up hit single. It’s short, it's

focused, and it keeps you enthralled during its brief

lifespan. Its main imperfection is length. I managed
to finish the whole episode in one night. If you’re

going to put out a single-player experience, its price

should match its duration. The inclusion of OP FOR
and its CTF maps is nice, but if you already have
OP FOR installed, the value for money diminishes

quite a bit.

Still, BLUE SHIFT is a great ride, and the updating

of the graphics makes HALF-LIFE a lot more appeal-

ing. If you enjoyed HALF-LIFE at all, you’ll probably

want to pick this one up.

(iBpirBineills: Pentium 233 MMX or faster, 32MB RAM, 27DMB hard drive space. RecominEniteil ReqillrEmeDls: Pentium-ll 300 or faster, 64MB

1

RAM, 510MB hard drive space, 4MB SVGA video card, 3D Support: OpenGL, Direct 3D. Muitiplajer: LAN, Internet (2-16 players).

Publisher: Sierra Studios • Developer: Gearbox Software • S25 • gearboxsonware.com •

gore, and violence.

B Rating; Teen (ISf); animated blood.

computergamlng.c



KOHAN: IMMORTAL SOVEREIGNS—
two great tastes that taste great together

It’S Two, Two, Two Games io Ooe

There are real-time strategy games and
there are turn-based strategy games, and
never the twain shall meet. Strategy First

and TimeGate Studios have done the unthinkable:

They've made a real-time strategy game that plays

like a turn-based game. This might seem unpromis-

ing. but in KOHAN; IMMORTAL SOVEREIGNS, the

mixture is surprisingly fun and innovative.

KOHAN does not play like any other real-time strat-

egy game: You don't have peons, you don’t harvest

resources, and you don't lay down dozens of build-

ings. Instead, your base is a single city, with slots for

new structures. Four of the game’s five resources

are generated by structures you build in your city,

while gold is generated

steadily by the city itself. The
more upgraded your city, the

more revenue created. If you

need more resources or gold

(and you will, because every

army you create has an

upkeep cost) you’ll need to

conquer other cities.

The tech tree is pretty flat, not drawn out with

dozens of buildings and upgrades. Aside from the

resource buildings, you can build markets, barracks,

temples, libraries, and walls. Barracks enable the

heavy units, such as cavalry, while temples and
libraries enable the special units, such as clerics and
wizards. Every unit comes out already knowing its

few special abilities; refreshingly, the units require

no micromanagement.
As in HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC, you organize

your troops under commanders. All the units in

KOHAN are arranged into small companies, consist-

ing of four regular units and two support units. You
don't ever command a single unit, but instead issue

orders through the company. The strategy comes in

configuring your companies, and with the many
types of support units, you can come up with a vari-

ety of interesting combinations. When you create a

new company, you can mix and
match to include, say, cavalry with

clerics for healing, or cavalry with

wizards for extra firepower. Once
that is finished, you assign a cap-

tain to the company. This captain

can be one of the Kohan—the

immortals of the game's title. They
are heroes with special abilities,

and not only do they gain experi-

ence and power, but they impart

bonuses to your companies, too.

In combat, the strategic exploita-

CGW RATED

ZONED OUT Combat is (|overned by zones of control, delineated by

colored boxes around companies, that free you from micromanag-

ing individual units,

tion of terrain, formations, and your company config-

urations is crucial. KOHAN makes ingenious use of

zones to help you play the game. Each company has

a zone of control, which you see as a yellow box

around the unit. Any time the zones of opposing

companies touch, they battle automatically. Once
fighting begins, you can’t disengage your company
unless you signal it to retreat. The game also

employs zones of supply which radiate out from your

cities. Companies that suffer losses can replace their

fallen comrades only when in a zone of supply. The
intelligent manipulation of zones gives the game its

turn-based feel: With companies not immediately

charging until their zones overlap, you are afforded

the time to set up and execute more comphcated
offensive and defensive maneuvers.

KOHAN is more strategic than tactical, abstracting

many of the conventions of real-time strategy games,

such as city building, resource harvesting, and even

combat. This is as close to a classic turn-based strat-

egy game as you can get without actually changing

the real-time format. The game is easy to learn, and
the extensive tutorials are great at showing you how
to play. The campaign is generally challenging,

though it can get boring at times. But the core game
is fascinating, and as a fantasy game, KOHAN offers

such goodies as wandering monsters and magic
items that improve your units.

KOHAN; IMMORTAL SOVEREIGNS is a simple game,
lacking the complexity of an AGE OF EMPIRES II, but

its blend of old and new comes together in a very

satisfying package.

Eei^tuils: Pentiiim-ll 300, 64MB RAM, 150MB bard drive space. lieSfllBeBEecI EeEiimtits: Same 3ISl|9SrL None LAN,

internet (2-8 players).

Publisher Strategy First • Developer TimeGate Studios • S45 • vvww.kohan.net • ESR8 Rating: Everyone; animated blood

and violence.
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Toga! Toga! Toga!

My Sims Want to Party All the Time!

Mummenschanz
Of course, the focus of HOUSE PARTY is (dull)

parties! And oh, the different types of parties you

can have. With the two turntables

(no microphone) you can set up
all sorts of dance parties. Your

Sims will even dance according to

the tunes being played. Country

music elicits line dancing, while

disco causes your Sims to boogie-

oogie-oogie.

And to get your Sims into the full

swing of things, there’s a costume
trunk that contains about 500 new
skins for your little people. Every-

thing from togas to Hawaiian shirts

CG\N RATED

A
yv

More Sim stuff.

A
A

Mimes.

BOOGIE DOWN My new boss and Managing Editor Holly Fleming,

the only CGWstaffers to survive the purge, celebrate the absence

of editorial rabble. Note the groovy glow-stick necklaces on Holly.

Beqelrennls: The SIMS, Pentiurn-ll 233, 32M6 RAM, 253MB hard drive space. Recnnnstniletl Riqulrenienls; Pentium-ll 350, 64MB RAM.
3D iKHirl: 0irect3D MBltl|iIa]iEr: None

Publisher Electronic Arts • Developer Maxis • $30 • vwvw.thesims.

themes, mild animated violence.

• ESRB Rating; Teen; comic mischief, mature sexual

The SIMS has always lacked one key thing,

and that thing is mimes. I’ve said from day
one that if there's anything wrong

with THE SIMS, it’s the serious, almost
criminal absence of in-game mimes.
Thankfully, with THE SIMS; HOUSE PARTY

EXPANSION PACK, your mime deficiencies will

vanish like so many gerbil-infected Sims. The
meat of this expansion pack is exactly what
you’d expect: more chairs, tables, dressers,

and doodads for your Sims to interact with.

Unlike LIVIN' LARGE, however, the focus here is

on group activities rather than random chance items,

such as the slot machine or chemistry table.

SURPRISE! in honor of Jeff Green's promotion, the CGW edit staff

splurges on a male stripper-filled cake. We are fired almost

immediately thereafter.

are in the trunk, and when one Sim changes clothes,

the rest will head over and switch to the same attire.

But what if your Sim party begins to Sim stink?

The mime shows up! Notihng makes partygoers

happier than a mime, right? Well, either a mime or

Drew Carey (yep, the portly comic makes a cameo).

HOUSE PARTY may be just another package of toys

for your Sims, but every one of the new items is well

designed and highly useful for creating the perfect

feel for your Sim homes. The pack even includes 20-

plus new songs for your dancing pleasure. And yes,

all the lyrics are in Sim speak. HOUSE PARTY is by far

the best way to increase your Sims' social ratings,

albeit at the expense of yours in real life.

Three’s Company
These group activities

include some rather creative

new Sim hobbies. Among the

more than 100 new items

(including the previously

CGW-exclusive birthday

cake), your Sims will enjoy

playing with turntables, riding a mechanical bull, sit-

ting around the campfire singing "um-bly-ka," and
even blowing bubbles on the cleverly disguised

hookah. These items tend to fall into one of three

new motifs: tiki, disco/rave, and country/western.

As you’d expect, each of these motifs comes with

new wallpaper, floor tiles, lamps, and art to help cre-

ate the perfect ambiance in your house. For the tiki

lovers, there are giant stone heads, lots of bamboo
furniture, and a shower. For the more rustic families,

such as my Babler family (which has an outhouse

and a refrigerator on the front lawn) there are cow-

skin chairs, hay bales to sit on, and even a new bar

for making the perfect Sim Long Island iced tea.

THE SIMS:

HOUSE PARTY

I

reviewed by Alex Handy

m ciw.ginEspil.cmn



SERIOUS SAM is Croatian, it's old school, and it'll kick your ass

DOOM 2001

I
f SERIOUS SAM proves one thing, it’s this:

Game magazine writers are idiots.

Blame it on HALF-LIFE. For the past few years,

we've convinced ourselves (and many designers,

too) that Valve’s landmark shooter had permanently

upped the ante. There was no going back to a

simple “kill ‘em all” kind of action game. We began
demanding more realistic environments, more story,

more complexity. The genre had matured.

So thank goodness for SERIOUS SAM, a budget-

priced first-person shooter from Croatian developer

Croteam (published by G.O.D.) that gives us the cold

slap in the face we've needed, With its aggressively

unapologetic, blatantly old-school, DOOM-style
gameplay—kill monsters, find secrets, and blaze

through as fast as you can—SERIOUS SAM is a not-

so-serious reminder that all

we really need is this: a game
that's fun to play.

Die, Monsters, Die!
True to its DOOM-style

roots, SERIOUS SAM has a

story, but it doesn’t remotely matter. As Sam
“Serious” Stone, muscle-bound monster killer, you

are sent back in time to ancient Egypt to destroy an

alien race from another dimension that threatens to

take over the galaxy. But.. .whatever. The ancient

Egypt motif is an excuse to craft very cool-looking

levels—simply huge, open killing grounds for you to

do battle against hordes upon hordes of aliens.

Did I say hordes? That doesn't do it justice.

SERIOUS SAM has more monsters in it than any

other shooter I've played. In the absence of a sophis-

ticated AI, SERIOUS SAM does the next best thing;

It assaults you with sheer force of numbers. At

times, especially late in the game, there are hun-

dreds of monsters onscreen at once, surrounding you

and charging at full speed. You’re going to run back-

ward, circle-strafe, and fire from beginning to end. It

is terrifying, exhausting, and exlrilarating.

The monsters themselves are all

memorable and extremely well

designed, capable of a variety of

attacks at long or close range

(many creatures can do both).

You'll laugh the first time you see

most of them, then spend the rest

of the game despising them.

Among the highlights are the

beheaded kamikazes, headless

humanoids who charge you,

screaming, and detonate bombs as

they close in; the werebulls, huge

MAD MONSTER PARTY SERIOUS SAM keeps the action fast and

furious, with a steady stream of tough, scary monsters always on

the attack.

bull-like creatures that charge and hurl you for major

damage; and the kleer skeletons, which assault from

afar with projectiles and lunge scarily when close.

It's major testament to Croteam's creativity that

they've made frogs scary—especially when they

swarm at you by the hundreds inside a locked room.

At times, it's almost too much, and unless you are

particularly great. I’d recommend playing on an easy

setting. I played on Normal and regretted it, and I

admit to switching on God Mode in a couple

places—the run to the Pyramid at the end, for one

—

just to get by (and even then it took a while.)

From Croatia With Love
Croteam fashioned a proprietary 3D engine for

SERIOUS SAM, and it is quite good. Large, open out-

door spaces such as sand dunes and an oasis are

beautifully rendered, in both day and night settings,

with nice effects like shimmering water and sun

flares that make the environments feel alive. The
“Egyptian" architecture is dramatic and gigantic,

dwarfing you at times, while the monsters pursuing

you are all superbly animated. This may be a belat-

ed, glorified DOOM clone, but graphically, it's light

years ahead.

And don’t think I mean “DOOM clone” pejorative-

ly. Tills is a compliment. SERIOUS SAM succeeds

because it reminds us of what made that game such

a classic in the first place, and does so with large

doses of humor and creativity. It's a breath of fresh

air—the kind of game you play when every other

game bores you. It’s a shot of pure adrenaline,

straight up, and it's the most brainlessly pure-fun

game released so far this year. Kd'.'y

HequiranBllls: Pentium-ll 300, Ceieron-A 300, or AMO K6-3 400; 64MB RAM, I50MB hard drive space.

Recuninieildgil Requirements: Pentium-Ill 550, 128MB RAM, 450MB hard drive space, GeForce 256. SDSuppurt: OpenGL
Hultlplsyep: Internet, LAN, split-screen mode.

Publisher Gathering of Developers • Developer Croteam • S20 • vvvvw.godgames.f

ESRBRalingjMalurejviolBncejbloodjandgoro^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

iputerDamlng.com



FATE OF THE DRAGON offsets its good design choices with bad ones

Bad Karina

While Rome was struggling with the

effects of having a mad emperor at the

helm (Commodus, much nuttier than
portrayed in Cladiatoi), the Han Dynasty of

China collapsed, and three kingdoms sprang
up in its wake. Most of the century was then domi-

nated by tales of political intrigue, sheer heroism,

and fellows wielding weapons with names like

Black Dragon, Yet the strategy genre has largely

ignored this fascinating setting. For a long time,

the ROMANCE OF THE THREE KINGDOMS series of

games from Koei was the only outlet for gamers
wanting to relive the roles of Gao Cao or Liu Bei.

Well, now there's FATE OF
THE DRAGON.
At first glance, FATE looks

like AGE OF EMPIRES; it ini-

tially seems to play like

AOE. Click to create peas-

ants. Send peasants to grab

resources. Build structures

to gain military units. Cre-

ate military units. Have said

units flitter across the map, and kill those who do

not flash your flag. Repeat.

Yet the economics model, in addition to other

changes, help to distinguish the game from being a

shameless AOE clone. There’s a head-spinning total

of seven resources to manage here: Wood, iron,

corn, and raw meat must be harvested; food and
wine must be produced and then stored; and gold

must be earned. Additionally, your soldiers need
food and wine out in the field; if they're not well

supplied, they grow weaker. So you also need to set

up supply lines to the troops. Needless to say, estab-

lishing your hold on the resources is a dizzying act

of mass clickery at first.

Other things that make this game new and differ-

ent: You train peasants to become soldiers, rather

than crank them out of some building. There are two
separate views, for managing the individual cities

and your overall territory. And
there are disasters (famines,

earthquakes, locusts, filthy

bandits), which you can counter by
conducting sacrifices.

But then a massive sense of

game-design karma steps in, as

whatever new elements FATE
introduces are soon opposed by
several annoyances. There are a

whopping three units. Okay,

there's quite a bit of siege equip-

ment (two kinds of catapults, a

STAY A WHILE, AND LISTEN Story elements are limited to little

voiceovers and text briefings, hence the distinct lack of drama.

wall-scaling ladder, a troop transport, a recon unit,

and a supply wagon), and there are heroes. But

manpower-wise, you have only pikemen, swords-

men, and archers. You can mount each of these

units on horses, but that just makes them faster

and tougher to kill, because the horse dies before

its mount.

Being limited to three core units might have been
interesting, were the AI up to the task. But the AI

tends to simply attack you at the gate. Or out in the

open field, which isn’t very interesting either.

There's one basic tile set, “green China," and it's

used throughout the entire game. Finally, any possi-

ble use of tactics with the three units gets shot

down when you realize you can’t make formations.

The saddest mistake is the lack of narrative.

There’s a reason why this period in history is

written about and adored by its enthusiasts: It’s an
interesting story. Larger-than-life heroes assassinat-

ing or double-crossing each other should have
provided for a strong narrative. What you get

instead is some standard “kill everything” scenarios,

peppered with overacted voiceovers. What's almost

criminal about the game is the way the bland text

briefings containing the meat of the story mention
great ideas for scenarios that aren’t in the game.
Several times I read about a key event only to find

myself asked to occupy another province.

The new elements introduced in FATE OF THE
DRAGON are quickly overshadowed by its myriad
annoyances. It really ends up being just another

real-time-strategy game, except that all the people in

it are Chinese. If you want a great strategy game
about the Three Kingdoms period, hunt down the

original Koei games instead.

Heqilrestnls: Pentium 233 MMX. 32MB RAM, 270MB ht

hard drive space, 6X CO-ROM, 4MB SVGA video card.

rd drive space. Bteaniaefilled fleqaireaieDtS: PetUium-ll 300, 64MB RAM, 510MB
3D SappBrl; None Mvlttplajer: LAN, Internet (2-4 players).

Publisher: Eidos Interactive • Developer: Object Software • S40 • www.fateofthedragon.coni * ESHB Rating: Teen (t3+): animated

blood, gore, and violence,

compulerganiing.cam



SUMMONER is four RPGs in one convenient package

Mixmaster Deluxe

I
t’s got the hack-’n’-slash joy of Diablo and
the complex story of FINAL FANTASY. It's got

lots of quests as in BALDUR'S GATE II. And the

graphics? They're 3D, just like EVERQUEST’s. Put all

these elements together and you’ve got SUMMONER,
a gigantic action RPG that lives up to its ambition.

Time to Save the World...Again
Okay, so SUMMONER has a cliched intro—tovim

wiped out and burned by bad guys—but as you

progress you'll find a richly developed gameworld
and some surprising story twists. Sometimes the

game overwhelms you with backstory, but there is

no question that the story is complex and deep. The
main quests are very straightforward and the game
offers plenty of mini quests to let you earn extra

experience and treasure.

Unfortunately, the mini quests

can be hard to keep track of

because the game’s quest

journal is a joke. It gives you

the barest amount of informa-

tion and often doesn't track

quest location, nor does it log completed quests.

For a game with such sweeping scope, the world

map doesn’t have many places to visit, but every

city is packed with huge environments and NPCs.

Some of the locales have incredibly elaborate and

colorful architecture. The Temple of Urath, for

instance, is beautiful to behold. In unfortunate con-

trast, the NPCs and ambient characters are bland

and obviously drawn from a very limited selection of

models, a flaw that extends to the monsters. There

isn't a great variety of monsters, either—at level 15,

I was fighting the same ones I had killed at level 2.

The levels, while large, are sometimes mazelike

and difficult to navigate. The over-

head map helps a bit, but it could

have used more features, such as

the ability to drop in notes, zoom in

or out, and hop to previously

explored areas.

Chain Gang
What really locks you into

SUMMONER is the combat. As in

DIABLO, you simply click on the

enemy and your character attacks.

Unlike in DIABLO, though, well-

timed mouse-clicking can lead to

chain attacks. It works like this:

When your character attacks, you
get a brief chance to follow up with

another attack if you time the click

right. If you succeed, you can

CGW RATED

ICE PRISON Some of the graphics in the game are amazing, espe-

cially spell effects such as this ice prison spell.

launch another attack, and so on. The chains are

hard to pull off, but the payoff is dramatic: You can

inflict extra damage, disrupt the enemy's attack,

leech off health, and more.

Although you can have up to five characters in

your party, you control only one at a time. While you
might miss the total party control you'd enjoy in a

game like BALDUR’S GATE II, limiting you to a single

character is a wise design move as it makes SUM-
MONER’s action-focused combat manageable and

fluid. Other party members simply follow your lead

and are AI controlled, but you can give them scripts

to follow so that they act as, say, spellcasters or

melee attackers. The AI is basically good, but more
script customization—the ability to specify favorite

spells, for example—would have been welcome.

SUMMONER is stingy with player characters but

does a good job of differentiating the familiar fantasy

archetypes of thief, fighter, and wizard. Each class

has unique skills and spells that make it fun, though

the fighter is by far the least interesting. And each

character has a good-size list of spell schools and
skills to choose from when you level up, giving this

game an excellent sense of character growth. The
graphics are good, and the spell effects are great to

look at, but the forced camera angles sometimes
don't let you see enough of the environment. I also

experienced some pop-up and sound looping.

The problems in SUMMONER, however, aren’t

enough to detract from an overall good experience.

The combat is engaging, the story is interesting, the

game is fun, and there’s even multiplayer support for

dungeon hacking over THQ's dedicated servers.

Even with its flaws, SUMMONER ends up being a

very enjoyable role-playing experience.

BeqalrBMRts: Pentium II or K6-2 400, 64MB RAM, 800MB

RAM, i.3BB hard drive space. 30Su|ipDrt; DirectX, Glide,

hard drive space. RecotnneBtled BeqaireoesIS: Pentium III or K6-Z 500, 128MB
Hallljlajer: LAN, Internet (2-4 players).

Publisher THQ • Developer: volition • .summanercom • ESRB Rating: Teen; blood and violence.



Origin and ULTIMA ONLINE go out with a whimper

Sun Sets on Third dawn

OOOH! AAAH! That's the old UO on the left. Forty dollars later, you get the negligible

graphical update of the screenshot on the right.

You would be hard pressed to

find a bigger fan of ULTIMA
ONLINE than me. I’ve made

friends there. The fact that I use the

word “there” in reference to a comput-

er game should tell you something
about my personal opinion. The
problem in writing a review of a game
you’ve enjoyed for years is that you
have to be able to set aside fanaticism

and say publicly, “This is not good."

Ladies and gentlemen (deep breath),

this is not good.

THIRD DAWN crashes frequently. In a game in

which death means the

loss of hours worth of

materials and equipment,

every little advantage

becomes important. Needless

to say, an unstable client

comes down squarely on the

side of disadvantage.

Visually, the spell effects

are impressive, but beyond
that, the new art is not good.

Specifically, the players look

emaciated and move like

cartoons. Heads are too big

on necks that are too long,

and while you get a nice col-

lection of animated gestures

to toy with, the one gesture

you'd really love to give the

folks who released this prod-

uct early is sadly not included. I would personally

pay for a copy of Gray’s Anatomy and have it

shipped to Origin Systems if I thought it might make
a difference.

In the tradition of ULTIMA ONLINE expansions,

THIRD DAWN includes a new landmass to explore. It

is by far the most interesting landscape to date. Not

an inch is wasted in Ilshenar, and it stands as the

only saving grace for this expan-

sion. The drawback is that you can

access this new land only if you
use the new, unstable THIRD DAWN
client. I asked 50 current players

what they thought about this

expansion and only one of them
said he planned to use it; he added
that his usage would be restricted

to “occasional trips to Ilshenar."

All said they were not impressed

with THIRD DAWN, citing similar

complaints about stability and the quality of the

artwork. Perhaps sensing this. Origin is already

hedging its bets by including a full version of the

original client with every copy.

My advice? If you are already a player and fan of

ULTIMA ONLINE, then this new client deserves a

look. But don’t pay full price—wait for the discount

bin. If you are not already an ULTIMA ONLINE player,

this latest rendition will not impress you, unless you
are impressed by poor programming, horrible art-

work, and paying $40 to be a beta tester. S3I7

End of an Era
" Then, [Mondain] did release his minions upon the land and

crush the people beneath his evil will. And thus the First Era

of the Dark Ages came upon the Lands of Britannia..."

This is how it all started back in 1980. Twenty-one years,

three trilogies, and a successful online game later, the final

Age of Darkness has fallen. On March 21, Electronic Arts laid

off the ULTIMA WORLDS ONLINE: ORIGIN development team

and cancelled the project in order to "increase focus on

ULTIMA ONLINE." Origin Systems will continue to exist on

paper, serving as little more than a janitor for ULTIMA ONLINE.

What began with two brothers and an idea eventually

grew to become one of the longest running and most popular

series of computer games ever written. Origin's ULTIMA and

WING COMMANDER series were seminal events in gaming

history, both becoming so popular that they inspired the sort

of fandom attributed exclusively to Trekkies.

One of the more organized groups, the ULTIMA Dragons,

continues to accept new members to gather and share fond

memories and experiences from the land of Sosaria. To them

and to many others—like, say, me—these games are some-

thing they can share with their children, and in that regard,

perhaps the land of Sosaria will endure, and the journeys of

the Avatar of Britannia will be learned by a whole new
generation of computer gamers.

True to its motto. Origin Systems created worlds, but

much more than that, it created dreams. Sadly, those dreams

are over.

RsqoirtinBIilS: Pentium-ll 266, 64MB RAM, 715MB hard drive space. ReCDRIDieflded RequIremBIlts: Pentium-ll 350, 128MB RAM, 750MB hard

drive space, 16MB 3D card. 30 Support: Direct3D (VoodocZ cards not supported). Mulllployer: Massively multiplayer online subscription-

Publisher: Electronic Arts • Developer: Origin Systems • $40 • www. im

GET USED TO IT A familiar sight in the

3D world of Sosaria.

computergamlno.com



Flaws and all, OUT OF THE PARK BASEBALL 3 is the best text-based

baseball sim on the market

Take Me Out to the Ball Game

What could be more American than base-

ball, hot dogs, and apple pie? Why is it

that the best simulation of our national pas-

time comes from the land of knockwurst and apple

strudel? Markus Heinsohn, a German programmer
and designer, has a deep affection for baseball that

shows in every little detail of OUT OF THE PARK
BASEBALL 3 (OOTP 3). Previous incarnations of the

game have also glimmered with the minutiae that

attracts baseball fanatics, but design flaws and the

awkwardness of the interface resulted in only the

hardest of the hardcore wanting to assimilate it. The
good news is that while the game still exhibits some
problems that prevent it from attaining the elite

status of the very top sports

management games (such as

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER
2000/2001), OOTP 3 is a

baseball fanatic's dream.

OOTP 3 is a text-based sim-

ulation; you are the general

manager of a professional

baseball team. If you’re look-

ing for EA Sports-style eye and ear candy, you’re

playing the wrong game. Games play out on a top-

down baseball stadium graphic, with a lineup box,

a detailed pitcher/batter stats box, fielder text boxes,

a scoreboard showing updated scores of games
being played around the league, and a superb play-

by-play description. If you've never played a good

text sports sim, you’ll be surprised by how well the

play-by-play and stats draw you in.

Where OOTP 3 shines is in the options. You can

enter a career league and create a dynasty, or you

can replay a season from the past: Will the 1927

Yankees be as legendary under your helm as they

were in real life? When you select a time frame, the

game adjusts gameplay and management tenden-

cies to match that era; thus the “dead-ball" era feels

and plays very differently than today's slugfests.

You can choose to play each game or let the com-

puter simulate as many as you like,

perhaps only jumping in during

crucial series or playoffs. All of the

real-life management decisions are

yours: trades, free agency, pitching

rotations, injuries, when to

promote minor leaguers, and more.

Baseball fanatics tend to be statis-

tics fanatics, and in this OOTP 3

shines, presenting every statistic

you could possibly think of for

every player, including “soft" data.

HERE'S THE PITCH While there are no cute animated players, the

text play-by-play is very effective at pulling you into the game.

such as desire to play for a winner and loyalty.

OOTP 3 also includes a full range of coaches and

scouts with their own sets of skills.

There are problems that keep OOTP 3 from hitting

for the cycle. The interface is still is far from elegant,

requiring numerous mouse clicks where a forward

arrow/back arrow design would be much more

effective. The minor league management and stats

overview is clunky at best. The AI makes some
occasionally odd management moves, the most
serious being the AI general managers’ tendency to

run their teams into bankruptcy at an alarming rate

(there is a financial model, but it is highly undevel-

oped at this point).

In a lesser game, these issues could be game
killers. But for the true baseball fan, OOTP 3 does

what it does so well that the flaws are tolerable.

This is easily the best baseball simulation on the

market today. Kd'.v

Have It Your Way
OUT OF THE PARK 3 has developed a large fan base and a

number of these fans have created utilities and add-ons that

greatly enhance the game. Your one-stop-shopping sites for

these enhancements are www.sportpfanet.com/sbb/ootp-

world/ and www.sportplanet.com/sbb/. Licensing costs pre-

vent OOTP 3 from including official MLB player names and

logos. Not to fear: These sites let you download a selection of

roster sets and official logos. One of the best downloads is

Frohmike's Stadium set, which replaces the small, generic

stadium that OOTP 3 displays during the games with beautiful

full-screen renditions of every park in the league.

Requlreinsnls: Windows 95/98/2000 (will not work with NT), 488 processor, 16MB RAM, IMS SVGA graphics card (1024x800 resoliilion

required), 801V B hard drive space. REfiDmmBRdeil ReqiiireiREills: Pentium processor. 3D Siipporl: Direct 3D Mulllplanpr: Online leagues via

Commissioner (no head-to-head multiplayer).

Publisher: Out of the Park Developments • Developer Out of the Park Developments • $23,K (can only be purchased online at

vvvvw.8portplanet.com/ootp3/) • www.sportpl8net.coni/ootp3/ • ESRB Rating; Everyone

OUT OF THE PARK

BASEBALL 3

I

reviewed by Jeff Lackey

CGW RATED

computergaming.i



WATERLOO: NAPOLEON’S LAST SATTLE

WATERLOO is a laudable

effort to package
Napoleonic warfare in

real time using the engine from

SID MEIER'S GETTYSBURG. The
shift to the Napoleonic era

meant a host of changes, but

ironically it’s the underlying

limitations of that three-year-old

engine that sabotage this ambi-

tious project.

BreakAway Games made a

number of adjustments to incorporate the different facets of Napoleonic

warfare. The various unit formations are a key part of gaineplay, as is

the increased importance of cavalry. The units have unique and colorful

uniforms reminiscent of tabletop miniatures. Unfortunately, blocky

graphics make the units and terrain sometimes look homogenous.
With all the changes to the game system, WATERLOO is a much more

complex game to manage than GETTYSBURG was. Very often, it’s up to

you to make adjustments to your formations, because the AI rarely does

it for you. In the smaller scenarios, that’s not a problem. Deciding when
to form square or at what moment to launch a cavalry countercharge

against a squadron of spent enemy dragoons is part of the game. At this

level, WATERLOO is an excellent adaptation of the original game system
to a new historical period, and retains all the excitement of the original

while adding depth to the decision making.

The larger scenarios, however, start to break down. A complete simu-

lation of the actual Waterloo battle staggers under the weight of too

many units and too many decisions and no way
to properly manage them. You can pursue a suc-

cessful strategy on one of the flanks only to find

that your center has collapsed. This means you’ll spend far more time

with the game paused, scanning and updating unit orders, than you will

in the real-time mode, which destroys the pace. And the featureless

terrain means you’ll quickly become disoriented and lose track of your

position. Frankly, it’s not much fun.

The game system just isn’t built to handle battles as big as the one
that ended the Napoleonic Wars. Since it’s this very scope that makes
wargames compelling, WATERLOO misses the mark. —Bruce Geryk

Genre: Wargame • Publisher Strategy First • Developer BreakAway Games
S5D • www.slrategyfirst.com • ESRB Rating: Teen; animated violence.

Genre: Strategy • Publisher Take 2

Interactive • Developer Continuum

Entertainment • S50 • www.continuum

.com.br/litms/main.htm * ESRB Rating:

Teen; animated blood and violence.
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T
he real challenge in discussing

OUTLIVE is not mentioning
STARCRAFT. Oops, I've already

failed. Depending on how charitable

you are, OUTLIVE is either an homage
or a blatant rip-off. Its maps, artwork,

and interface

are nearly

identical to STARCRAFT’s, and the

graphics engine and basic gameplay
are derivative.

Nonetheless, OUTLIVE is a pleasant

surprise. In ways, it's better than

STARCRAFT. It incorporates helpful

features like convenient unit AI script-

ing, automated spell-casting abilities,

and espionage tricks. And a unit

maintenance cost means you can’t

just build up a massive army without

reaching a point of diminishing

returns. That and the layout of the

research tree encourage you to pick a

few units and rely on their special

powers to trump your opponent.

These powers throw a lot of twists

into the gameplay. This isn’t just a

rushing game in which you lasso 20

units and throw them at the other

guy’s base. It’s a game of tactics, with

effective AI and an interface that lets

you take advantage of all the detail

without getting bogged down.
OUTLIVE is a potential sleeper that

shouldn't be disregarded just because
it’s derivative. Its Brazilian developers

are obviously well versed in what it

takes to make a damn fine real-time

strategy game. And that’s just what
they've done. —Tom Chick

MAJESTY: THE NORTHERN EXPANSION

I
t's the most frantic, hands-off

game you’ll ever play—and
with this new add-on pack,

MAJESTY: THE FANTASY KINGDOM
SIM just got a whole lot more fran-

tic. THE NORTHERN EXPANSION is

certain to challenge even the most
diehard MAJESTY fans, with

Advanced
scenarios

that play

more like the Expert missions from

the original game, and Master class

maps that are just downright mean.

There’s more of an emphasis on
endurance and survival in the

expansion’s dozen missions, chiefly

due to new scripting that sends

wave after wave of monsters at

you. You can destroy a number of

monster generators only to have
even more goblin encampments
suddenly spring up across the map.
Or your tidy little kingdom can be

ravaged by a random earthquake.

The near-constant challenges keep
most end games from devolving to

lackluster mopping-up affairs—

especially considering the very

challenging unit limitations and vic-

tory conditions of most missions.

New buildings provide some nifty

strategic options (the Sorcerer’s

Abode lets you buy and cast some
very useful spells, while the Hall of

Champions lets you put a bounty

on any single monster type’s head
for a time). The game could still

benefit from a larger, encompassing
story and some players might gripe

at not being able to use the new
buildings in the original game (even

though they’d screw up game bal-

ance), but for MAJESTY fans, this

expansion is pretty much a must-

have. —Robert Coffey

j

Genre: Strategy • Publisher Intogrames Developer Cyberlore • S25 • www.cyberlore.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone; animated violence.
|
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TRAFFIC GIANT

REVIEW

hat is so exciting

about simulating

public transport in

cities? Many people asked us this

question. During the development
of this game, we often even asked

ourselves this question." —Preface

to the TRAFFIC GIANT manual
When even the creators of a

game can’t justify its existence,

you know there are problems.

Despite this fundamental draw-

back, JoWood’S TRAFFIC GIANT
was apparently and mysteriously

a huge hit in Europe, prompting

its belated and probably hopeless

launch stateside.

TRAFFIC GIANT is a simulation/

strategy game in the SIMCITY
mold, with a god’s-eye view of a

bustling metropolis fUled with tiny

citizens trundling back and forth

from home to work to little

European "entertainment com-
plexes,” Unlike in SIMCITY, how-
ever, you have no ability to con-

struct new buildings or roads.

Instead, you're restricted to build-

ingand
"W 7 managing

a network
of buses, trams, and trains.

While the idea of constructing a

superefficient network of buses

may appeal to our tea-sipping.

tram-riding overseas

brethren, it’s pretty alien

to the average North

American gamer, who is

probably more interest-

ed in simulating a giant

gas-guzzling hot rod

with hood-mounted can-

nons. The basic goal of

TRAFFIC GIANT is to

eliminate private trans-

portation. What red-

blooded American can

get beliind a game that

wants to get rid of cars?

To be fair, it's competently exe-

cuted, with appealing graphics

and sound effects (assuming you
like buses). You can choose from

an "endless" mode in which you
compete against rival computer-

controlled transit companies, or a

host of goal-oriented scenarios, in

wliich you attempt to meet some
specific requirement (income, traf-

fic reduction, public image) within

a set period of time.

Unfortunately, there is no tutor-

ial and the interface is far from

intuitive, lacking such basic and
familiar aids as mouse-over tips

and help screens. The manual, as

you might expect, provides plenty

of hilarious Teutonic mistransla-

tions, but little in the way of

useful instruction, leaving the

would-be transit official to

flounder for some time, throwing

up inaccessible tram stops and
bus lines to abandoned construc-

tion sites.

The big problem is that the

game doesn't get any more
exciting once you master the inter-

face. Rather than enjoying the

godlike power over your subjects

that titles like SIMCITY grant you,

TRAFFIC GIANT makes you feel

like a thankless civil servant,

toiling over a tangle of convoluted

bus routes and dwindling bud-

gets. There may be some educa-

tional value here, but really, how
many people want to pay to expe-

rience simulated bureaucracy?

—Jason Kapalka

I

Genre: Strategy • Publisher: JoWood Developer: JoWood • $30 * www,trafficgiant.com • ESRB Rating: Everyone

SIERRA SPRRTS’ GAME RflOM

ith far greater emphasis
on quantity than on
quality, SIERRA SPORTS'

GAME ROOM is the Las Vegas
buffet of computer gaming.
Though its menu overflows with

digital replications of barroom pas-

times we've all come to know and
love—air hockey, shuffleboard,

pool, darts, pinball, and table ten-

nis—few
warrant

more than
an exploratory nibble.

Shuffleboard is typical. It's

equipped with three varieties of

table, oodles of user preferences,

and a crude yet satisfactory

appearance, but sports a fright-

fully inefficient mouse-controlled

shot-making process. As a result,

long shots go short, short shots go
long, fouls are commonplace, and

final scores are far more depen-

dent on good luck than skill.

Table tennis is a bit better,

allowing players to direct the ball

with force or precision and engage
in furious rallies that evoke glori-

ous memories of home video gam-
ing's earliest title, PONG. Darts is

nothing short of a complete waste

of time, while air hockey’s decent

physics model can be a kick when
you're not inadvertently knocking

the puck into your own goal.

Both the pinball and pool mod-
ules are substantially abridged

adaptations of stand-alone Sierra

products. GAME room's version of

pool offers acceptable ball action

and three varieties of gameplay,

yet suffers from ridiculously incon-

venient viewing and cue position-

ing. Pinball features just a single

table, though it’s a good one.

One of GAME ROOM’S few true

novelties is its roster of computer
opponents, among them an abhor-

rent pseudo-intellectual Valley

Girl, a dog that alternately growls

and rolls over, and a strange dude
who looks like he'll go postal if

you sink that next shot.

Overall, GAME ROOM'S simplistic

formula is best suited to work-

place coffee breaks or school lunch

hours. Serious players are advised

to look elsewhere. —Gord Goble

Genre: Sports • Publisher: Sierra Sports • Developer: Perpetual Motion Enterprises • S25 • www.sjerrasports.com •

ESRB Rating: Everyone
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EVOLVE

GREY" AURORA DDR " AREA 5^'“

AMD Duron" Processor at 900MHz
High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling System

VIA KT133 Chipset Motherboard

128MB SDRAM (PC-133)

Floppy Drive 1.44MB
20GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATAIOO
NVIDIA GeForce2 GTS" 32 MB DDR
Koolmaxx" Video Cooling System

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Cambridge FPS1500 5-Piece

Speaker & Subwoofer System

56X ElOE CD-ROM Player

White ATX Mid-Tower Case 300 Watt PS

Microsoft Internet Keyboard

Microsoft Intellimouse

U.S. Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Dala/Fax Modem
Intel* PRO/100 S Network Interface Card

Microsoft Windows Millennium 05
1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support

with Aliencare On-Site Home Service

Personalized Owner's Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance

FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

S'l.sas.oa
Financing as low as S35/MO., 48 MOS.

AMD Athlon" Processor at 1.3GHz 266 FSB

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling System

AMD 761 DDR Chipset Motherboard

256MB DDR SDRAM (PC-2100)

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB

40GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATAIOO
NVIDIA GeForce3 nFinite-FX" GPU 64MB DDR
Koolmaxx" Video Cooling System

SoundBlaster LIVE! 30 Sound Card

Klipsch ProMedia v,2 4.1 THX 400-Watt

Speaker & Subwoofer System

Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player

Black ATX Mid-Tower Case 300 Watt PS

Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard

Microsoft Intellimouse Explorer

U.S. Robotics V,90 56K Voice/Data/Fax Modem
Intel* PRO/100 S Network Interface Card

Microsoft Windows Millennium OS
1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support

with Aliencare On-Site Home Service

Personalized Owner’s Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance

FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

Ss.nse.aa
Financing as low as S60/MO., 48 MOS.

Intel^' Pentium* 4 Processor at 1.7GHz

High-Performance Heatsink/Cooling System

Intel* 850 Chipset Motherboard

256MB RDRAM (PC-800)

Black Floppy Drive 1.44MB

60GB 7200RPM Hard Drive Ultra ATAIOO
NVIDIA GeForceS nFinite-FX" GPU 64MB DDR
Koolmaxx" Video Cooling System

SoundBlaster LIVE! 3D Sound Card

Klipsch ProMedia v.2 4.1 THX 400 Watt

Speaker & Subwoofer System

Pioneer 16X/40X DVD Player

Plexwriter 16X/10X/40X CD-RW IDE

Black ATX Mid-Tower Case 300 Watt PS

Black 107-Enhanced Keyboard

Microsoft Intellimouse Explorer

U.S. Robotics V.90 56K Voice/Data/Fax Modem
Intel* PRO/100 S Network Interface Card

Microsoft Windows Millennium OS
1-Year Toll-Free 24/7 Technical Support

with Aliencare On-Site Home Service

Personalized Owner's Manual

Optimized & Configured for High-Performance

FREE FUNC Technical Surface Pad

SS,793.00
Financing as low as S76/MO.. 48 MOS.

MOIMITORS
17- ViewSonic Q71 .27dp $199.00
17" ViewSonic G70B ,27dp $249,00
19" ViewSonic Q95 .27dp $289.00
19" ViewSonic E790B .26dp $359,00
22"NECFE1250-(- .25dp $849.00

24/7 Toll-Free On-Site Technical Support
Be a proud owner of an Aiienware* machine with its legendary performance. You can

rest assured that it will be backed up with 24/7 toll-free, on-site technical support. You

can customize it online or have an experienced member of our staff guide you in cus-

tomizing a machine for your specific needs. Alienware'*', the fastest system you'll ever

use. Our slogan holds true; build it as if it were your own.

ALIENWARE.COIVI^
n346S Southwest n3^ Street Miami, Florida 33n8S
TOLL FREE: 800-434-3382

AUEIMWARE.COM
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Photography by Michael Stassus

We take three GeForceS cards and beat the Fi[=r;i[=
living hell out of 'em

T
The first generation of nVidia

CeForces graphics cards has finaiiy

arrived, and so far they’re iiving up to

the hype. Hailed by many as the most excit-

ing technologicai breakthrough in years,

they’ve turned in the highest benchmark

scores we’ve seen yet—while supporting a

host of amazing new graphics features (see

"Terms of Endearment"). Games that take

fuli advantage of the GeForces’s immense

processing power can finally rival animated

cut-scenes and movies.

Those games aren’t here yet, though.

Developers are busily incorporating the new

features into their next games (and in some

cases—GIANTS, for example—retrofitting

them to existing games), but we're not

expecting the first major wave of GeForces-

quallty games until this fall.

So, while everyone welcomes the chip’s

full-scene antialiasing (FSAA) capabilities,

vertex and pixel shaders, and newfangled

Light Speed Memory Architecture, the big

question facing gamers is: Is a GeForces

card really worth the $500 or so you’ll have

to shell out for it if there aren’t many

games available that can take advantage of

the new technology?

To Buy or Not to Buy
We tested the first GeForces cards we

could get: Hercules’ 3D Prophet 111, Elsa’s

Gladiac 920, and VisionTek’s GeForces. As

you might expect, they have more common

than disparate features. All three boast

64MB of DDR SDRAM and have multiple

outputs, including standard VGA and TV-out

connections. Two factors figured promi-

nently in our analysis: technological

advancement and cost. Sure, all of these

cards are ^st and they all benchmarked

well. But will the benchmarks translate to a

better gaming experience while playing

games that are currently available?

We tested these three cards, along with

a CeForcea Ultra card, on the 1.33GHz

Athlon machine from Falcon Northwest

that we reviewed last month, and the J
benchmark results were interesting. The

Hercules, Elsa, and VisionTek cards earned

3D WinMark 2000 scores of 182, 194, and
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199 respectively, while the CeForcez Ultra scored 151. However, our own

3D GameGauge 2.5 revealed the CeForces's Achilles' heel. When playing

older games—like QUAKE III: ARENA and UNREAL TOURNAMENT in 16-

bit mode, the CeForces Is a bit faster than the GeForcez Ultra. But it

sure as hell isn't $500 faster. Turn on all of a game's effects, such as tri-

linear filtering, FSAA, and 32-bit color, and the GeForce3 starts to kick a

little ass. But again, does It kick $500 worth of ass?

To Wait or Not to Wait
All of these cards are good, and the GeForce3-optimized version of

GIANTS: CITIZEN KABUTO that ships with the Elsa card Is sweet. Based

on our initial Impression, we were compelled to give all three GeForces

cards Editors' Choice ratings. The thing is, if you buy one right now,

chances are the games you're playing won’t

take full advantage of what the card has

to offer.

The bottom line is: If you have

anything less than a GeForcez

Ultra you’ll see a marked

Improvement in the games

you're currently playing as

well as in future titles that

are sure to take advantage

of nVIdia’s technological

advances. If, however,

you're currently running a

GeForcez Ultra, you might

want to wait a while before

dropping those C notes.
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nVidia's chameleon demo shows off a plethora

of the features that nVtdia’s CeForces boasts.

In the image above, the chameleon takes on a

metallic look thanks to the CeForceB's reflec-

tive bump mapping capability. In the image in

the lower left, bump mapping gives the

chameleon's skin texture as well as reflecting

light off of its surface. Using pixel shaders

along with an alpha channel, the chamelon

takes on the look of a living skeleton.

iunN cnpmnckN THE GEFUPCE 3
Calling the GeR)rce3 "the

most exciting thing in years

that we've had to work with,"

id Software’sJohn Carmack

announced at the Macworld

Expo inTolyothat DOOM III

will take full advantage ofthe new chip's capa-

bilities. "We can bring cinematic drama to a lot

of things in the game now.We can do these

extremely moody and intense and scary things,"

said Carmack.

In a subsequent interview with CGW,

Carmack added, 'There are a few important fea-

tures still coming up, but the biggest thing for

us right now will be the drastically better perfor-

mance we will be getting with the new engine

on NV20 hardware. Once I have hardware in

hand, I will be able to exploit the new vertex

and pixel shaderfunctionalily toget higher

quality bump-mapped specularity and faster

dynamic recalculation of diffuse bump maps,

'The truly excitingthing is coming up in a

year or two, only a few more steps from where

we are now. Graphics hardware will be flexible

enough to synthesize any operation we need. It

will no longer be a case ofthe 'features’ ofone

card over another, only the relative efficiency

with which the cards can process them.That

will be a wonderful time to be designing a

graphics architecture."

Programmability:
The nfiniteFX Engine

Until now, game developers were

limited to a fixed set of effects. The

nfiniteFX engine should give them

the freedom to create a mind-bog*

gling array of special effects.

Vertex Shaders
3D games are composed of trian-

gles, and every triangle is com-

posed of three vertices. (A vertex is

the corner of a triangle where two

edges meet.) Vertex Shaders give

developers greater control over

how those vertices look. They

breathe life and personality into

environments and characters,

allowing fog that dips Into a valley

and curls over a hill, or true-to-life

facial animation such as dimples or

wrinkles that appear when a char-

acter smiles.

PixelShaders
Pixel shaders let developers add

lighting effects to Individual pixels,

thereby giving surfaces like wood
and leather a more realistic appear-

ance. Pixel shaders are also used to

create blemishes and facial hair.

Lightspeed
Memory Architecture
Many people wonder how the

CeForce3 can deliver greater perfor-

mance than the CeForcea Ultra

when the two have the same
amount of memory (64MB).

nVidia’s Lightspeed Memory
Architecture is the answer.

Designed to overcome the "memo-
ry bandwidth problem" that has

plagued previous GPUs, this tech-

nology aims to avoid overloading

the AGP bus with too much graphi-

cal data.

Full Scene
Antialiasing (FSAA)
Antialiasing is the smoothing out

of a rendered scene's jagged edges.

The GeForceB uses Quincunx

antialiasing, a new antialiasing

algorithm. Using Quincunx AA the

GeForces can run FSAA at higher

resolutions and faster frame rates

than previous GPUs could.

campatereaniHii.i



Redefine 3D gaming with the power of RADEON"“ 64MB DDR. Tremble at the thought of insanely fast and realistic 3D

graphics, video capture, TV output and support for DirectX'^ 8.0 - all with a great new low price! Play all the top 3D

games, now and in the future. Check out your favorite retailer. RADEON'“, now you got it. Go crazy.
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We tested all four of these graphics cards on a Falcon Northwest i.sjCHz Athlon machine with 256MB RAM.

Hercules 3D Prophet III

4 stars

Elsa Gladlac 920 VisionTek GeForceS

4.5 stars
I

3D GameGauge 2.5; 98.96

3D WinMark 2000; '82 194
1

199

ConnGctors: DVi-output, ntcs

and PAL TV-out

VGA and (optional)

TV/S-Video out

VGAandTV/S-Video Out

j 1
Software Bundle: No Software bundle GIANTS: CITIZEN KABUTO

(optimized for GeForces]

No Software

1
Warranty: 3-year warranty 6-year warranty 3-year warranty N/A

Price: $550 S550 $480 N/A

Notes: The best 3D GameGauge
score of the bunch. Multiple

outputs are good, but it

lacks a compelling software

bundle.

Solid benchmark scores and
optional TV/S-Video out

make this card a contender.

Optimized version of GIANTS

seals the deal.

> <

This card is superfast. Add
to that the relatively low

price and we’re sold.

N/A

FcoBiiiatBrgaming.coni



HARDWARE

TECH
You’ve Got Questions, We've Got Answers
Where's My New Computer?
I am saving up for a new comput-
er...but starting from scratch and
not having a job is a problem. I am
willing to spend up to $1,700 but
less would be better. I have surfed

and customized many brands and
have narrowed it down to Dell,

Alienware, Falcon Northwest, HP,

and Hypersonic. What is your opin-

ion on each of them? What should

I put in the case? A Pentium or

an Athlon? How many megahertz?
RAM? What should I do?

Ali of the companies that you’ve

mentioned are capable of building

you a good machine. If you are more
interested in getting the best bang
for your buck, I would go with Dell.

That being said, both Falcon and
Alienware could easily put together

sweet machines for you. The
Ahenware and Falcon machines will

probably be more expensive than the

Dell, though. Consider getting a

1.4GHz Pentium 4, 128MB RAM, the

biggest hard drive you can afford, a

1 7-inch monitor, and—if you can

swing it—a 32MB GeForce2 MX or

64MB GeForce2 Ultra graphics card.

Save That $300!
I'm considering purchasing a com-
puter with a Dual 40MG ATA 100

hard drive system with a RAID IDE

Controller card versus a single

60MG ATAIOO hard drive. What are

the advantages and disadvantages

(besides the cost, which will be
about 300 bucks extra) of the dual

hard drive system?

I had to consult my mentor Dave
Salvator for this one, and this is

what he had to say: 'Twin-spindies

will yield more performance if run-

ning RAID 0, but you now have

twice as many moving parts in your

storage subsystem, and if one of the

drives dies, you're hosed. Baclung up

is really important here, because

with RAID 0 the data is stnped over

the two spindles and the setup looks

like a single hard drive to the OS.

Actually, when running RAID 0, you

don't get more disk space because of

the RAID 0 configuration, but you do

get more performance, which for

desktop boxes is kind of academic.

Frankly, unless you're doing some
heavy-duty audio/video editing/cap-

turing/recording, get a single spindie

and enjoy it, and put that $300

toward either a beefier 3D card,

a higher-clocked CPU, or more sys-

tem RAM."

» IndQstry Bytes

Whither Micron PC
Micron PC, once the number three manufac-

turer of direct-sale PCs, recently announced

that it's getting out of the PC business. Its

parent company. Micron Electronics, is

apparently selling its PC and memory

(Crucial) divisions in order to merge with a

Web-hosting company.

It's Not Easy to Launch a Console

Nintendo recently announced that the intro-

duction of its latest console, the GameCube,

has been delayed two months. According to

a press release, gamers in Japan can expect

to see the console this September, and

gamers on this side of the Pacific should see

it in time for Christmas.

Very Strange Bedfellows

According to various sources, Microsoft has

announced that it will not support USB 2.0 in

its yet-to-be-released Windows XP operating

system. In a surprising move, the Redmond,

Washington-based software behemoth

announced that it will instead go with Apple

Computer's IEEE 1394 (or FireWire) technolo-

gy. When finished, USB 2.0 will boast

throughput upwards of 480mbps, compared

with USB l.l's relatively scant throughput of

12mbps and FireWire's 400mbps.

R.I.R, DigiScents

Remember DigiScents? Probably not. The

small startup was developing technology that

would enable smell in everything from games

to Web pages. The technology worked by

installing a USB-based module to your com-

puter that was loaded with a plethora of

scents. When a game or Web page triggered

a specific smell, the module would emit an

Optimized Hardware and Software for

HDTV High Resolution

Digital Audio Convergence

at Unbeatable Prices!

Wolop is the first to introduce fully integrated HDTV,

Digital TV and Dolby Digital Sound PC Systems.

Don't spend six or seven thousand dollars on a DVD
Player, Amplifier, HD Tuner, Line Doubler, and an

expensive HDTV set. The Connexus AIOO'" is

designed to render superior HDTV, Digital TV signals,

and DVD movies with the full bang of 5.1 Dolby

Digital Surround Sound.

Don’t spend thousands on an HDTV when it's

basically a big computer monitor. See our line of HD

quality computer monitors ranging from 17" to 36".

VALUE GAMING SYSTEM
AMD 1.1 GHz Athlon

Thunderbird Processor

128 SDRAM Memory

MaxCool Volcano II

Heat Sink Cooler

20GB 7200RPM Hard

Drive Ultra ATA 100

56k V.90 FaxModem

SoundBlaster

Live I Value

GeForce 2 AGP 4x 32MB
with TV Out

52x CD-Rom

Altec Lansing ATP3
Speakers

Microsoft Natural

Keyboard

Logitech First Mouse

Dual Fan Cooling System

300 Watt Ball Baring

Power Supply

1 Year On-site Warranty

$1411.00

HIGH END GAMING SYSTEM
All the features of the Value Gaming System with

the following upgrades:

• 45GB 7200RPM Hard

Drive Ultra ATA 100

• Hollywood Plus

MPEG Decoder Card

• SoundBlaster

Live! X-Gamer

• 1.2 GHz (268 MHz FSB)

DDR Memory

• Pioneer 16x DVD

• Hercules 3D Prophet 111

GeForceS

• Klipsh ProMedia 4.1

Surround Sound
Speaker System

• RazerBoomsIang 1000

Mouse

$2,150.00

HDTV HOME THEATER PE
All the features of the High End Gaming System with

the following upgrades;

Hauppauge WinHOTV
HighDefinition Tuner Card

1.4 GHz (266 MHz FSB)

DDR Memory

Midland S4Home
Theater System

$2,850.00

Come visit

Wolop.com or

call and talk

to one of our
system engineers
to get the

performance and
value the

enthusiast should
come to expect. 800 -841-3888



The kid's got game: Wolop. corn’s 1.33GHz Athlon machine is quite the contender

Packing a Wolop!

S
ometimes we get our hands on a

machine that is so fast that we’re

as skeptical as we are excited.

That's the case with this 1.33GHz Athlon-

based rig that we got from new-kid-on-

the-block Wolop.com. Sporting a

veritable laundry list of

top-notch peripherals

—

256MB RAM, 40GB hard

drive, Creative Labs

SoundBlaster Live sound

card, 64MB nVidia

k A -k A i GeForce2 Ultra graphics

card, Klipsch ProMedia
4.1 speakers, DVD-ROM drive, and TDK
CD-RW—it's not difficult to understand

why we were excited to get our

hands on this baby.

We started bench-

marking, tentatively.

When Wolop sent us

the test system,

GeForceS-based video

cards were difficult for

many vendors to get

their hands on. So the

company sent us a

machine with a 64MB
GeForce2 Ultra. By the

time you read this, how-
ever, GeForceS systems

will be available as well.

Considering that, we
decided to conduct two sets

of tests: one with the GeForce2

Ultra card that came in the machine,

and another with Elsa’s GeForce3-based

Gladiac 920.

With its default GeForce2 Ultra card,

the system scored an impressive

GameGauge 2.5 score of 94.27 and a like-

wise respectable 3D WinMark 2000 score

of 122. In order to understand the signifi-

cance of these numbers, compare them to

the GameGauge 2.5 score of 98.96 and
the 3D WinMark 2000 score of 182 that

the Falcon Mach V (with a Hercules 3D

S1999 I www.wolop.cam

Prophet III GeForce3 card) we tested last

month received. In this configuration, the

Wolop machine achieved a blinding

QUAKE in ARENA framerate of 138.4fps

in 16-bit mode. Hmmm. “This thing's

pretty fast," we thought to ourselves.

Then we put Elsa's GeForce3-based

Gladiac 920 in the machine. Hold on!

With the GeForce3 card, the machine

kicked serious ass, earning a GameGauge
2.5 score of 100.58 and a 3D WinMark
2000 score of 2031 We even got a QUAKE
III ARENA framerate of 144fps.

The Wolop system ships with every-

thing you'd expect from a high-end

gaming machine, and will have you

gaming upgrade-free

for a good amount of

time. Action gamers

will welcome the

inclusion of a

Boomslang Razer

mouse, and every-

one knows (or

should know) about

the amazing quali-

ty of the included

Klipsch ProMedia

4.1 speakers.

As a newer
buDd-to-order

computer manufac-

turer, Wolop.com

has taken some
licks from other

editorial sources.

But if the stability, quality, and

speed of the machine they sent us is any

sign, they're learning from those blows
as opposed to just getting more scars.

We find no reason not to recommend
this machine.

Coming in at under $2000—without a

monitor—with a GeForce 2 Ultra (add a

few hundred dollars more for a Hercules

3D Prophet III), this machine’s pretty hard

to beat.

odor. In other words, a serious melee in QUAKE

III ARENA would smell like gunpowder.

Unfortunately, investors thought the Idea simply

smelled bad (bada bing) and pulled their funding.

Remember What We Said About
Launching Consoles?

Indrema, the Linux-based console system, is no

more. The open source set-top box that enabled

video gaming, played DVD movies and MP3

audio, and surfed the Internet—all for under

S300—was unable to find the funding needed to

continue operations.

It seems investors are under the impression

that with the PS2, Xbox, and Nintendo's

GameCube on the way, we don't need another

console.

The

Miseducation

of Wil O'Neal

S
ince I took over the helm of the

CGWhardware section a few
months ago, several things have

become clear to me. Some
readers love it when I talk about

Xbox-related issues. Others hate

it. Everyone is yearning for a more

comprehensive Killer Rigs

section. Building a system from

scratch is harder than people

think it is. And despite a graphics

card market that has become sim-

ple to understand—what with the

exit of former industry leader

3dfx—people still have no idea

which 3D card to buy. Lastly,

readers don't like it when I make
fun of George W. Bush.

That said, the difficulty with

learning is that once you learn

something, it behooves you to

do something with that knowl-

edge. So here's how I intend to

implement my newly acquired

knowledge:

I
I will continue to talk about

Xbox-related issues as I think

they pertain to computer gaming

on the PC.

2
Starting next month we're

gonna bring back Killer Rigs in

all its previous glory, which
includes the Power Rig and the

Lean Machine, as well as Killer

Rigs in a Box. As for building sys-

tems from scratch: Don't buy

motherboards from companies

that 1} don't offer comprehensive

technical support, or 2) provide

manuals that are in a language

other than one you know.

3
Basically there are two graph-

ics chip manufacturers that you

should care about: ATI and nVidia.

If you're looking for a card in the

$150 range, then consider a card

with either an nVidia GeForce2MX
or an ATI Radeon. If you're willing

to spend more than that, just buy a

GeForceS-based card.

4
Lastly, I'm a stark-raving-mad

Democrat, and since this is my
section. I'll continue to use it as

my own bully pulpit from which to

disrespect the president.^SI?

I

cDinpulergaming.coin



Winner of Maximum PC's "Clash of the Gaming Titans"

“In terms ofpure price-to-performance ratio. Falcon takes the cake."

“Because the Falcon won every benchmark, the scores ofthe other machines are represented as percentages of the Falcon's scores..."

“In this roundup, the best system is also the least expensive.
’’

Maximum PC
May 2001

"The Falcon Northwest Mach V demonstrates the most
consistently strong performance across all tests.

"

"the Mach V beat out the Alienware Aurora DDR system

in all the 3D game tests by a steady 5 percent"

April 2001

“what you get uniquely from Falcon Northwest is their

exquisite craftsmanship. Open the case, and it's so

clean and neat you'd think it wasn't fully built yet.

"

"...it's wicked fast, built with loving care from

quality components, intricately documented,

and backed by fantastic suppoit ”

May 2001

Falcon Northwest

"It’s hard not to recommend the

Mach V. It's a super-fast machine

and building it yourself would easily

set you back another $1000!"

"all our hardware fantasies came true

when Falcon Northwest brought in

what could only be considered every

gamer^s dream system. "
"...we haven't

been this excited in months!"

liQGAMER

EDITORS’

COMPUTER GAMllw

GAMES
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There Is A Better Way!
No more key reference cards, no more fumbling with hard

to remember keystrokes. The best voice control since 1998

just got better. Game Commander 2, with its lightning fast

command response and more powerful control over your

games "sets the standard for performance in voice command
programs" (Computer Gaming World).

You can even run Game Commander 2 along with popular

voice chat programs such as Roger Wilco^”, TeamSound^'”,

and BattleCom^'^ without requiring proprietary hardware.

And it works as hard as it plays. Take command of Windows -

95, 98, Me and 2000 applications too.

lot .

'"ecbmnAat'

Order online at GameCommander.com
or call 408-467-0457

gcsales@gamecommander.com

Sontage Interactive
A division of Mindmaker, Inc.

Free Trial Download
vvww.gamecommander.com

sn el M^dmtkcr, Inc. AM R^hts Re$enM. Game Com

!
"You need this program"

Computer Gaming World

"Utility of the Year"
SimHQ.com

! ti

The Adrenaline Vault

"Never fails to deliver"
Dogfighter.com

"Top pick"
CombatSim.com

"The real thing"
Maximum3D.com

.er, Inc. The C<n« Commander lo^o. Sonu



16 PAGES OF TIPS, TRICKS, CHEATS, & STRATEGIES

BAMER’S EDGE
6 PAGES:

FALLOUT
TACTICS
Bring glory and

honor to the

Brotherhood of

Steel by dominating

the enemy in the

toughest missions

'Brint tiorr tnd Honor lo IHe Brotherhood of Sloot bf

domlnatlnt lAo tnimf In tho toafhesl missions

. Blazing through

the quests of the

first two lands

PLUS:

EUROPA UNIVERSALIS
Making European unions the old fashioned way: with

guns, emissaries, and merchants

DESIGNER TIPS
TRIBES 2 GURUS TELL THEIR DIRTY LIHLE

WARFARE SECRETS

IBS





BROTHERHOOD OF STEEL

f^rin^ glory and honor to the Brotherhood of Steel by

j^ominating the enemy in the toughest missions

BY RAPHAEL LIBERATORS

Stand at ease soldiers, grab a nuka-cola, and

pay attention to the Warning Orders I’m about

to issue on three of the toughest missions your

team will euer undertake: Rock Falls, St. Louis,

and Kansas City. We’re tackling the enemy in

continuous-based mode, so if any of you pansies

want out, now’s the time to go.

Falling in Line: General Tactics

Sound tactics are the primary focus of Fallout Tactics. How a ptayer

positions his squad before engaging in a firefight can easily make or

break his success on the battlefield. The key is utilizing proven squad

tactics in conjunction with a proper mix of weapons, skills, and sentry

modes. Applying the right combinations at the right time will make a

squad hard to beat. Make sure your squad is highly skilled at small guns

for the early missions, a combination of light and heavy guns for middle

missions, and heavy and energy weapons for later missions.

Everyone should have good Sneak skills, especially the snipers. It's always

a good idea to have one highly skilled medic, who can double as the

Pilot Skill) and scientist (Science Skill). Make sure your

12-GAUGE PEACEMAKERS The shotgun Is dangerous dose-quarters

weapon, especially since damage is sustained in an area of effect. Every squad

should at least have one shotgunner. Ifyou find the PancorJackhammer in mis-

sion 10, do not sell this gun, because it is extremely devastating at close range.

The trick is finding enough shotgun shells to keep It happy.



FHLLnUT THCTICl

medic can use small arms {such as shotguns) too,

so that he's not a liability to the squad during

heavy fighting.

Once your squad is inserted into the mission, use

cover to your advantage by addressing soldiers'

stance and position according to terrain. If they're

in the middle of an open field, hit the dirt and

make them less of a target. The crouched position

offers the most benefit, so unless Line of Sight is

CHOW TIME! The food in Fallout Tactics con

have healing properties, {fom one to eight hit points

cured depending on the dish. Only the Pie Floater and

Slinky Pie are harmjul; auoid them at all costs.

hindered by objects, that’s the ideal position to be

in for the majority of the mission. Don't bunch sol-

diers together, especially during a firefight, or

they’ll end up shooting their own squad members

in the back. Try flanking the enemy while posit ioiWjS

ing one to two snipers at a distance from the

target for cover fire. Run only if you want to mini-

mize damage and avoid the effects of grenades or

rocket launchers. When possible, concentrate your

entire squad on an individual enemy target, rather

than risk spreading your attacks too thin. It’s better

to assault an enemy position en masse so that you

can achieve a concentration of firepower. For the

benefit of surprise, always keep your squad in

sneak mode.

SPOILERS AHEAD... OK, YOU’VE BEEN WARNED

;

Rocit Falls:

I

Hostage Retrieval

objectives: This mission focuses on the

subtle nuances of squad tactics, so be prepared

to utilize the entire squad for maximum fire-

power during firefights. Your primary objective is

to destroy all four Raider leaders, and a good

number of the 50 Raiders spread throughout the

map. Your secondary objective is to uncover a

mechanical device of "mysterious origin.’’You’ll

also want to free two characters that are being

held captive eventually.

Preparation: it’s time to visit the Recruits

Master and add some Senior Initiates with high

Lockpick, Sneak, and Science skills. Rage,

Rebecca, and Ice are the best choices here.

Upgrade your main character's armor to Metal

Armor Mk II. Stock up on stimpacks, ammo, and

miscellaneous medical supplies. If you have left-

over Brotherhood scrip, upgrade squad mem-
bers' armor as well.

mission: You start at the eastern edge of the

map. Command recommends that your squad

proceed south, then east in order to locate a gap

in the Raiders’ defensive compound. This is not

your best move—the gap is heavily guarded and

mined. Your best bet is to first hit the Raiders

guarding the front gate. Sneak north, keeping

close to the road. Eventually, your team will find

ruins guarded by four Raiders. Using the

Defensive Sentry mode, sneak your squad mem-
bers into firing positions by the rocks on the left,

by the partial wall in the center, and at the end

of the fence to the right. When in position,

attack. After the Raiders have been eliminated,

loot them. Heading through the fuel dump can

get tricky because there's plenty of open space

for Raiders positioned on walls to fire into. Give

the trench a wide berth (unless your Sneak skills

are high), then move close to it and blast the

Raiders taking cover there. Use cover wherever

possible. Move the characters with the highest

Sneak skills along the defensive wall toward the

main gate, ready for action. Move the more

heavily armed squad members near the wall and

around the metal sculpture, then take out the

Raider guards near the gate. While pulling

equipment and weapons off dead Raiders, keep

an eye out for patrols coming in from the south.

The next phase gets tricky because your squad

must breach the gate and move inside the com-

pound, where plenty of Raiders are milling

around or patrolling. Arrange your squad mem-
bers in a staggered line, with the snipers lying

prone in the middle and the others flanking

them with AK-47S, hunting rifles, and a shotgun.

Enter the gate, crawling low and taking out all

that oppose your team. The first building on the

right houses a group of vicious Raiders led by

Daisy. Sneak into the room, but stay spread out

so you can avoid shooting one another in the

back. Once the building is cleared, you’ll find a

prisoner named Nanuk and a few important

items on a bookshelf. Make sure you grab the

key. Next, position your sniperfs) to cover your

team as it sneaks across the street to a building

where the Raiders’ second in command, Luke,

resides. Before dispatching him, position your

squad members so that they can take out any

roving patrols moving about. Try to have them

use walls and fences for cover. In one alley

nearby, the Raiders will run up to the fence upon

hearing gunfire, so make sure you have a couple

of squad members with shotguns or AK-47S

crouched and wailing for them to peer over the

fence. Once the area surrounding Luke’s build-

ing is cleared, move your squad near the door

and outside windows. After everyone's in posi-

tion, assault the building. Have one or two

squad members pour cover fire through the

windows using crouch-stand intervals. This will

help them avoid the bulk of the direct hits while

the others rush into the room, blazing away.

Next, move your team down the narrow alley,

clearing buildings of Raiders, while making a

beeline for the jail where Dyson, the

Brotherhood scribe, is being held. Make sure

one of your squad checks dead Raiders for

equipment and the key needed to free Dyson

from his cell. Use the window-door approach

and dispatch the three jail guards.Then sneak

one of your characters in with the key to open

the door. Chatting with Dyson earns you the

robot arm. Make sure you collect the weapons

SHIPER LOW-CRAWL OLYMPICS!

Every squad should contain at least one

sniper character with high Perception and

the following Perks: Sharpshooter, Better

Criticals, More Crilicals, Sniper, Light Step,

Ghost, Death Sense, Bonus Rate of Fire,

and Strong Back. Keep adding skill points

to snipers’ Small Weapons and Sneak

skills. The best range weapons are the

Sniper Rifle and the M-72 Gauss Rifle.

The M-16, M-14, M-i, and the hunting

rifle also make decent sniper rifle backups.

During the mission, you can take out the

enemy from a distance by sneaking your

sniper just in range of enemy positions.

Make sure the sniper is prone and in

Aggressive Sentry mode. Chances are,

they'll be too far away to cause your

sniper harm.



and equipment on the table before exit-

ing the compound. Keep Dyson there

until the Raider compound has been

eradicated.

Next, sneak your best sniper toward the

white door in the outer defensive wall

and position the sniper as close to the wall as you can in an attempt to take

out one of the guards on the wall. Once that is accomplished, regroup your

party at the main street. This is a good time to heal and check weapon and

ammo status. Once everything checks out, put everyone in Sneak and

Crouch mode and head over to the house to the left of the entrance, then

into the next compound, where Bo the Raider, third in command, and his

cronies are waiting. Position most of your squad out of grenade range since

Bo's loaded with them, but keep these squad members in good view of the

door. Sneak everyone else to windows and other openings so you can whittle

the enemy down with minimal casualties. After dispatching Bo and his men,

move cautiously to the barn, where two startled Brahmin will rush into the

open field, setting off mines that protect the area near the Raiders' head-

quarters. Try to take out the final guard on the wall, while cautiously moving

across the field with your best perceptive soldier leading the way and looking

for mines. Mines can be detonated with weapon fire or a high Traps skill.

Using Daisy’s key on the locked switchbox opens the gate. Make sure your

squad is positioned away from the gate as it swings inward. Sneak cautiously

toward the two-story building. Move to the staircase on the side of the build-

ing. Avoid the front door, since it’s difficult to pick. Assaulting the HQ from

the top level going down is the surest route to success. Ascend the stairs and

prepare to take out the Raider hiding behind the barrel at the top of the

stairs. Then move to the rear of the building, but keep an eye out for more

Raiders patrolling the wall near the second-story balcony, and inside the

room on the second floor. Once all the nearby Raiders are terminated, check

weapon ammo and heal injured characters before moving downstairs, where

Jesse the Raider Leader is holding out. Sneak downstairs using your

Defensive mode and position everyone by the back entrance to the room.

You’ll see Jesse and several dumb Raiders milling around. Open fire simulta-

neously by highlighting everyone and putting them in a crouched Aggressive

mode. This should be a quick and dirty surprise attack, with minimal injuries.

Gather weapons and equipment from the corpses and bookshelf Don't

forget to pick the lock on the safe to get what's inside.

Now it’s time to reassemble your troops and mop up the rest of the Raiders

before heading back to free Dyson. To the north is the Fuel Depot, where

most of the Raiders can be picked off the wall using snipers. If you're lucky

enough, you may be able to hit the fuel tanks and set off a very large explo-

sion, killing the remaining Raiders in that vicinity. But watch out, because if

you're too close to the explosion, you're liable to wind up killed along with

the bad guys. Don’t forget to collect the equipment in the tent at the back of

the fuel compound.

Once the north is cleared, head over to the south, near the gap in the wall.

Move cautiously, destroying mines in your path. You’ll find an occasional

patrol and lax guard along the way. Go back to the front gate and eliminate

Raiders as they’re milling about trying to figure out what happened to their

mates. Do one more pass-through of the southern area outside the wall to

see if you’ve missed any Raiders. Collect as many weapons and as much

equipment as you can before heading back to Dyson and freeing him. Once

that’s done, head back to the exit grid on the eastern portion of the map.

Double-check via your PipBoy if you’re not sure exactly where the extraction

point lies.

Kansas City:

the Alamo
objective: In this mission, there’s a change of protocol, with your

squad starting out as defenders rather than attackers. You’ll have ghouls

as allies, so don’t be afraid to utilize them during mutant attacks. Your

goal is to protect Bishop Defcon and his people, while defending Ghoul

Cathedral from a horde of 6o heavily armored Super Mutants intent on

capturing the Ghouls’ holy relic: a nuclear warhead.

preparation: Your squad should consist of at least three heavy gun-

ners, two snipers, and a medic with high weapons skills. Arm the heavy

gunners with SAWs and M6os, while arming the medic with an automatic

shotgun. Arm the snipers with...sniper rifles. Make sure one of your squad

members has a high Pilot skill. Equip the team with lots of ammo, stim-

packs. Psychos, RadX, and RadAways. Make sure your squad has upgraded

armor, preferably Metal Armor Mk II. Settle for Environmental Armor only

if you lack an ample supply of RadX and RadAways. Not only does

Environmental Armor offer less protection than Metal Armor, it drastically

cuts into Sneak ability and Perception. Distribute at least 7 to 10 stimpacks

and two Psychos to each soldier.

MISSION: Your squad begins the mission near the western gate of the

highly fortified cathedral. Time is against you, so quickly activate your

PipBoy’s map and note the location of the gates. The mutants will hit all

three gates simultaneously, but the heaviest attacks will come from the

south and west. Before sending your squad members to their positions,

have each soldier take a RadX and a Psycho. Set them to Aggressive mode

and immediately dispatch two of your heavy gunners plus a sniper to the

southern gate, while sending a heavy gunner and a weapons medic to the

western gate. Place the gunners behind sandbag positions (which should

already be manned by several poorly armed ghouls) and put the sniper on

the rooftop near the southern entrance. Send your other sniper to the

tower to the north.

The first mutant assault will come from the west. Stay behind the sand-

bags, and make sure you use stimpacks on your wounded soldiers as

needed. Within a couple of rounds, the first wave of attacking mutants

should be dead. The battle then shifts to the north, where the wall near

the tower will offer an excellent field for killing mutants armed with pipes.

Have your sniper focus on the mutant armed with the SAW. Don't be too

worried about the northern battle. The combination of your well-placed

sniper, ghouls, and a heavily mined area will eliminate the mutant threat

rather quickly. The main battle lies back to the south. That’s where the

mutants assault the gate with everything they’ve got. The mutants' south-

ern attacks are concentrated in two waves: a direct frontal assault and an

assault from the flank. Take out their flank attack first, by unleashing your

sniper from a distance, then moving your heavy gunners into position

CONTINUED ON PAGE III
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FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3

St. Louis:

Reinforce and Rescue
OBJECTIVE: Hardcore combat makes St.

Louis an exciting mission to play. Not only do

you get to fight 40 Super Mutants (which, by the

way, are armed to the teeth with M249SAWS,

M60S, Browning .50 caliber machine guns, and

rocket launchers), but you also get to drive

around in a heavily armored APC. Your objective

is to locate any remaining Brotherhood warriors

and evacuate them to the extraction point, while

protecting the APC. If the APC is destroyed, the

mission is deemed a failure and you'll have to

start over. Interestingly, you are supposed to res-

cue General Barnaky, but it's really a nonissue

because he's already been escorte^away from

the scene. SEE FIGURE 1

preparation: This mission requires some

troop preparation before insertion. First off,

you’ll need a couple of soldiers high in Repair

and Pilot skills to drive and repair the APC. In

addition, you'll need members with high Sneak

and Trap skills. It's also a good idea to take three

soldiers with high Heavy Weapons skills in order

to fire the machine guns you'll most certainly

come across. Make sure you stock up your

medic with RadX and extra stimpacks. Also grab

some Psychos and BufFouts. If you haven't been

grooming troops with these skills, it’s high time

you hit the Recruits Master for soldiers that have

them. Trust me, you'll need these skills.

MISSION: Begin your mission in the south-

west corner of an abandoned warehouse, where

the APC and a table holding supplies reside.

Grab the toolkits and supplies, then check out

the map via the PipBoy. Note the two bridges to

your immediate east. Before crossing the

bridges, load the squad into the APC and drive

north to a sandbag bunker in Aggressive mode.

There three Super Mutants and a couple of

patrols to the north reside. Take out the Super

Mutants by cautiously moving to the bunker.

Once the Super Mutants have been eradicated

from the area north of the abandoned ware-

house, collect weapons, ammo, and equipment,

and arm your heavy gunner specialists with

SAWs. Repair the APC and heal troopers

if necessary. SEE FIGURE 2

When the northern field leading up to the HQ
bridge has been cleared of mutants, have your

best soldiers with high Sneak and Trap skills

move over to the far bridge to the east. Make

sure they move around the three mutants at the

southern bridge, heading to the bridge above it

and moving across with care to avoid the traps.

Head over to the abandoned bunker, where

you'll find a trapped chest. Disarm it and grab

the sniper rifle and ammo. Now move your

troops southward to the mutants waiting at the

southern bridge. They're partially hidden behind

the sandbags. Give your trap specialist a Psycho

and sneak him forward, while positioning your

sniper at the flank of the mutants. Have the rest

of your troops loaded into the APC and cross

the bridge in Aggressive mode. Once in range,

get close to the mutant armed with grenades,

and open fire with your soldiers. Sneak your

sniper expert on the hill behind the sandbag

position in Defensive mode while loading the

SAW gunners inside the APC. SEE FIGURE 5

Move the APC to the north and head east past

the sniper and be on the lookout for the mutant

with a rocker launcher, Have your sniper take

him out as you edge your APC closer to him, but

try to stay close to the boulders so his rockets

hit them instead of the APC. Once the mutant is

taken out, move your squad to the area littered

with fallen Brotherhood warriors of Fang Squad.

Collect loot, heal soldiers, and make repairs on

the APC if needed. Cautiously move to the next

bridge up north, which has two mutants guard-

ing it, while another mutant (armed with a

rocket launcher) lies hidden in the cliffs. Train

your sniper on him while edging your APC
forward with your squad members set to

Aggressive mode. Take out the mutants at the

bridge and on the other side, where two more

are waiting. Beyond them, at the structure to

the north, are two mutants armed with rocket

launchers. Try to lake them out without sustain-

ing too much damage to the APC. Collect arms

and equipment from dead mutants and regroup.

SEE FIGURE 3

Next, move your APC and sniper, along with a

trooper with high Traps skills, to the elaborate

FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 4

bunkers to the northwest. Keep the sniper on the flank of the vehicle while

using your trap expert to clear away mines that would otherwise disable the

APC. When you're close enough, load everyone into the APC, save the sniper,

and make sure everyone's in Aggressive mode. Drive the APC as close to the

trenches as possible and open fire on any mutant standing in your way. SEE

FIGURE 4

The APC will take hits, but for the most part, it will be okay. Whatever you do,

don't let the APC fall below loo hit points of damage. Retreat and repair

immediately if necessary. The APC should protect the squad while maneuver-

ing in drive-by shooter fashion. Disembark from the APC and collect arms,

ammo, and other equipment once the eastern trenches have been cleared.

Now move your squad cautiously toward the western trenches.

Have your sneak expert quaff a RadX and move him toward the northern

bridge, where you'll find a booby-trapped soldier named Brimstone in the

trench by the bridge. He wants you to rescue him, but he’s a goner. Retreat

immediately from his explosion radius to avoid the trap. Return to the APC

and move northeast, with your sniper leading the way in Defensive mode,

sneaking into place as your APC moves into position.

Mutants are scattered around the area, so shoot the closest ones, then hide.

Mutants will come pouring out of their positions and attempt to descend on

the APC. Make sure your squad is set to Aggressive mode and open fire as

patrols approach the APC’s position. Collect weapons and equipment, repair

the vehicle if necessary, then move your sniper northward toward the lone

guardhouse in order to take out a mutant with a rocket launcher.

Once he’s been taken out, drive the APC to the guardhouse. There’s another

mutant in a nearby trench; take him out in the APC. Head east and find Talon

Squad. There you'll talk to a heavily wounded Paladin Solo, who’s with his

remaining men. Use your medic to heal them with stimpacks and bandages,

then load them into the APC. Once loaded. Talon Squad members cannot

extract from the vehicle. You now have the option to extract from the area and

complete the mission, or finish off the rest of the Super Mutants in the HQ
compound. Unless your team is healthy and supplied with plenty of stim-

packs, Psychos. Mentals, and Buffouts, you are better off extracting your team

from the area in order to complete the mission.

msi\s CITY: CONTINUED FROM PAGE 109

behind the wall as the mutants come pouring in to gain access to the

cathedral. Next, concentrate on the mutants preparing for their frontal

assault. Don’t lose sight of the two mutants armed with Avenger Mini-

guns. Try to target them with your sniper specialist from the wall or

rooftop. After the mutants take a few casualties, their frontal assault will

fizzle, and they’ll retreat. Make sure you send your three heavy gunners

after the retreating mutants. Have your sniper pick them off as they flee,

but don’t let the pursuers go too far. There arc plenty of mutants hiding

in alleys and buildings surrounding the area, so it’s best to clean out the

area with a full team. Regroup at the southern gate, healing up and

collecting ammo and weapons from dead mutants and ghouls. If you're

feeling brave, you can place your sniper along the southern wall, where

he can spot one of the mutant leaders and his bodyguards in a tent,

begging to get killed. Easy pickings.

Move your sniper and one heavy gunner to the western gate, where

mutants are planning a counterstrike. Farther along the road leading into

the western gate are two smaller watchtowers, where two mutants are

armed with a dangerous .50 caliber machine gun and a rocket launcher.

Sneak the sniper to a position where he can start picking them off. At the

same time, flank your heavy machine gunners along the base of the

tower and have one ofthem climb it and eliminate the mutants wielding

the rocket launcher and M-z (they should be almost dead if your sniper

was on the job). Now it’s time to sweep the western area clean of

mutants. Watch out for mines. When all mutants are dead, it’s time to

heal and collect ammo and equipment. Next sweep north by flanking the

western fields outside the cathedral walls and clearing out any mutants

lingering outside the wall. Since they’re only armed with pipes, it should

be an easy operation.

Gather all your forces and head south to clear out the remaining

mutants and their leaders, in house-clearing fashion. There are two ways

this can be accomplished; by flanking the outside perimeter wall on the

west, heading south and then east, or by taking a more direct route down

the main road outside the southern gate and moving from house to

house. I prefer the flanking maneuver. First, prepare your squad by heal-

ing injured members and finishing off your remaining Psychos. Keep

your squad in Aggressive mode. Place one of your snipers near the sand-

bags at the southern gate, Double-check your PipBoy for the location of

mutant leaders, and concentrate on taking out those areas first as you

sweep south, then east. Clear rooms by positioning your squad members

at multiple openings, doors, and windows for maximum firepower. Once

a room is clear of mutants, you’ll find an assortment of goodies. Make

sure you collect arms, ammo, and equipment from bookshelves and

chests, as well as dead mutants. Follow this procedure from building to

building until all mutants are eliminated, then head on over to Bishop

Defcon in the central part of the cathedral. Once you’ve chatted with

him, the mission is complete and you can move to the extraction point

listed in your PipBoy's map, Time to celebrate.
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BLAZING THROUGH THE QUESTS OF THE FIRST TWO LANDS

It’s not easy being a merci|ul/oengeful god. There’s only so much compassion/ire you can

giue out to your loyal fbllouiers. As progressing through the story weren’t hard enough,

there are also these little quests that mete out rewards both good and euil. Here are some

additional tips on training your Creature, and straight-out solutions to the Siluer Scrolls

you’ll jtnd in Lands i and 2. I'll discuss the scrolls jor later lands in the months to come.

THE CHARLES ATLAS WAY

Two things to remember when it

comes to keeping your Creature fit:

rocks and the Creature Pen. Your

Creature's strength determines how

much damage he inflicts in Creature

Combat, so it's a good idea to keep it

as high as you can (99 percent is opti-

mal). The standard way to boost

strength is to simply tell your Creature

to pick up a rock, then have him jog

around the land, rock in hand.

For your Creature to grow in size, he

should spend most of his sleeping time

in the Creature Pen. When you see

your Creature yawn, quickly slap him to

discourage him from to taking a nap

on the floor. Instead, lead him back to

the Creature Pen, and when he yawns,

pet him so that he will want to sleep in

the Creature Pen more often. Not only

will he heal faster, but he will also grow

at a faster rate while resting. It took

only a few minutes of trained napping

for my Creature to grow taller than the

two pillars placed at the entrance of the

Creature Pen.

The "cheapest" way of developing

strength and size is to use the Enlarge

Creature Miracle. Make your Creature

supersize, then hand him 3 large rock

that he wouldn't normally be able to lift.

When he resumes normal size, he will

continue to carry the rock until you tell

him to put it down. With rock still in

hand, have him do as many laps

around the land as you can; you might

want to press Alt-a to speed up time.

After a few laps with a heavy rock, his

strength should be significantly better.

He will also be pretty tired, so you

should tell him to sleep back in the

Creature Pen.

Your Creature can go from o to 99 per-

cent strength in about 20 minutes with

this method.

NOT-SO-GENTLE GIANT First, temporarily boost your

Creature’s size and strength, and get a reolly big rock...

rock, until you have lean, mean godly machine.

ROCKY BC With a bujf Creature, you should be able to take

out other, weaker Creatures with only a jew hits.



BY THIERRY NGUYEN

LAND1
stone’s throw

reward: Cfiestwith Beach Ball

Just follow the tutorial instructions. If you have a

leash attached to your Creature, you can use this

opportunity to practice teaching your Creature how

to throw. You also have the option of training your

Creature train to throw rocks at the nearby house.

Whether you take it or not, you'll get the same

reward when you knock the stone off the pillar.

SAVING THE DROWNING
GOOD reward: Strength Miracle Dispenser

EVIL reward: Anger Miracle Dispenser

The reward depends on how you've trained your

Creature to treat villagers. Just lead your Creature

into the water and have him interact with each of

the drowning villagers. If your Creature ends up

throwing or eating everyone, then you’ll get a mira-

cle to perpetuate his anger. If he drops everyone off

safely, you get a Miracle to keep him strong.

FINDING THE SHEEP

reward: a pile of food for the first five, and the

Sheep Creature for all nine.

If you want to switch to the Sheep, then it’s in your

best interest to track them all down. Otherwise, you

can Just ignore this quest, or feed the sheep (and

maybe their shepherd) to your Creature.

SHEEP LOCATIONS:

Near the sculptor’s house.

Near the huge gate.

Within a fenced enclosure with some pigs (near

the house of the sister with the lost brother).

On a mountaintop, close to the hermit.

Lurking near the trees next to where you find the

sick brother.

Next to a singing stone by the sea,

Near the pillar where you did the Stone Throwing

challenge.

Two are near each other in the ravine where you

start the game.

IMPRESSING THE HERMIT

GOOD reward: Water Miracle Dispenser

EVIL reward: One-Shot Water Miracle

This will be the “hardest" of the Silver Scroll

quests, mostly because of the time invest-

ment. Try to see the hermit as early as possi-

ble (ideally, when you first get your Creature),

so that you won't need to spend as much

time developing your Creature. Refer to the

beginning for tips on how to train and bulk

up your Creature. After a while, check back

with the hermit; he should be impressed. You

might want to wait until after the Guide is

gone, so that your Creature turns out to be

the only Creature on the island. Or you could

Just kill the Guide.

FIT FOR A GOD- KING A careful regimen of rock lifting

and Creature Pen sleeping yields results that should impress even

the most Jaded hermit.

SHEEP AND STONE ALIKE You'll find both

a lost sheep and a singing stone in the forest near

the sick/dying brother.

SINGING STONES
REWARD: Food Miracle Dispenser

You’ll need to not only find all the

singing stones, but also put them in

the correct order. Putting them in

order isn’t so tough, though— all you

have to do is make sure they chime

off in ascending order. Finding them

all is the tricky part.

STONE locations:

Right near the circle of stones.

Behind the village graveyard.

In the hermit’s quarry (where

you found the third stone for the

sculptor).

Near the trees where you find the

sheep and the sick brother.

In the mountain backside, where a

river ends near town.

LOVE IT OR LEASH IT
Proper leash management is key. Most of the

time, you should have the Leash of Learning

active. That way, whatever you're doing, your

Creature will probably be watching—and learn-

ing as a result. Use the other two leashes for

different effects on both friendly and

neutral/enemy villages. Use the Leash of

Compassion to have your Creature focus on

impressing villages, and the Leash of

Aggression for beating the village into submis-

sion. Also, rather than attach the leash to the

Village Store, attach a Leash of Compassion to

a specific desire flag; your Creature should

then cast Miracles to fulfill the attached desire.

THE BURNING SPIRE SPEAKS Just attach a Leash

ofAggression to an enemy Village Center, and let your

Creature be.

WATER OF LIFE Use the Leash ofCom-

passion to have your Creature help supply food

and water to your towns.
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THOSE ANNOYING BOATMEN
reward: Water Miracle Dispenser

These guys are extremely annoying, and a Water

Miracle isn't exactly the greatest motivation for

helping them out. Yet, they’ll be back down the line,

and as a result, they turn out to be useful even for

evil gods. Just give them what they ask for (wood,

grain, and either pigs or cows), and they'll be on

their way.

PIED PIPER

GOOD reward: Heal Miracle Dispenser

EVIL reward: Lightning Miracle Dispenser

Again, this depends on how you've trained your

Creature to treat humans. Wait for the Pied Piper to

come strolling along (he's a unique-looking villager),

and quickly attach your leash to him, letting your

Creature grab him. Then eat or kill him, or release

him near the doors in the mountainside to free

the children.

GETTING PAST SLEG THE OGRE
reward: Beach Ball and Healing Miracle

Dispenser

The easiest way to do this is to Just drop a pile of

food in front of Sleg, and wait for him to fall asleep.

If you want to add some points to your evil meter,

then have your Creature engage Sleg in combat. He

shouldn't be too hard to beat— I’ve taken him out

with Creatures at varying levels of power and ages.

COOKING THE MUSHROOM
note: You’ll get this quest only if you have a

force-feedback mouse.

reward: Loving Creature Miracle Dispenser

Just look for the mushroom that gives you the most

feedback. You might want to adjust your mouse set-

tings for maximum feedback before embarking on

this quest, as selecting the wrong mushroom results

in an explosion.

A CRAPPY TIP
Your Creature’s poo is honest-to-god

useful. Drop some droppings onto

some fields, and they’ll fertilize your

crops, malting your farms more pro-

ductiue. Drop some other droppings

Into the Village Stores of enemy

uillages, and uolld, you’ue gone and

made all the uillagers sick. Whcncuer

you get the message "Your Creature

wants to poo," quickly use the leash

to point It to whereuer you want the

droppings to go (such as a field),

then follow up with a reassuring

stroke for potty training.

LAND 2

STOPPING THE COW THIEVES

reward: Increased Power Lightning Miracle

You're going to have to apply force, whether

you're good or evil. The reward is mostly a meas-

ure of how much force you apply. You can hit the

thieves indirectly with a Fireball or Lightning

Miracle and then heal them afterward. Or you

can just outright kill all the kids, or maybe Just kill

the farmer himself—either way, you'll get a more

powerful Lightning Miracle out of it.

STONEHENGE Depending on your second song,

you can either redecorate the island or raise the dead.

SINGING STONES,
PART II

FALSE IDOLATRY
reward: Increased Fireball Miracle

The key word here is ‘'burn." A Fireball won't last

long enough to burn the idol, so you’ll need to do

something to fan the flames, so to speak. Toss a

bunch of trees around the idol, and then throw in

the Fireball. The flaming trees should heat up the

idol sufficiently, and voila, no more violating the

Second Commandment.

CURING THE PLAGUE

reward: Lightning Miracle

First off, grab all the green and spoiled food from

the Village Store, and chuck it somewhere. Once

you’ve gotten the food out of the Village Store

you can start casting Heal on all the sick villagers.

The Lightning Miracle is a useful one, so it’s

worth it for the evil god to be good in this quest.

Also, you can dump the food into the Village

Stores of other villages. Think of it as a form of

divine chemical warfare.

TURNS MY STOMACH Don’tjust dump that

spoiled food into the ocean; mess up some enemy

towns with it.

GOOD reward: Falling snow all over

Land 2

EVIL REWARD: Area to Animate Corpses

Now you actually have to play tunes on these

Singing Stones. There are three songs total, but

you’ll play only two at a time: one to "activate"

the Stones, and the second to achieve a specific

effect. Listen to your villagers, and you’ll hear

some of them whistling the tunes.

if you're too impatient to monitor the villagers,

here’s a quick-and-dirty guide;

The initial song is ‘‘Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star."

Numbering the stones from left to right, it is

played as follows: i, i, 8, 8, 9, 9, 8, 6. 6, 5. 5, 3, 3. 1.

Good gods who want to add a bit of winter

cheer can play "White Christmas" (2. 3, 2, i, 2, 3,

4, 5) to get some snowfall. If you're evil, and you

want to have a bunch of walking skeletons and

whatnot, play the "Funeral March" (2, 2, 2, 2, 5, 4,

4, 2, 2, 1, 2). The circle will stop reviving your

corpses after a while, but you can just play the

song again to re-energize it.

CIRCUS CIRCUS
reward: Flock of Wolves Miracle Dispenser

Like these Circus fellows say, Just give them some

animals, and they’ll start releasing some of the

slaves. Try giving them two mountain lions (on a

hillside near the circus), a wolf (near the village

where this Scroll is triggered, by the water), and a

couple of horses (grazing near the first neutral

village you convert). For extra credit, you can

check the islands and the mountains for some

tigers and turtles.

SWIMMING CHILDREN
reward: Enlarge Creature Miracle

Dispenser

This quest is identical to saving the

drowning villagers back in Land 1. But

even if you’re evil, it’s worth the time to

rescue thexhildren rather than eat them.

With access to Enlarge Creature, you

have the cheapest—and quickest—way of

improving your Creature’s strength.

TASTY CHILDREN Don't kill these kids, as you’ll get

Enlaige Creature for saving them, which leads to your

having the buffest Creature around.



Gamer’s Edge

Europa Universalis
Making European unions the old fashioned way: with guns, emissaries, and merchants

hyTom Chick

The whole of Europa Universalis is diuided into

three ports. It’s not so much a single unified gome os it

is a nexus for three interwouen subsystems: worfare,

diplomacy, end economics. Playing through the tutorial

will giue you a good oueruiew of the game’s mechanics,

but the best next step is to approach each of these

components one at a time.

Warfare

This will be one of the most accessible parts of Europa

Universalis for strategy game veterans. Beware attri-

tion, which is considerably worse during wintertime

(indicated by the province turning white on the normal

map mode). Don't underestimate the importance of

leaders, who can sitew the odds of a battle consider-

ably—check those enemy armies for leaders by using the

mouse to call up tool tips. Remember a couple of simple

combined arms rules: in open provinces (colored beige),

the player with more cavalry will enjoy a considerable

advantage; sieges without artillery will take a long time.

To get a taste of warfare, play as Sweden in the Great

Northern War scenario. You'll be dropped into the

defensive role in a war Just getting under way. Note the

importance of Danish ships for blockading troop move-

ments from Sweden to the Baltic provinces. Experiment

at will, then turn the tables and try the scenario from the

Russian side for a taste of the olfensive role.

Diplomacy

Diplomacy in Europa Universalis depends on what

you're trying to accomplish. But to flex various

diplomatic options, load up the Age of Enlightenment

scenario and play as the silver-tongued Prussians. This

small, fractured country doesn't have much leverage yet,

so use your diplomats to hitch yourself to a powerful ally,

based on which way the political winds are blowing. Wait

for someone else to start a war and then ride in on your

ally's coattails to grab a province or two.

Hafeilrali

Economics
To comprehend economics in EuROPA Universalis, you

first have to understand how provinces funnel ducats

into nations' coffers. Try the Grand Campaign as Portugal

for a taste of colonial expansion and development. As

you explore, be on the lookout for valuable commodities.

They won't bring in a lot of money immediately, but as

you build up cities, the price of a commodity plays a

major role in how much money you make from a

province’s production.

There are two num-

bers flanking the

shield that shows your

province's resource.

The number on the

left represents produc-

tion and taxes. It’s

the money you get

directly, and the

amount is determined

by the number of

people living there

(taxes) and the

resource being pro-

duced (production). To

increase this number

in a province, take the

foilowing steps: i)

Boost your Infrastructure level. 2) Appoint officials. 3)

Build Manufactories. These are all long-term activities

that result in a strong economy further down the line.

For the short term, make sure your Stability is maxed out

and take out only as many ducats as you need to keep

inflation down; adjust the To Treasury bar on your budget

to as low a level

as you can bear.

The number on

the left of a

resource shield

is the trade

income. You

have to fight

for this money,

diverted to a

Center ofTrade

as displayed

on the trade

overlay. These

Centers are

built by the

according to

some inscrutable algorithm. If you happen to control the

province where a Center is located, you earn tariff

income, but you still have to fight for your trade like

everyone else.

Trade takes almost as much hands-on attention as war-

fare. Your Merchants have to fight for a slice of the pie

when they’re sent to a Center ofTrade. How well they

fight is determined by a nation's trade level, so be sure to

do a little scouting before you send your Merchant into a

tangle of wily Genoans and Venetians. Instead of sending

Merchants into a Center ofTrade one at a time, consider

sending them in clusters to simultaneously uproot

another nation’s Merchants and gain a toehold that'll be

hard to loosen. The best way to try using trade to build

your empire is as the Netherlands in the Age of

Revolutions scenario. In which you can throw around the

power of your numerous Dutch merchants.
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THE tRIBE

SPEAKS OUT

OH TRIBAL

WARFARE

by Blake Hutchins and other

members of the Tribes 2 team

Since TRIBES 2 came out, thousands of players

have been discovering the game’s tactical

wealth and depth. CGW was nice enough to

ask us here at Dynamix about our favorite

tactics, so without further ado, let’s take a look:

When sniping, carry a blaster. It works great for

taking out enemy base equipment, since

blaster shots ignore shields and have great

range. One of my favorite tricks is to use my
blaster to shoot an enemy’s deployable inven-

tory station, but stop just short of destroying it.

Wait until the enemy shows up to rearm, and

then pop the station. The resulting explosion

frequently takes him out. if it doesn’t, he’ll still

most often stand there in shock, and you can

then finish him off .with a disc.

Daryl “S
sniping:

Leopard” Nichols on

ttR

Use bait to lure targets into your crosshairs. For



example, you disable an enemy turret with

your blaster. Somebody will come to repair it.

Ninety-nine percent of the time, he’ll just

stand there while he makes repairs. Bang-
easy head shot.

During a Team Hunters game, watch the

action from a distance. When an enemy gath-

ers 3 large number of flags, pick him off. This

creates a “yard sale" complete with waypoints,

and gives your team a chance to grab a sig-

nificant number of flags.

Brian "Twitch" Ramage on flag

snatching:

On Quagmire, I like to get into a Juggernaut

armor with an energy pack. The energy pack

makes me nimble enough to get near the

enemy base in a reasonable amount of time.

Once I'm about 200 meters from the enemy
flag, I take out any turrets using the missile

launcher, and then request targeting help

from my team to mortar the flag. If my team
can't spot for me, I'll Just lob mortars around

the flag waypoint to clear out any deployable

turrets. This tactic often stings defenders into

hunting me down, thus leaving their flag

wide open.

For a fast capture of an open-field flag with

vehicles (Slapdash, Katabatic, Archipelago.

Desiccator, Reversion), you can get a big

boost in speed by getting in a Shrike or

Wildcat and gunning it almost directly at the

flag. When you're about 100 meters from the

flag, jump from the vehicle. You'll be moving
very fast, but if you’ve lined up right, you'll

have to use only minimal jet energy to adjust

your course onto the flag. Once you snag the

flag, jet hard in an escape direction, prefer-

ably toward your own base. Using an energy

pack, you'll outpace almost anyone pursuing.

For an even faster capture, have a teammate
wait for you at a designated waypoint with a

Shrike or Wildcat ready to go.

Jesse "Dr. Awkward” Russell on
single-player:

When crossing the force-field bridges in the

final Training mission, go out in Assault

armor, drop an inventory station on the

shore, and use the missile launcher to take

out the sensors and turrets. Then grab an

energy pack, jet midway onto the bridge, and

run the rest of the way in. On the Hard diffi-

culty level, the bridge appears for only five

seconds, so you have to take off before the

bridge even shows up, timing it so that you

land when it appears and get a good bounce

to cover the remaining distance.

Jade "Frank Rizzo” Dhabolt on base
seizure:

In maps with separate generator towers, hitch

a ride to the enemy generator tower before

any defenders set up there. Deploy a remote

inventory station, and place turrets and

sensors. Then take out their generators,

and watch their base shields go down...and

stay down.

Use the cloak pack/shocklance/ELF combo to

keep the enemy base in disarray. Cloak to

slay out of sight, shocklance the heavy

defense, and use the ELF to disable turrets

without any loud, attention-getting explo-

sions. Defenders will spend a lot of effort

hunting you down instead of protecting

their flag.

One of the best places to deploy clamp

turrets in the enemy base is the enemy
generator room. That way, after you take out

the generators, the repair guys charge in and

get nailed. Repeatedly. Another good place is

on the ceiling over an inventory station.

Always beacon your deployed stations with a

yellow flag!

Memorize the location of repair packs in all

bases. This makes for a longer camp.

if you can't get into the enemy base, drop an

inventory station nearby and use it as a

beachhead. A Juggernaut with a shield pack

and a few spike turrets can defend that

deployable station pretty well and give your

team a staging area for mounting attacks.

If you play Team Hunters on Escalade, get a

teammate into the central tower in a

Juggernaut. Then drop a remote inventory

station up there. Keep defending the tower

and feeding flags to the Juggernaut until you

have enough for a capturer to make a run at

the Nexus. You can run up unholy scores this

way, especially since the tower turns into a

magnet for enemy attackers. You can harvest

a ridiculous number of flags if you keep up a

sharp defense.

Kelly "Dirty Bill”Asay on piloting:

When you pilot a Shrike, don't move your

mouse much, or you'll end up overcompen-

saling and wobbling. Keep your speed as

high as you can without using your turbo.

The afterburners suck energy from your

shields. Fly low, unless you’re going for an

airborne target. If you’re bomber hunting,

grab altitude first and come at the enemy
from the side. To avoid missiles, dive. Don't

climb, since the Shrike chugs at climbing

without the boost. If you’ve kept your speed

up, diving provides plenty of extra velocity for

outrunning missiles,

Craig “jimmy” Maitlen on sucker
tricks:

My favorite trick lately is on Hunters. When
I’ve collected a half-dozen flags or so, I grab a

satchel pack from inventory. Then I cruise out

and find a likely location with good visibility

and drop the flags in plain sight. Finally, I

deploy the satchel charge in the middle of

them and swoop back and forth like I'm try-

ing to pick up flags. Eventually, other players

come jetting over to chase me off and take

the flags. Boom-baby-boom! I swing back to

inventory for another satchel and start over.

Brad "BtgDevDawg” Heinz on
effective movement:

In Rabbit, disc jumping is a good way to dis-

tance yourselffrom your pursuers—just

make sure you have enough health before

trying it. When playing Hunters on Casern

Cavite, the hole in the roof of the big central

building lets me capture without too many
hassles. Not many people think about that

route.

Blake "Hexabolic” Hutchins on
defense:

Find a nice out-of-the-way spot and take

manual control of any team turret from the

Command Circuit—including the one on the

MPB. Enemies who expect to waltz by that

turret with cloaking or jammer packs get a

nasty surprise when you gun them down.

The inventory system has shortcuts that let

you make quick pack swaps without opening

the inventory screen. For example, Ctrl-

numpad 8 gives you the spider clamp turret

pack. Ctrl-numpad 1 gives you the shield

pack. If you're a turret monkey on defense,

this feature rocks.

Mines are really effective against ground

vehicles. If you face an incoming tank, you're

better off throwing mines in front of it than

blazing away at the driver. If you’re cloaked

on offense, drop mines in front of an enemy’s

vehicle station ramp to snuff Wildcats right

off the pad.

When driving the Beowulf, don’t use the

afterburners. They suck energy from shields

and firepower. You aren’t using the tank for

its agility, so the boost makes you way too

vulnerable. On maps with water, go for a

cruise. On water, the Beowulf maxes a great

floating artillery that’s hard for infantry to

reach. Plus, nobody can use mines on you out

there.

In Siege more than in any other game, you
must know the map. Attackers have to kill the

generators to get to the switch, so whether

you’re on offense or defense, you’d better

know where you need to go. Many a game
has been lost because the defense didn’t get

to their generators fast enough.

Finally, a good tailgunner rig is a Juggernaut

with ammunition pack, flares, chaingun, and

missile launcher. This gives you i8 flares to

throw off incoming missiles and plenty of

ammo to fire at enemy Shrikes.
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NASCAR Racing 4
Haven’t raced before? Let a senior designer guide you on your first ride

by Richard Yasi, senior designer at Papyrus Racing Games

NASCAR Racing 4 (N4) is the most realistic racing

simulation ever developed for the PC. As in real

life, it requires a great deal of discipline and con-

centration to drive the car right up to—but not

beyond— its limits, and it requires many laps of

practice in order to be able to recognize just

where those limits are. Given enough practice

and patience, you'll reach the point of being able

to push the car right to the edge while racing

door-to-door with 40 other cars. It won’t happen

overnight, but when it does, you’ll understand

how exciting and rewarding sim racing can be, and

why we sim racing "grognards" are so passionate

about it.

With that in mind, this guide is intended mainly to

help novice players get up to speed with a mini-

mum of frustration. Sim racing veterans may find

some of these tips useful as well.

1: DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS
don’t go too fast

This is a common mistake made by almost every-

one—veterans included. N4 isn’t like virtually every

other driving game ever created because you can't

just hop in, mash the gas pedal to the floor, and

dodge cars until you cross the finish line. In N4,

you're at the helm of a 750-horsepower, rear-

wheel-drive beast that has been painstakingly

modeled to behave as realistically as possible. In

other words, it’s not an easy thing to drive. If it

were, we’d have no reason to watch NASCAR's

finest duke it out every Sunday afternoon. So

remember—^just like when you first started driving

for real, take it easy out there and pay close atten-

tion to how the car reacts to your control inputs. In

N4, if you just hop in and floor it, you're going to

wind up frustrated and in the wall.

USE PROPER VISUALIZATION

As you are driving around the track, concentrate

not on where you are, but on where you will be in

the next 4 to 5 seconds. When you see the next

corner in the distance, visualize steering into it,

taking the idea! path through it (denoted by the

shaded racing groove), and coming out of it.

Remember, the sooner you can anticipate a prob-

lem, the smaller the adjustment you’ll need to

make in order to correct it.

USE THE THROTTLE AND BRAKE
TO STEER
In low-speed driving, when the tires have plenty of

available grip, the steering wheel controls the

steering, while the throttle and brake control the

speed. However, once speed increases to the point

at which the tires start to reach their limit of adhe-

sion, the car’s rotation is controlled more directly

by the weight distribution on the front and rear

wheels, making the throttle and brake the primary

steering controls. Braking will cause weight to

transfer to the front of the car, making it want to

turn more. Applying the throttle will cause weight

to transfer to the rear of the car, making it want to

turn less. Both of these statements are true only

up to a point, however. Once the limit of adhesion

is exceeded, the opposite effects occur Too much

brake will cause the car to plow forward and refuse

to turn, and too much throttle will cause the rear

of the car to snap around and spin.

A quick way of testing this is to go to a track with

long corners (like Atlanta) and do this: Go through

a corner fairly quickly, using about half throttle.

Without altering the steering, gently let up on the

throttle. The car should turn to the inside. In the

next corner, start at half throttle, don’t alter the

steering, and gently add more throttle. The car

should push up the track to the outside.

The key to mastering car control is properly antici-

pating these effects and compensating for them

by using the steering wheel, and there's only one

way to do that: practice.

BEWARE OF TRAILING
THROTTLE OVERSTEER
Trailing throttle oversteer can occur when you lift

off the throttle quickly while cornering. The car's

weight suddenly shifts forward, the rear end gets

light, and the car quickly starts to rotate. Without

proper steering compensation, it’s easy for it to go

into a spin. You’ll find that this is more of an issue

at flat tracks, where there isn't a lot of banking to

help keep the rear end from coming around. To

avoid trailing throttle oversteer, gently "roll out" of

the throttle rather than abruptly lifting off it.

BE SMOOTH
Since the throttle and brake are used to steer the

car, you need to be smooth when it comes to

applying them, just as you wouldn’t violently jerk

the steering wheel back and forth, don't totally

mash or lift off the throttle and brake. Apply both

the throttle and brake gradually, and you’ll have far

fewer unscheduled meetings with the wall.

Smoothness is also very important when it comes

to preserving your tires. A smooth, steady line with

minimal "wandering" will be less taxing on your

tires, and in a long race that translates to fewer pit

stops and a better chance of a good finish.

LEARN THE TRACKS
Another obvious point, but very important; There is

no substitute for seat time, and there are no short-

cuts here. You'll need to get out there and learn

what makes each track tick. To be successful at the

oval tracks, you'll need to know more than just

how high the banking is. Some of them have

highly abrasive surfaces that eat tires like crazy.

Some are paved with asphalt, some with concrete,

and some with both. Pay attention to how the car

reacts differently on different surfaces. Some

tracks have banked turns that roll off nice and

gently, allowing you to take a lower line and get

back on the throttle early, while others have abrupt

transitions that force you to take a higher line

and “diamond” the corner. The road courses are

another matter entirely, requiring many laps just

to learn their layouts, and many more to learn how

to actually race on them.

To get a real feel for how the cars handle, start out

at Michigan or California. These are wide, forgiv-

ing oval tracks that require the driver to lift off the

throttle in the corners.

STAY OUT OF THE GARAGE!
Beginners shouldn’t even think about tinkering

with the car’s setup until they can lap smoothly

and consistently using the default setups. The rea-

soning is simple: Without an understanding of

why the car reacts the way it does, and without a

smooth, proven driving technique, the best car

setup in the world can be useless. Both of those

things can be acquired only with considerable seat

time. Experimenting in the garage should be

attempted only after the player has accumulated

enough experience to determine that the car’s

setup—not his driving technique— is what is pre-

venting him from achieving better lap times.
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Ii: DRIVING TO WIN
TO PASS, MAXIMIZE YOUR EXIT
SPEED
Maximizing exit speed is a key to passing in

NASCAR because the cars are so evenly matched.

They call it "getting a run off the corner," and it

entails getting back on the throttle earlier than

your opponent. The sooner you get back on the

throttle, the more speed you'll be carrying at the

exit of the corner. You’ll then be able to use that

extra speed where it matters most—on the

straight. To pull this off, take a slightly higher line

on entry and a lower line on exit. You'll have to

rotate the car more than usual in order to set up a

lower exit line, so you may lose some time early in

the corner, but by getting back on the throttle ear-

lier than your opponent, you'll more than make up

that deficit with a speed advantage that will carry

all the way down to the next turn.

Of course, the downside to this method is that it

leaves you vulnerable early in the corner, While

you're taking your higher line, a car can sneak

underneath you, ruining your exit and delaying the

point at which you'll be able to get back on the

throttle. So before using this technique, make sure

you don’t have a car right on your tail.

Practice Your Pit Stops
Under green flag conditions, an extra second

spent in the pits can translate to several football

fields out on the track. A good pit stop involves far

more than the i6 seconds it typically takes your

crew to fill you up and change your tires. When it

comes to actually driving the car, a pit stop con-

sists of six "tasks";

Pulling off the track and getting down to the pit

road speed limit.

Traveling down the pit road to your stall.

Pulling into the stall and parking the car in the

proper position.

Pulling out of the stall and getting up to the pit

road speed limit.

Traveling down the pit road to the pit exit.

Accelerating back up to racing speed and

USEFUL LINKS
WWW.PAPY.COM Papyrus Racing Games’ home page.

WWW.COMMUNITY.SiERRA.COM Sierra's Forums page. Click on the appropriate link

to go to the N4 forum.

WWW.SPORTPLANET.COM/teAM'LIGHTSPEED Contains highly informative track
guides and other driving tips.

WWW.SASCAR.COM The best site on the Web for car setup hints and tricks.

merging with race traffic

Keep in mind that you are losing time from the

beginning of the first step right up to the comple-

tion of the last step. The entire process can take

close to a minute, and it always amazes me how

even the most lightning-quick drivers out there

bungle either the first or third step of the process.

By taking a few minutes to figure out how to per-

form the first step as quickly as possible, and by

repeatedly practicing the third step, you're virtually

guaranteed to make up positions in the pits.

TUNE ONE THING AT A TIME
If I've heard it once. I've heard it a thousand

times: "I made so many changes to my car

setup that I can’t remember where I started.'’This

can happen very easily, especially when you're

unhappy with several things. As tempting and as

potentially time saving as it may be, resist the

urge to make a bunch of changes all at once.

Remember, the components of the car all

interact with one another, and that means that

making a change to one element can yield

multiple results, not all of them desirable. This is

particularly true when making changes to the

various suspension components.

The solution to this common problem involves

nothing more than using common sense. Change

one component, save the setup under a new name,

and try it out. if you like it, use it as your new
baseline, if you don't, go back to the original and

try something else.

Well, that just about wraps it up. Good luck, and

see you out on the track!
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Readers Tips
DIABLO M

I have 3 Diablo II strategy. This is a variant of the

popular subclass of the paladin, the "hammerdin."

Here’s a list of the items and skills you will need:

Iceblink (unique splint mail)

A level 23+ hammerdin

A mid-damage weapon (it’s important that it

doesn’t inflict too much or too little damage)

Decent levels in the following skills: concentration,

blessed hammer, and zeal.

Both mana and life leech (whether via skills or

items).

So here’s what you do: Go into a big open area, and

get surrounded by monsters. Then use zeal (while

wearing Iceblink), and freeze all the

monsters nearby. This will create a wall that other

monsters can't get through. Then cast Blessed

Easter Eggs
BLACK WHITE

Here’s an odd little Easter

Egg that’ll let you hear

straight from the designers

at Lionhead themselves;

In Land 1, perform the two

Gestures at right in order

(the first one is the Leash,

and the second resembles

the Fireball).

You’ll hear a telephone ring-

ing. Look for a thin, long

stretch of land (it’s near the

Aztec village), zoom in

close, and you should see

the phone booth. Even

though it's outside of your

influence, you can click on it

to hear some choice words

from the Lionhead staff.

n

DVD: Charlie's angels
From the disc's main menu, go to the Special

Features section. On each of the three Special

Features menus that are in this section a hidden fea-

ture can be found. On the first page, highlight "G’ed

up" and then press the Right arrow on your remote

control to highlight Cameron Diaz's midsection.

Press Enter now and you will see a 20-second mon-

tage clip of the Angels.

On the second page of the Special Features section,

highlight "Wired Angels” and then press the Left

arrow key on your remote control. This will highlight

a box on Bosley’s chest. Pressing Enter now will

give you some behind-the-scenes footage featuring

Drew Barrymore as she’s having a plaster cast made

of her face.

Dirty Trick

of the Month
Hammer

so that it

spirals outside

of this ring

of frozen mon-

sters, killing every-

thing but the wall.

The frozen wall

will eventually die or become

unfrozen, so use zeal again to make a new wail, while

at the same time leeching back any mana spent from

casting Blessed Hammer and leeching life that

ranged monsters took from you.

Then go back to hammering all the outer monsters.

Repeat until area is clear. -Jesse Burnett

The Dirty Tricks Just keep on

coming, and we’re being quite

the nasty gamers, no? We're

getting bombarded with Red Alert

2 tips, though. We know people have

to be playing other games out there,

right? Either way, keep those dirty

tricks flowing. The prize this month,

in tribute to all the Half-Life mania

going on in this issue, goes to a trick

for Team Fortress Classic:

FROM JERRY YAN:

Thanks to Jesse's tip on how to make a useful paladin in

Diablo II, he’s snagged himselfcopies of Starlancer and

Flying Heroes. Enjoy!

On the third Special Features page, highlight the

arrow pointing left on the menu screen and then

press the Right arrow key on your remote control.

This will highlight another box, which will give you

access to a short behind-the-scenes sequence includ-

ing a more than passable impression of Christopher

Walken by Sam Rockwell.

Patches
FALLOUT tactics; The big patch has arrived at

last. Not only does it make numerous bug fixes, but it

includes a few gameplay tweaks as well. Changes

range from an all-new Perk (Death Sense) to fixing

the current set of Perks and fixing prices and recruits.

Even the missions have been altered, to give more

loot or add more entryways to various parts of the

map. All in all, this is the patch you want.

TRIBES 2: Once again, this is the big patch. The

biggest gameplay alterations are waypoint colors in

Siege mode and the way Flares work. With the new

waypoint system in Siege, each team has an easier

time coordinating its offense or defense, while the

Flares will now attract only one missile at a time. The

patch also makes numerous fixes across the board.

ICEWIND dale: heart of winter: Another

hefty patch here. Some items that weren’t quite work-

ing (Lucky Scimitar was, in reality, not very lucky at all)

are now right and proper, and spells that were mess-

ing up your characters have been fixed as well. Also,

the new levels and difficulty options for the main

game made for some funky glitches, and these have

been fixed, too.

kohan: immortal sovereigns: The niftiest

change here has to be the option allowing three peo-

ple to play a multiplayer match on a LAN with only

one CD key. Also, fans of Gamespy Arcade can now

use it without crashing the game. Oh, and you can

turn off those unit acknowledgement sounds, finally,

so you don't have to hear your hero declaring his will

to destroy the shadow every freakin' time he goes

somewhere.

“Hey, I’ue got cj good (and funny) dirty

TFC trick. See, you go into a highly

traueled area littered with corpses from

firefights, and go for the corpse nearest

to the enemy base. Make sure you’re

the Scout class for maximum effect.

Litter all of your caltrops onto the

corpse, and they’ll end up being con-

centrated in one place. Now, cower up

your caltrops with a couple ofammo

packs (one you dropped, and go pick

up and drop another one). If an enemy

comes soon, naturally he’ll go for the

ammo packs, not seeing the caltrops.

Unless he’s a heauy weapons guy full

of health and ammo, the poor uictim

will either die from the nine caltrops,

or get seuerely injured. Great when you

want kills and captures.’’

Thanks, Jerry Yan, for giving us the best

way to frustrate an enemy team. You just

got yourself a free copy of Giants: Citizen

KaBUTO. We’re still afflicted with Half-Life

mania, so next month’s winner gets a

copy of Half-Life Platinum Edition.

Send us your tips
Send your tips, tricks, and strategies

to CGW_LETTERS@ZIFFDAVtS.COM

(please put cgtips in the subject line).

We’ll publish three submissions each

month, Please send genuine tips or

strategies instead of cheat codes cut-

and-pasted from the Internet.

One winner will get something pulled

at random from the Computer

Gaming World BozoBin®!
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Et Tu, EA?
Origin Systems is dead—but Richard Garriott may be back

EDITOR’S NOTE
In April, Electronic Arts shocked the

gaming world by abruptly canceling ULTIMA

WORLDS ONLINE; ORIGIN, the highly antici-

pated sequel to ULTIMA ONLINE. Though

game cancellations are nothing new, this

one was astounding, given its high-profile

status in the burgeoning massively multi-

player market. This month, we asked two of

our Inside Gaming writers, Desslock (Role-

Playing) and Tom McDonald (Massively

Multiplayer) to weigh in on the decision.

a wet M
monkey
in a series of

interviews

on the Web.

His primary

complaint is

completely

reasonable; Origin's people were an

incredibly valuable business asset that

should not have been thrown away so

capriciously. No fool, Garriott is snap-

ping up the cast-aside Origin staffers

and creating a new online gaming

company. We don't know what they're

doing yet, but since some of the best

talent in the business will be involved

it will be something to watch.

A lot of people have this image of

Garriott as some borderline whack job

in tights and a crown. They make the

mistake of confusing image and sub-

stance. He is. in fact, one of the four of

five founding visionaries of computer

gaming who is still productive and rele-

vant. It would be hyperbole to call him

the father of the MMORPG {massively

multiplayer online role-playing game),

since MUDs and several other smaller-

scale RPGs, like the original

NEVERWINTER NIGHTS, existed

before he got involved. He did,

however, see what shape it

would take when others

did not. I remember
him doing a prod-

uct demo years

ago and
explaining his

vision for an

ULTIMA site

where thou-

sands

of people

would

T
he death of Origin Systems

comes as a sad blow to those

who have associated the

company with quality gaming since

the early days of ULTIMA and WING
COMMANDER. Origin parent Electronic

Arts, which had already stripped the

Origin branding from its boxes, signed

the death warrant when it abruptly

pulled the plug on ULTIMA WORLDS
ONLINE; ORIGIN. The team

working on this new, fully 3D,

massively multiplayer game
was nearing beta when they

were summarily sacked.

The Party Line
EA reasoned that

since ULTIMA ONLINE

itself was thriving, the

parallel launch of UWO
would undercut the

company’s own suc-

cessful product.

This logic works

only if you buy

the notion that no

one would want

UO to evolve into a fully 3D world like

EVERQUEST. The new third-generation

UO product, ULTIMA ONLINE: THIRD

DAWN, is itself quite a mixed bag, with

splotchy graphics and numerous bugs

(see our review in this issue). By killing

the forward-looking UWO. EA is giving

its subscriber base the distinct

impression that it intends to coast on

old designs.

Garriott Returns
The peripatetic Richard Garriott, with

a freshly expired

noncompete agree-

ment in hand, has

been smacking

quest together for a monthly fee. I

could barely get a stable game of

DOOM going on a 28.8K modem, and he

was going to have thousands of people

playing at once? And paying for it? I

thought he was nuts.

If we are indeed getting ORIGIN H,

with Richard Garriott at the helm and

people like Starr Long involved, what

they do will be vital to multiplayer

gaming. Whatever complaints you may
have about UO, you have to admit they

made it huge. They showed us it was
possible. Kd',7

camputergamlng.i
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INSIDE ROLE-PLAYING '

We Destroy Worlds
ULTIMA is gone, but fans help keep the name alive

E
lectronic Arts has systematically

dismantled Origin Systems,

which was once perhaps the

greatest gaming company in the busi-

ness. Times are ridiculously tough right

now for gaming companies, so it's not

surprising that there's been a wave of

layoffs, cancellations, and cutbacks

recently. But the destruction of Origin

wasn’t a recent decision justified by a

rapidly changing marketplace—it was
just the natural result of years of reaUy

questionable decisions.

Several years ago, EA opted to turn

Origin into an online-only gaming com-

pany, in spite of the fact that Origin had
two of the most successful single-player

franchises (and best brands) in gaming:

WING COMMANDER and ULTIMA.

Additional games in those series were
canceled, as were sequels in Origin’s

CRUSADER: NO REMORSE franchise.

Company representatives justified that

decision by higlilighting the commercial

success of ULTIMA ONLINE, which, in

spite of being prematurely released in

September 1997, went on to become one

of EA’s most profitable games. But

despite the emphasis on online-only

games, neither Origin nor EA has

released a single game in the genre

since ULTIMA ONLINE and, with hind-

sight, the decision to abandon Origin’s

single-player franchises seems even

more short-sighted when you consider

the recent successes of EA's other

single-player games. In spite of several

attempts by some EA managers to can-

cel THE SIMS, which was developed by

subsidiary Maxis, that game earned

more money in 2000 than any of EA's

online ventures.

Then last year EA decided to hastily

release the last of Origin's single-player

games, ULTIMA ASCENSION, a commer-
cially disastrous decision that destroyed

any remaining goodwill gamers held

toward Origin. After that debacle, the

company was free to focus on its ambi-

tious online projects: WING COMMANDER
and a couple of sequels to ULTIMA
ONLINE. But inexplicably, the WING

COMMANDER game was canceled, and

most of its development team ended up

joining Verant—Origin’s arch rival in

the online world and creator of EVER-

QUEST—where they now work on STAR

WARS GALAXIES.

EA apparently justified that decision

because a “similar product," EARTH &
BEYOND, was already well into develop-

ment at EA subsidiary Westwood
Studios. In other words, EA abandoned

the franchise that had produced one of

the best-selling games of all time, WING
COMMANDER 3, in order to focus on

another space sim completely lacking in

brand recognition. Concurrent with that

decision, the founder of Origin, Richard

"Lord British" Garriott, left the company

he created. Origin was abandoned as a

brand name, but ULTIMA ONLINE 2 was
renamed ULTIMA WORLDS ONLINE:

ORIGIN to allow the name to retain

some significance.

But then EA made the shocking

announcement that UWO: ORIGIN and

all projects other than the ongoing main-

tenance of ULTIMA ONLINE would be

canceled. EA management may have

been concerned that there was no way
the game would make its target 2001

release date and balked at continuing

to endure the project’s sizeable financial

burn, but it's difficult to rationalize what
seems to be a tremendously shortsighted

decision. Under EA, Origin has essential-

ly capitulated in the battle for online

gaming—a genre it made mainstream

through ULTIMA ONLINE, and one that

EA previously announced was promising

enough to merit the abandonment of

Origin's established franchises and more
proven business lines.

EA’s new "plan" for Origin is to focus

solely on supporting four-year-old

ULTIMA ONLINE, a game already being

soundly trounced by its primary existing

competitor, with several next-generation

games on the verge of release. At least

from the perspective of PC gamers, EA
seems to be another large gaming com-

pany (like Mattel and Hasbro) that just

doesn’t "get it." Inexplicable. 23U

Wkerc Can I let

my IITIMA fix?
ULTIMA zealots continue to try to resusci-

tate the series through these efforts:

ULTIMA IX
dialogue patch:
Many fans were disappointed with ULUMA

IX's simplistic plot and dialogue that

wasn't consistent with ULTIMA lore. TTie

unofficial patch at www.fansforultima.com

attempts to correct those inconsistencies

and tie the storyline more closely to past

games in the series.

THE BLACK GATE
in Windows:
Exult (exult.sourceforge.net) allows per-

haps the best game in the series, ULTIMA

VII, to easily run within a modem
Windows environment

LAZARUS PROJECT:
At icdweb.cc.purdue.edu/%7Efrazieri. this

is a project to recreate ULTIMA V using the

tools that will ship with DUNGEON SIEGL

ULTIMA I Remake:
There's also a remake of ULTIMA I In the

works. A downloadable demo is already

available at www.peroxide.dk/ultima.

Of course, there's no guarantee that EA

won't stop these projects from using EA's

intellectual property, but since the projects

will be available free, maybe EA won't be

a bully and stomp them.

In terms of commercial projects inspired

by the ULTIMA series, there's always Jeff

Vogel's shareware RPGs, which feature

gameplay and a graphical perspective sim-

ilar to those in the classic ULTIMA games.

A significant demo of Vogel's latest game,

AVERNUM 2, is available on our CD this

month, so check it out!

^
^Origin has capitulated in the battle for online gaming-a

genre it made mainstream through Ultima Online...
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Hew Life for Old Fliaht Sims
Third-party mods and hacks run amoli

Regardless of which side you

take on the "Are flight sims

dead?" issue, I think you'll

agree that they’re in a definite lull.

Sure, titles such as DID's EF TYPHOON
and Maddox Games' IL-2 STURMOVIK

give us hope and show that there are

still some developers out there willing

to find a way to get their sims made.

But then Electronic Arts adds AIR

WARRIOR 4 to its trophy mantle of

canceled projects, alongside JANE'S A-

10 and JANE'S ATTACK SQUADRON,
reminding us how most publishers feel

about sims these days.

So what’s a flight sim aficionado to

do? Confronted with a relative lack

of new toys, many sim players are

busy making hacks and mods for their

old ones.

All Mod Sims
In contrast to the countless number

of mods in the first-person shooter

Right now it's just a placeholder, but

TeamSuperHornet is close to importing a

fully functional A10 Thunderbolt into

JANE'S F/A-18.

scene, mods have been pretty rare in

the world of flight sims. The notable

exception has been the work on

Microsoft's venerable FLIGHT

SIMULATOR franchise, the most popular

flight sim series ever. The very nature

of its open-ended architecture, coupled

with the mindset of "encouraged

change” on the part of its developers,

has practically guaranteed that each

new iteration of FLIGHT SIMULATOR

will be a success before it even hits

store shelves.

Perhaps in an effort to emulate this

approach, a couple of companies have

recently announced sims designed to

let users make modifications.

Targetware is putting out an online

sim, TARGET KOREA, for example.

According to the company, "The

majority of future new planes, flight

models, cockpits, terrains, ground

objects, personalized skins, etc., will be

designed by the community at large."

Meanwhile, Third Wire Productions—

the new company from Tsuyoshi “TK”

Kawahito of LONGBOW/EAW fame

—

has aimounced that its upcoming '60s-

era combat sim plans to support the

user community "in creating after-

market modifications, including user-

created missions, campaigns, maps,

and aircraft."

It's a nice thought, but these compa-

nies may be in for a sad surprise.

Witness what happened with

Activision’s SCREAMIN’ DEMONS OVER
EUROPE. It has attracted a very active

and vocal minority that is cranking out

planes like you wouldn't beheve, but

the game toils in obscurity. Why? Well,

a sim needs to have enough going for it

on its own to be worth the attention of

those who would want to hack and

rework it.

The best example of a mod-attracting

flight sim is FALCON 4, of course.

Despite all its problems, even after its

final official patch, the promise of what

it could become is inspiring. Again,

this shows that designers who incorpo-

rate after-market modifications into

their plans for success better make
sure their sim is compelling enough on

its own to attract those who’d want to

tweak it. Don’t expect the end user to

make the sim for you.

New Tricks
Still, given the volume of hacking

going on, you can’t blame developers

for wanting to try to find a way to tap

into all of this frenzied end-user devel-

opment. In addition to the work that's

been done with FALCON 4, there’s been

an almost equal effort with EUROPEAN
AIR WAR. The new PACIFIC TIDE con-

version is the closest you’ll get to a

modern-day PACIFIC AIR WAR.
And now that you've most likely got

a machine that can finally run either

JANE'S F/A-18 or JANE’S WW2F at a

decent frame-rate, you’ll find that some
truly amazing work has happened with

both of these great titles. For starters,

someone has made an ACMI utility for

F/A-18. The best part, though, is that

they’ve found a way to import the F-

15E from JANE’S F-15 and are working

on including a functional F-14 and A-

10. As for JANE'S WW2F, can you say

dynamic campaign?

In the coming months. I'll take a

closer look at some of these efforts and

show you what a motivated flight-sim

fan can do. 232?
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So You Wanna Be a Eame Designer?
^me industry pros separate fact from fantasy

T
here's good news and bad news
if you want to work as a game
designer. The good news is that

you don't have to be a programmer or

an artist, so if you’re lost when it comes

to C++ or can't draw a rectangle, you

can still hope. The bad news is that no

matter how many cool ideas you have

for games, you probably can’t walk

in off the street and land a job as a

game designer.

“It's pretty much impossible for some-

one outside the game industry to jump
directly in and get a job with an exist-

ing company as a game designer," says

PopTop's Phil Steinmeyer,

Brian Reynolds of Big Huge Games
agrees, “It's a tough profession to get

into, partially because so many people

vvant to do it. Would-be game designers

should realize that there's really no

such thing as an entry-level game
design position.”

development, which includes

working with the team
while the code and art

are being produced and

scripting dialogue and

events; and produc-

tion, which is

putting in the

actual game-

play. "The

develop-

project leader—overall creative vision

and guidance for the team and project;

the game rules—what are the rules of

the game, what units will we have,

how will they work, etc.; the game bal-

ance—what adjustments need to be

made in the game to make it more fun;

and coding game rules and computer

player AI!"

The last is an unusual responsibility

for a designer, but designers who are

also programmers can bring their own
visions to life in a very efficient way.

Perhaps one of the most important

elements of being a designer is leader-

ship. Chris Taylor of Gas Powered
Games puts it in perspective. "It’s

bringing the vision together so that it

meets everyone’s expectations. It’s not

enough to say. T'm the designer, I will

do it my way.' That doesn't work. You
need to keep everyone rowing the boat

together, in one direction, and smiling

the whole time. Smile, damn it\ ”

The Role of the Designer
So what does a game designer do,

anyway? “The designer is responsible

for defining the vision of the product to

make it fun and exciting," says Larry

Holland of Totally Games. “He or she

focuses on game mechanics and struc-

ture, including what elements will be in

the game." There’s also a great deal of

writing and planning involved.

"Design docs are often 100 pages or

more,” says Ken Levine of Irrational

Games. Levine breaks down the game
designer’s responsibilities into three

broad phases: conception, which
includes writing the design document;

ment
phase is dreadful.

Everything’s broken, nothing works
properly, and there’s nothing to really

show except on paper, " says Levine.

Some designers take on additional

responsibilities. Brian Reynolds, for one,

wears a number of hats. "As the lead

designer on our Big Huge Game, my
responsibilities include being the

Talking the Talk
Here's some slang you can toss around

when you've landed that game company

interview.

Hack it in: Write the code quickly and

without too much finesse. It will proba-

bly need to be replaced later.

It falls out for free: A popular and

abused saying meaning that when the

code is written to solve one problem, it

will solve others without any additional

work. Not only is this overused, but it's

hardly ever true.

Pushback; When people don't like your

idea, it's a nice way of saying they don't

agree.

Grognard; Beyond geek. Super hardcore

fan, which is what most designers are.

Cabal: Coined by Valve, it refers to a

design team responsible for defining a

feature or storyline in the game.

NIS: Noninteractive.

Stamina juice: Coffee.
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Big Wars, Little Battles
go tactical?Can strategic-level games

I
t seems like wargamers have been

clamoring for a strategic-level

wargame for some time now.

The formation of 2 By 3 Games
(www.2by3games.com) and its

upcoming publication of PACIFIC WAR:
1941-1945 should go some way toward

granting that wish, but what I've heard

from some people is a desire for more

than just global control.

In both posts to Usenet and email to

me at CGW, wargamers have said that

they want designers to take advantage

of today’s advanced hardware and give

them strategic- and tactical-level games
in one package. That means a game
that plays at the strategic level until

combat is initiated; when the scene

shifts to battle itself, you fight at the

tactical level with full control over

your forces.

Few wargames have attempted any-

thing this ambitious—the only two

fairly recent examples are SHOGUN:

TOTAL WAR and NAPOLEON 1813-14. In

the latter game, though, the simulation

was really only theaterwide (the wars

of German liberation) and didn’t include

such strategic aspects as economic con-

trol over the whole empire. The sense

Tm getting is that a lot of wargamers

want both: complete strategic control

over production, research, and military

deployment, and then the ability to

micromanage the tactical battles. That's

a tall order.

Slow Down There, Boss
There are a few problems with this.

One is that for periods much past the

American Civil War. this wouldn't work

well except on the most abstract level.

Until the mid-19th century, armies

fought as semi-independent units.

Napoleon's comprehensive defeat of

Prussia in 1806 and Grant’s Wilderness

Campaign against Lee in 1864 didn’t

involve continuous front lines; instead,

armies operated as individual maneu-

ver units. For this reason, it's a lot

easier to justify an area-movement sys-

tem (as in SHOGUN) for a game about

19th-century warfare than it is for one

about modern combat. Point-to-point or

area-movement games work much bet-

ter when trying to incorporate tactical

A FLAWED DIAMOND NAPOLEON 1813-14

could have been a classic.

and strategic elements than hex games
do. If you made the game hex-based

but allowed individual battles to be

fought as real-time games, either you'd

have too many battles to manage or the

individual battles would be too large to

properly model without making an

entirely new game. There would also

be the problem of incorporating adja-

cent units into a battle, accounting for

reinforcements, and the like.

A World War II game of this nature

would be abstract to the extent of

almost not being a wargame at all. One
correspondent asked for an AXIS &
ALLIES game that simply replaced the

die rolls with real-time combat. This

would, of course, be possible, but

would it be a wargame? I'm not sure

I understand the attraction of this

kind of hybrid.

To my mind, the sorry state of

strategic and operational games
could be improved somewhat not by

trying to emulate tactical games and

their 3D wizardry directly, but by incor-

porating them intact into a larger

design. But the final design should be

an actual wargame.

BEER AND PRETZELS AXIS & ALLIES is fun, but

it's hardly a historical wargame.

What’s on Your Wish List?
I'd love to see a game that uses the

SHOGUN engine to model the Roman
Civil War, or a game that uses Kevin

Zucker’s outstanding operational sys-

tem for Napoleonic warfare to create a

WARGAMER-like version of Napoleon's

campaigns, perhaps in conjunction with

a larger economic and political system

as in the classic EMPIRES IN ARMS. But

an AXIS & ALLIES-type game in which

you fight the battles using a real-time

strategy engine akin to SUDDEN STRIKE

leaves me cold. Am I nuts? Let me
know your thoughts, and in a subse-

quent column I’ll revisit the issue,

having "taken the pulse" of the

readership, as it were, 2313
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Please, someone tell us this was some kind of clerical error

F
ive years at this dump, and
finally, I'm editor-in-chief. I’d

lUte to say it came as a big

surprise to me, but since I was the one
who doctored those photos of now-
disgraced former-editor-in-chief

George Jones prancing naked in the

hallways with the Lara Croft blowup
doll. I won’t bother.

In any event, the coup d’etat is

complete and the Jeff Green Era is

about to begin. All hail me. Although

my plans for this magazine are still

sketchy at best—other than to give

myself a big fat raise and maybe a

new car—look for things to start

shaping up around here real soon.

Computer Gaming World 2.0 is on the

way, and, with me solidly at the helm,

you can expect nothing less than 12

issues a year of something or other,

I guess.

It's a bittersweet and somewhat
surprising turn of events for me. I was
hired in the "old days" of CGW, back

when all the editors had facial hair

(including the women), and the game
companies used to actually make
computer games instead of just cancel

them. If you told me back then that

someday I'd be running this magazine,

I would have laughed in disbelief and

wet myself. In fact, just thinking about

it has made me wet myself all over

again. Be right back.

Honestly, I don’t know whether you
should congratulate me or offer me
your condolences.

Sure, there are lots of great perks in

running a national magazine. I admit.

There's the money, for one thing.

Whereas previously my salary ranked

somewhere around the level of undoc-

umented migrant worker or crack

whore, 1 am now raking in a cool $10

million a year, plus options. Suddenly,

those past ten miserable years of

eating nothing but dry dog food are

but a painful, distant memory. Now,

for this lucky guy, it’s nothing but the

fancier and way tastier wet stuff.

Another cool thing is the way every-

body sucks up to me now. Not only do

I get to win every CGW deathmatch,

but suddenly, I am full of great ideas

—

no matter how stupid. 1 like to sit in

meetings now, feet on the conference

table, and see just how far I can push
it and still get my ass kissed.

Me; 1 think what this industry needs

now is a really good Mac bowling
game.

Suck-Up Editor; That's a brilliant

idea, sir. I was gonna suggest that

myself.

Me: Huh—would you look at that?

My coffee cup is empty again!

Suck-Up Editor; Refill coming right

up, sir.

But right around the point where I

start really enjoying my newfound
power, that's when I get smacked
back down to earth, cold and hard. For

though I may be the boss of the

nitwits who write this magazine, I

have to answer to a higher authority

myself. The other editors get me for a

boss now—but I get the Suits.

Not to paint a dark picture or any-

thing, but most of my days here have

become ulcer-inducing, Kafka-esgue

nightmares as I try to balance the

concerns of the evil corporate bean
counters on one side of me, with the

needs of my overworked, underpaid

staff on the other side.

Evil Corjjorate Bean Counter: So,

Jeff, we're thinking of cutting the staff

down by 8 more people. Who should

we let go?
Me: But there’s only 9 of us left, sir.

Evil Corporate Bean Counter: Well

that should make it easy, then.

Me: Yes, sir. Permission to shoot

myself, sir?

It's a pity, really. It's the end of

innocence for me here. Suddenly I

have to think about the business of

this magazine, which, surprisingly, is

just not quite as stress-free as playing

HEROES OF MIGHT AND MAGIC for

six hours at a time. Now, as I find

myself mired in the muck of

Management, I have an endless

stream of decisions to make, both

big and small, from figuring out what
to put on the cover each month to

deciding how long I can let acting art

director Jason Babler play with his

Spawn action figures in the conference

room before making him go back to

his desk.

It isn't easy, this boss business, and
it’s anything but the glamorous life

you may be imagining. As I dictate

this column now from ray new hot tub,

sipping a margarita, J-Lo working out

the kinks in my back (lower please,

honey), I honestly don't know how I’m

managing the stress of it all.

But don't worry about me; I'll be
fine. And so will Computer Gaming
World. Just as soon as they realize

their mistake and hire a real boss.

f7?r77

The new boss dedicates this

month’s column to Joey Ramone,
coolest geek ever. Gabba gabba hey
Joey, and remember, all good cretins

go to Heaven. Send email to

jeff_green@ziffdavis.com.

Check out the archives of Jeff's Grq,enspeak columns at
www.computergammg.com

“the Jeff Green Era is about to begin.

Ali hail me.”
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these
in-flight

movies
are getting
better and

better

Introducing the Award-Winning Inspiron” 8000.

Dell’s most complete multimedia package
ever teotured in a notebook.

DELL" INSPIRON" sooo

Multimedia Mobile Desktop

Intel’ Pentium' III Processor at 700MHz
15" Super XGA+ TFT Display

128MB 100MHz SDRAM
" 10GB‘ Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Fixed 8X DVD-ROM Drive

2nd Bay 8X CD-RW Drive

16MB NVIDIA’ GeForce2 Go" 4X AGP Graphics

Internal 56K Capable’ FaxModem
59WHr Li-Ion Battery

MS' Works Suite 2001 MS* Windows’ Me
1-Yr Limited Warranty' 1-Yr Mail-in Service

6 Months of DellNet" by MSN’ Internet Access'' Included

<t OOTO E-VALUE CODE

^ T 89194-800622b

ASK US ABOUT NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS.

DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADE:
15" UXGA TFT Display, add SI 49

Ah. The crisp, luscious, high-resolution screen. The stunning 3D

performance. The Dolby'" Digital Surround Sound effects.

Someday, all this might be standard on every plane. Until

then, you'll have to settle for the Dell'" Inspiron'" 8000. But,

since the 8000 is perhaps the most impressive movable

home entertainment center out there that's powered by an

Intel" Pentium" Hi processor, your wait will not be unpleasant.

Peanuts, anyone?

Pentium"///

iK»LL4me9Com
contact us today 800 . 433.8093 www.delUme.com

Dell PCs use genuine Microsoft Windows www.microsoft.com/piracv/howtotell

•• may -ipiily Must rcijislor williin 30 days uf tucDiviitij rnminitcr and ricitntit DrIINot/MSN Torms of Sotvicc



for newer
technology, you’d
need government
clearance.

Dell’s latest technology with the Intel” Pentium” 4

processor delivers performance when you need It most.

So you forgot to return a few library books and couldn't get into the

FBI Academy. Well, here at DellT we don't discriminate. All of our customers

are afforded the latest and greatest technology. And, of course, we

have all of the latest in printers, scanners and software. So call on us to

help build your perfect system or choose from one of the great systems

here. Even easier than getting a library card.

Dell Dimension 8100 Desktops Feature

the Intel' Pentium' 4 Processor

DELL DESKTOPS:

DELL'* DIMENSION'* SlOOSetios II DELL * DIMENSION ' 8100 Series11 DELL'” DIMENSION' L Scries

Cutting-Edge Technology

Intel* Pentium* 4 Processor at 1.5GHz

128MB RDRAM
60GB* Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive {7200 RPM)
19" (18.0'' vis, .26dp) M991 Monitor

32MB NVIDIA* GeForce2 MX 4X AGP
Graphics with TV Out

8X/4X/32X CD-RW Drive

Turtle Beach* Santa Cruz’" DSP Sound Card

Harman Kardon* HK-695 Surround Sound
with Subwoofer

56K Capable* PCI Telephony Modem
MS* Works Suite 2001 MS* Windows* Me
1-Yr Limited Warranty' 1-Yr At-Home Service'

6 Months of DellNet'" by MSN* Internet

Access'* Included

$1699 .,$51
No payments for 90 days'; E-VALUE Code: 89195-500616p

Cutting-Edge Technology

Intel* Pentium'' 4 Processor at 1.4GHz

128MB RDRAM
40GB’ Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive {7200 RPM)
17" 116,0" vis, .28 dp) E770 Monitor

32MB NVIDIA' GeForce2 MX 4X AGP
Graphics with TV Out

48X Max CD-ROM Drive

SoundBlaster 64V PCI LC Sound Card

Altec Lansing' ACS-340'" Speakers

with Subwoofer

56K Capable' PCI Telephony Modem
MS* Works Suite 2001 MS' Windows’ Me
1-Yr Limited Warranty' 1-Yr At-Home Service'

6 Months of DellNef' by MSN '' Internet

Access''’lncluded

$I299„..,»..$39 [X!

No payments for 90 days'; E-VALUE Code; 89195-500612p

Affordable Desktop Solution

Intel' Pentium’ III Processor at 1GHz

128MB SDRAM at 100MHz
20GB'‘ Value Hard Drive

15" (13.8" vis) E551 Monitor

Intel' 3D’ AGP Graphics

48X Max CD-ROM Drive

SoundBlaster 64V PCI LC Sound Card

harman/kardon' Speakers

56K Capable' PCI DataFax Modem
MS' Works Suite 2001

MS' Windows' Me
1-Yr Limited Warranty

1-Yr At-Home Service'

6 Months of DellNet by MSN’ Internet

Access" Included

$799„™,„, $24 per mo. iSmos. -

No payments for 90 days'; E-VALUE Code; 89195-500607p



DELL™ NOTEBOOKS
DELL" INSPIRON" 4000 II DELL" INSPIRON" 4000

Thin and Light Thin and Light

Intel* Celeron™ Processor at 700MH2
U.rXGATFT Display

64MB 100MHz SDRAM
5GB‘ Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Modular 24X Max CD-ROM Drive

SMB ATI* Rage Mobility™ 128 3D*

2X AGP Video

Internal 56K Capable* FaxModem
26.5WHr Li-Ion Battery w/ExpressCharge

"

Technology

MS* Works Suite 2001 MS* Windows® Me
6 Months of DellNet™ by MSN* Internet

Access’* Included

$1299. ,.$54 per mo. 45 mos.'-'

No payments for 90 days'! E-VALUE Code: 89195-800612

DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADES:
14.r Super XGA-f TFT Display, add S79

8X Max DVD Drive, add $99

Intel* Pentium* III Processor at 900MHz
Featuring Intel' SpeedStep™ Technology

14.1" XGA TFT Display

128MB 100MHz SDRAM
10GB’ Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Modular 8X Max CD-ROM Drive

SMB ATr Rage Mobility™ 128 3D’

2X AGP Video

Internal 56K Capable* FaxModem
26.5WHr Li-Ion Battery w/ExpressCharge'“

Technology

MS® Works Suite 2001 MS” Windows* Me
6 Months of DellNet™ by MSN* Internet

Access'" Included

$1729. 9s low as$52 per mo. 45 mos.”

No payments for 90 days'! E-VALUE Code; 89195-800617c

DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADE;
8X Max DVD-ROM Drive, add $79

DELL" INSPIRON" sooo II DELL" INSPIRON" eooo

Multimedia Mobile Desktop

Intel* Pentium’ III Processor at 700MHz
15" Super XGA-F TFT Display

128MB 100MHz SDRAM
10GB* Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Fixed 8X Max DVD-ROM Drive

16MB NVIDIA* GeForce2 Go™ 4X AGP Graphics

Internal 56K Capable* FaxModem
59WHr Li-Ion Battery harman/kardon® Audio

MS* Works Suite 2001 MS* Windows* Mo
1-Yr Limited Warranty’ 1-Yr Mail-in Service

6 Months of DellNet'" by MSN® Internet

Access'* Included

$1999 . ..$60 ,
:.45mos.''

No payments for 90 days'! E-VALUE Coda: 89195-800619

DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADES:
2nd Bay 8X CD-RW Drive, add $199

3-Yr Limited Warranty,’ 3-Yr Mail-in Service,

Lifetime 24x7 Phone Support, add $99

DELL™ SOLUTIONS:

Multimedia Mobile Desktop

Inter Pentium' III Processor at 1GHz
15" Super XGA-t- TFT Display

128MB 100MHz SDRAM
20GB’ Ultra ATA Hard Drive

Fixed 8X Max DVD-ROM Drive

8X Max CD-RW Drive

32MB NVIDIA' GeForce2 Go™ 4X AGP Graphics

Internal 56K Capable* FaxModem
59WHr Li-Ion Battery w/ExpressCharge™

Technology

MS’ Works Suite 2001 MS” Windows' Me
1-Yr Limited Warranty’ 1-Yr Mail-in Service

6 Months of DellNet™ by MSN” Internet

Access'" Included

$2799 ... ..$84 ..

No payments for 90 days'! E-VALUE Code: 89195-800627

DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADE:
15" UXGA Display, add $149

SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES

Printers:

Epson* Stylus 777 Color Printer, add $99

HP* DeskJet* 952C, add $149 after $50

HP’ Mail-in Rebate"" (Reg. $199)

Scanner:

HP® ScanJet* 4300Cse, add $99 after $50

HP® Mail-in Rebate"’ (Reg. $149)

Power Protection:

APC Pro8T2 SurgeArrest, add $39

Software:

Extreme Game Pack

(Dimension " only)'*, add $99

Family Game Pack”, add $99

SERVICE & SUPPORT

How about some peace of mind to

accompany your new Dell"" system?

Dimension'" Desktop Service Upgrades:
Upgrade Dimension ™ Desktops 1-Yr Ltd Warranty",

1-Yr At-Home Service' to 3-Yr Ltd Warranty",

3-YrAt-Home Service', add $119

Inspiron™ Notebook Service Upgrades:
Upgrade Inspiron™ Notebooks with TYrLtd

Warranty" and 1-Yr Mail-in Service to:

- 3-Yr Ltd Warranty' and 3-Yr Mail-in Service,

add S99

-3-Yr Ltd Warranty' and 3-Yr On-Site Service',

add $219

'Telephone access (call your phone
CO. for details) and other surciiaryes

for access may apply. Must register

witliin 90 days of receiving computer
and accept DellNet/MSN Terms of

Service. You agree to be billed

-
1 -''ll'; fi-’u-S after the initial service

'

:; Ytui inay cancel service at any
n utter valid for new customers

only in U.S households and must be
: 18 years cld with major credit

'..lid. Limited lime offer. '"Monthly

pnyniont based on 13.99% APR FOR
QUALIFIED CUSTOMERS. OFFER
VARIES BY CREOfTWORTHINESS OF
CUSTOMER AS DETERMINED BY
LENDER. Under 90 Days Same As
Cash feature, interest accrues during

first 90 days if balance not paid witliin

90 days. Customers not eligible for 90

Days Same As Cash feature may be

offered standard 48-montIi financing

with APRS ranging from 16.99% to

23.99'^u. Example: SI,650 purchase price,

at IS.f'-' 41, 48 monthly payments at $50.

Taxes and shipping charges extra,

and vary. From American Investment

Bunk. N.A. to U.S. residents with

approved credit. Availability may bo
limited in some slates.

Knees, specilicalions, Bvallability anri iGims of

ntlBisiiiavctianaewitKoui notice Taxes and sliiii-

ping elinige.i uxlia, and may vary. Valid lor U.S.

Doll Honm Syslonis Company new purchases
only. 'Fur copy of our Guarantees or Limitod

Wjiianiies. wnie Doll USA L.P.. Attn; Warrsnlios.

One Dell Way. Round Rock, Texas 73682 ‘Ai-Home

or On-Site soivice provided via third-party con-

tr.:,:; Willi ctistomet. Technician will be

dispatched, if necessBry. following phonc-basod

iroiililoshooimg. To receive Noxt-Business-Oiiy

soivice. Dull must notify the service provider

Ueforo 5 pm Icuslomer's time). Availability vanes.

Oihoi coiidiiinns apply. 'For hard drives, G6 means
1 billion bylus; accessible capacity varies with

uiiuialing iinvuonmem. Download speeds limited

to 53Kli|is. Upload speeds are less iabotii SQKbpst

iiiiri vary by modem inaiiufactuioi anil line

conditions. Analog phone line and compatible

i-.ivm lequired. ‘Software, packaging or docu-

mciiiaiion may differ from letail versions. ''For

rr>baic details and coupons, call 800-728-9665 for

HK System and monitor puichase may be

'•inuired fni rebate, Inlel, Intel Inside, Peniiiim,

Celornii and Ituol SpeedStep arc tradeinarl^s oi

registered tiademarksof Intel Corporation or its siib-

siilianos in ilio United Stales or other counines

MS, Mir.riinoll, MSN aiidWiiiduwsaieregisietiid

trarlerriiirks of Microsoft Corporation. liPantI OeskJiil

lire rricjislBrud trademarks tjl Howicti-Packnid

Coruptaiion. Trinitron is a registered trademark nl

Sony Corpurallon Dell cannot be held respon-
'I'll- tor utiors in typography or pholograpliy

vtXllOail Computer Coiporabon. Alt lights reserved.

Deli PCs use genuine
Microsoft Windows
www.inicrosott.com/piracy/howtolcll

p<>tL4me»com
contact us today 800 . 433.8093 www.dell4me.com



I.7G Hz.
my friends
are envious,
my enemies
are scared.

The Dell" Dimension 8100 with a l.7GHz processor.
Feel the power.

DELL* DIMENSION” 8100 Series

Cutting-Edge Technology

Intel® Pentium® 4 Processor at 1.7GHz

256MB RDRAM
40GB' Ultra ATA/100 Hard Drive (7200 RPM)
17" (16.0” vis. .28dp) E770 Monitor

32MB NVIDIA' GeForce2 MX 4X AGP Graphics with TV Out

48X Max CD-ROM Drive

SB Live! 1024 Value Digital

Altec Lansing' ACS 340“' Speakers with Subwoofer

56K Capable'" PCI Telephony Modem
MS' Works Suite 2001 MS' Windows' Me
1-Yr Limited Warranty 1-Yr At-Home Service'

6 Months of DellNet'” by MSN® Internet Access'" Included

<t I iCOO E-VALUE CODE
^ 1^ y y 89193-500615

ASK US ABOUT NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS.

DELL RECOMMENDED UPGRADE:
19" (18.0” vis, .26dp) M991 Monitor, add $90

Simply stated, the Intel' Pentium'- 4 processor delivers mind-

boggling processing speed. Need to know more? (There are

always a few who do.) The 8100 features dual-channel RDRAM
with memory up to 1GB, a 400MHz system bus and a built-in

ATA/100 hard drive interface. Yes, it's a bit lonely having a PC
like this. But you'll get used to it.

DeiL4meaCom
contact us today 800 . 433.8093 www.dell4rTie.com

Dell PCs use genuine Microsoft Windows www.microsoft.com/piracy/howtotell
rclcplioilh dCC ...li..,,; ,mir 1- ;i|lh


